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THE PRESIDEN T’ S LE TTE R

Hello colleagues and friends,

The world is in a strange state. We don’t know
exactly when productions will begin again or when we will
simply feel safe physically rejoicing in our community.
Many are in troubling states physically and financially. The
journey back to normal life will be slow and there will likely be lasting global cultural changes
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
But, also, this is a time where many of us are emboldened to act to fortify our bonds with each
other and use this time to focus on what we do best: turn challenges into beauty.
My compassion goes out to all of those who have lost work as well as to those who continue
to work through these strange and dangerous times. The world is listening perhaps at
unprecedented levels as they honor social distancing protocols and find comfort in our
creations.
We are so strong. We adapt. We emerge. We troubleshoot. We take the notes. We make the
changes. We build a solution. We develop a new workflow. We are sound mixers. From this, we
will gain mastery and add strength to our narrative.
Many members are volunteering to help the elderly shop and to provide for those in need.
There are now social distancing block parties where crowds (6 feet apart or more) are dancing
from each other’s front patios and cheering in support of our brave health care workers nightly.
Production and post mixers are gathering together by the hundreds for constructive video chats
and special podcasts on how we will emerge and thrive together in our new world.
We are people who have chosen to use our love of sound to tell stories of the human experience.
Thus, it is innate in us to experience our community’s struggles in very real and profound ways.
Thank you all for your continued efforts to reach out and befriend, inspire, and commune in safe
ways. I also offer my deepest gratitude to those of you who are raising your voices and providing
a great gift to our community and our future by demanding justice and equality for all.
As we move forward in this uncertain time, please know your CAS Board of Directors stands
with you. We are working to find ways to modify our events to a virtual platform and to develop
new benefits to your membership. We are also using this time to update our organization’s
structure to make us more efficient and ready to serve in an even greater capacity when this has
subsided.
Until then, please stay safe and follow CDC recommendations: https://www.cdc.gov/
coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
Faithfully yours,

Karol Urban CAS MPSE
President
ANNOUNCEMENTS: New Membership Notification Process In a recent Board of
Directors meeting, the motion was unanimously passed to fulfill publication requirements for
new members by listing new members on the CAS website in addition to the subsequent CAS
Quarterly publication. This avoids a backup problem with new membership notifications waiting
for publication cycles.
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CINEMA AUDIO SOCIETY
MISSION STATEMENT

To educate and inform the general
public and the motion picture and
television industry that effective sound
is achieved by a creative, artistic, and
technical blending of diverse sound
elements. To provide the motion
picture and television industry with a
progressive society of master craftsmen
specialized in the art of creative
cinematic sound recording. To advance
the specialized field of cinematic
sound recording by exchange of ideas,
methods, and information. To advance
the art of auditory appreciation, and to
philanthropically support those causes
dedicated to the sense of hearing. To
institute and maintain high standards
of conduct and craftsmanship among
our members. To aid the motion
picture and television industry in the
selection and training of qualified
personnel in the unique field of
cinematic sound recording. To achieve
for our members deserved recognition
as major contributors to the field of
motion picture and television
entertainment.
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What a difference a couple of months makes.
As we are slowly starting to emerge from Zoom
meetings and unplanned downtime, let’s recall the
last time we were together in person—celebrating
the practitioners of our craft! In this, our yearly
“Meet the Winners” issue, we are introduced to
some new faces and catch up with veteran mixers
who were honored for their work at the CAS Awards ceremony in February. Read
about their backgrounds, the projects they’re being honored for, as well as what
they’ve been doing during the pandemic. Also, read about former CAS Board
member, Secretary, Treasurer, educator, production sound mixer, former co-editor
and contributor of this magazine, and all-around cool guy, Peter Damski CAS—the
recipient of the first CAS Service Recognition Award. Fresh on her path to make a
difference in the sound community, this year’s CAS Student Recognition Award
winner, Bo Pang, is interviewed by Peter Kelsey CAS, and our Outstanding Product
winners also get to shine some insight into their excellent developments.
Additionally, the online version of the Quarterly contains bonus coverage of this
year’s NAMM TEC Awards, provided by Peter Kelsey CAS.

In addition to the awards coverage, and relative to aspects of the current situation,
Karol Urban CAS MPSE provides insight into how some in the audio post world
have adjusted their workflows to accommodate projects and deadlines in her
article “Post-Mixing During COVID-19.” On the production side, Adam
Howell CAS shares some excellent (and crazy!) insight into capturing sound on
reality and competition programs in his article “Mixing & Organizing LargeScale Reality Shows.” Taking us down memory lane, Whitney Worthen gives us
the history of the first audience sweetening device, the Laff Box, in her article
“The Laugh Track: Revolutionizing TV Sound.” As always, be sure to read about
the happenings of your fellow members in the “Been There Done That” and “The
Lighter Side” sections.
I encourage you to check the “Collaborators” section to meet the people behind
the words, as the CAS Quarterly is produced as a service to our members and relies
on their voluntary nature. If you’re interested in contributing or have an idea for
an article, let us know (Associate and Student members, this means you, too!).
Email us at CASQuarterly@CinemaAudioSociety.org. Also, know that we
greatly appreciate, and want, your feedback and suggestions—so send them in!
Remember, our sponsors are professionals like you who understand the business
and the needs of our industry. We encourage your commitment to them.

ADVERTISING:

IngleDodd Media
310.207.4410

CAS@ingledodd.com
www.IngleDoddMedia.com

©2020 by the Cinema Audio Society. All rights
reserved. CAS®, Cinema Audio Society®, and
Dedicated to the advancement of Sound® are all
trademarks of the Cinema Audio Society and
may not be used without permission.

On a personal note, I can’t express enough gratitude to those who are tending to
the health and well-being of others, those researching to develop a vaccine, and
those placing themselves in an unknown arena to help keep us moving along
safely.

Matt Foglia CAS
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Where Great Productions
Become Extraordinary Entertainment.

Amanda
Beggs CAS

discovered her
passion for
production
sound while
studying film at the Savannah College of
Art & Design. She has been working as a
production sound mixer, based out of Los
Angeles, for 14 years and has accumulated
a solid list of credits in features and
television. Amanda’s worked with indie
filmmakers Gia Coppola, Mike Mills,
Greta Gerwig, James Ponsoldt, and Kevin
Smith. She’s mixed additional units on
films like Star Wars: The Force Awakens, Star
Trek Beyond, and Bright. Over the past few
years, she’s also mixed quite a few episodic
television shows—most recent being Better
Things, Legion, and Sorry for Your Loss. She
finished 2019 by mixing a feature for
Netflix that filmed in Hawaii, Thailand,
and New York City. She currently serves
on the Executive Board of the CAS, is an
active member of the sound branch of the
Television Academy, as well as a proud
member of IATSE Local 695.

David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE

Burbank | New York | London

www.wbppcs.com
™ and © 2020, Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
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is a re-recording mixer and educator who
has won two Emmy Awards and two MPSE
Golden Reel Awards (and has been nominated
22 times). He is Past President and Board
member of the Motion Picture Sound Editors.
David was the Secretary of the Cinema Audio
Society 2012-2019, Vice President 2007
-2011, and has been on the Board of Directors
since 2006. He has been writing for the
CAS Quarterly magazine since 2006 and was
co-editor in 2007.
His most recent projects include mixing
the documentary Empty Net, about the US
Paralympics sled hockey team that aired on
NBC Sports. He also mixed the documentary
Southwest of Salem, which won a Peabody Award.
He also mixed the cult comedy Jimmy Vestvood:
Amerikan Hero, starring Persian-American
comedian Maz Jobrani.
David is an associate professor at CU
Denver, where he teaches Recording Arts.
David received his MFA in Cinema Production
from USC and also holds a Bachelor of Music
in Jazz Composition from the Berklee College
of Music in Boston.

C OL L A BOR A T OR S

Devendra
Cleary CAS

is a Los
Angeles-based
production
sound mixer
who is currently mixing Season 2 of
Schooled for ABC. He is an Executive
Board member for IATSE Local 695 and a
frequent contributor to the CAS Quarterly.
He joined the CAS as an Associate member
in 1999 and became a full member in
2008.

Stephen
Fitzmaurice
CAS

studied sound
and music at
USC, starting
his career as an assistant for albums and
film scores. He earned his first credit as a
re-recording mixer in 2001 and has continued
in that capacity in sound for television since.
Stephen is currently working on productions
for Netflix and ABC Television.

Peter Kelsey
CAS

started his career
in sound at
the illustrious
independent
recording studio Trident Studios, where all the
early Elton John and David Bowie albums were
recorded. Here, Peter learned from engineers
and producers such as Rupert Hine, Ken
Scott, Roy Thomas Baker, Robin Geoffrey
Cable, and David Hentschel. He was a second
engineer on the Carly Simon album No Secrets,
and part of the mixing team for Elton John’s
album Goodbye Yellow Brick Road.
After moving to the USA, he did a lot of
work as a scoring mixer before moving into
post-production sound. He has worked on
many David Kelley shows, including Ally
McBeal and Boston Legal, for both of which he
won sound mixing Emmys. He worked for
RH Factor for many years and for the last
three years, has worked for Smart Post Sound.
He is currently working on Speechless, The Chi,
Arrested Development, and Dead to Me.
Peter has a degree in mathematics, a black
belt in taekwondo, and loves public speaking.

Patrick
Spain CAS

began his career
in the scoring
world at Signet
Sound in 2001
working on
varied films like Cars and Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind. In 2006, he was hired
at the venerable Ocean Way Recording
(now renamed United Recording), this
time working on everything from Dr. Dre
productions to John Mayer records to the
score for Avatar. In 2011, Patrick was hired
as a mix tech at the industry-leading ToddAO Lantana stages in Santa Monica. His very
first day there was an FX playback of a single
reel of Avengers for director Joss Whedon on
the same stage where Saving Private Ryan was
mixed! It was in this incredible environment
where Patrick learned the ropes of film and
television audio post from some of the best
re-recording mixers, editors, and sound
supervisors in the world. He worked on shows
as different as the run-and-gun feature Lone
Survivor to HBO’s Girls to the music-centric
hit Nashville. After the closing of Todd-AO,
Patrick worked a quick stint at Technicolor
Sound Services, and then made the jump to
freelancing as a re-recording mixer full time. In
that time, Patrick has mixed for clients such as
Netflix, Disney, WB, ABC, and DreamWorks.

Adam
Howell CAS

G. John
Garrett CAS

is a production
sound mixer
living in
Boston, MA.
He began mixing live music around 1970 and
learned acoustics, signal flow, and recording
technology along the way. He began in
the industry booming for Boulder mixer
Garrett Collenberger and moved into mixing
documentaries, commercials, and feature films
after moving to Boston in 1984. He then
expanded his RF training by working with
broadcast engineers and now also consults with
a broadcast tech company in the area.

In 2002, Adam
Howell CAS
moved to LA
after graduating
from Full Sail with a recording engineer
degree. Beginning at Hans Zimmer’s studio
and working in the music industry, Adam
ventured into post-production for television
as a sound editor and took his skills into the
field as a production mixer in 2004. For more
than 15 years, Adam has enjoyed the privilege
of mixing and supervising more than 100
shows for clients as diverse as MTV, FOX,
and ABC. Delivering the best audio is Adam’s
passion and he feels fortunate to work with so
many talented and creative individuals. He also
enjoys playing guitar, hiking, traveling, and
hanging out with family.

Whitney
Worthen

A graduate of
Grace College,
Whitney studied
communications
with a focus in film, but unsure of her place
in the film world, headed back home to rural
Indiana where she jump-started her journalist
career. She began professionally writing in
2016 as a sports journalist for the Pilot News,
covering high schools across North Central
Indiana. After two years, Whitney moved to
LA to pursue a career as a boom operator in
the film industry. Though new to the industry,
she has jumped in feet first learning the ropes
from a number of great mentors and getting
to know the sound community better. She’s
best known for wearing a Pepsi hat while
out-and-about and for her deep love of Harry
Potter.
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POST-MIXING
WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS
DURING COVID-19

D

b y Karol U rb an CA S M P SE

ubbing happens in two directions: facing the screen and facing the client. The success
you achieve in a re-recording mix is dependent on ensuring that both directions get
addressed.
In the days leading up to California Governor Newsom calling for a statewide shutdown, stages all across
Los Angeles were burning the midnight oil under the threat of lockdown. Complete mixes for productions
that were approaching the final days of their post-production schedules were delivered, but a bigger
question loomed: “What about everything that’s already on the books? How can we offer mixes for all the
productions that are already in the post pipeline?”
Some decided the only way forward was to remain on the
dub stage, strictly adhere to safety guidelines, minimize the
presence on stage to essential personnel, and ensure that a
quality product delivered on deadline. But, many have had to
embrace the limitations of the stay-at-home quarantine. They
have begun establishing new routines and workflows in hopes
of serving their clients and maintaining the level of professional
excellence for which our members are known. The good news
is that many of us have been successfully working remotely in
some manner for years.
Sometimes it doesn’t take a global pandemic to keep clients
off the stage; sometimes, it’s just a drive across LA traffic that
forces your hand to solve problems creatively. For a couple of
seasons and a couple of productions, myself and Kurt Kassulke
CAS have been mixing at Westwind Media’s Stage 3 using
a remote approval system. With production offices located
on the Westside, Craig Holbrook and the engineering staff
at Westwind crafted an excellent workflow that allows us to
stream high-quality video and audio to up to five different users
simultaneously using a Clearview Flex system. The in-board
talkback of our control surfaces is routed to allow myself and
SFX mixer, Kurt, to seamlessly chat with all five users through
our live stream while hearing the client’s notes and discussion
through a conference call. The stream is monitored closely by an
engineer in the machine room to ensure all members of the call
are successfully receiving the high-quality stream. With many
mixes under our belt, we have perfected this system of remote
approval for major broadcast network shows. While I dearly
miss the face-time with my clients, and get excited when I hear
one of them is coming to visit in person, everyone is thrilled
10
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with the remote results.
As COVID-19 was ramping up in late-February, we took
extra precautions with our regular clients on-site to make the
review process safe. Stage 3 at Westwind has the good fortune
of direct access to the outside via a sound-locked vestibule. The
only people who need to enter the door are ourselves and our
clients. Our rooms were wiped down every day before and after
mixing. Our engineering staff was instructed to wear gloves and
masks and not to enter the room unless absolutely necessary.
All tech assistance and recordist functions were able to be done
via remote access from the machine core. Supervisors and music
editors were encouraged to work remotely and use Aspera to
deliver adds to the machine room. Kurt and I would sit as wide
apart from one another at our consoles and occasionally bump
elbows in celebration of a bitchin’ scene. When the mix was
ready to present, a maximum of two producers/editors/EP’s
were allowed in the backfield if they preferred to approve in
person. We would schedule a Clearview Flex review session with
engineering if anyone preferred to weigh in remotely. By early
March, nearly all producers, editors, and writers were remotely
approving.
But what about complete remote mixing under stay-at-home
orders?
When I first came to LA with my husband, Steve Urban
MPSE, we were starting anew. We had over a decade of credits
and experience, but we were hoping to break into new genres
of work and teams that would allow us to expand our craft.
Understandably, however, no one wants to put unfamiliar talent
on a dub stage or in a spotting session with their client.

Westwind Media

FOR YOUR EMMY ® CONSIDERATION
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SOUND MIXING
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“ EPISODE 3 ”
SOU N D M IXE R

SOUND MIXER

LISA PIÑERO , CAS

MITCH LOW

DU B B I NG M IXE R

FOLEY MIXER

HOWARD BARGROFF

USE YOUR PERSONAL FX FYC
CODE TO WATCH ALL EPISODES ON
FXVIP.DIGITALSCREENERS.COM EXPIRES 8/31/20

GLEN GATHARD

Westwind Stage 3

So, circumstances forced our hand. We invested in a modest
5.1 home studio, and one of our two bedrooms became a home
studio. With an ISO rack for temperature and sound control of
our equipment, a separate video playback rig, a 5.1 speaker array
(JBL LSR4308’s in LCR, LSR4306’s LsRs, and LSR4312SP
sub), some sound baffling, a battery backup, obscene amounts
of licenses and software, and a few other bits of hardware we
could offer our services directly to clients. We treated the room,
calibrated the speakers, and edited and mixed documentary series,
independent films, pilots, and scripted streaming series for years.
Our workflow was streamlined for digital delivery. A
password-protected link from picture editorial via Aspera,
Frame IO, or Vimeo of a screening copy was used for virtual
spotting sessions. We received turnovers from picture editorial
via Dropbox, Hightail, or WeTransfer. Foley was outsourced,
and ADR was shot at other high-quality home studios or formal
facilities, often using Source-Connect or Skype. We assembled
the dailies and a remote sound editorial team would jump into
action, digitally delivering elements back and forth.
Before the world was on lockdown, a pre-dub would typically
occur in our home studio and then finalize on a four-walled dub
stage. With relationships with studios all around town, clients
would have their dub stage of choice in their part of town. After
the mix was approved, we would print and leave with files that
we would use to create detailed deliverables based on network

specs or theatrical distribution documents. This final mix stage
is where it is crucial to know the limitations of your small room
and how it will translate.
It is this knowledge I have had to come back to in the last few
weeks when mixing for a couple of clients exclusively from my
home studio.
Most recently, after pre-dubs and a temp dub in my home
studio, an approval QuickTime was securely sent to EP’s,
producers, writers, the picture editor, and the music editor.
Notes were streamlined by a shared Google Doc, which we
addressed together on a Source-Connect Live session. This
process allows me to play in near real-time my mix changes with
picture and audio in perfect sync. After printing and QC’ing my
stems, I send them to my engineer, who packaged everything up
for final delivery to the network from his home system. In the
end, deadlines are hit and goals met.
David Barber CAS MPSE:
Fellow re-recording mixer David Barber CAS MPSE is also
a veteran at remote mixing. David and Juniper Post have been
devising an ingenious system of remote mixing for years, which
has allowed them to service many clients from all over. Having
completed the mix for the feature films Force of Nature, Axis Sally,
and The Uncanny, all 100 percent remotely, Barber offers some
thoughts as well.
CAS QUARTERLY
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Juniper Post

“At Juniper Post, we’ve been fortunate during the early stages
of this societal shutdown as we were nearing the final mix stage
on several projects. All of them wanted to push through to
completion and were willing to follow our lead on how best to
do that.
I’ve been working remotely for nearly four years now as family
circumstances took me across the country. This situation has
ended up being a blessing in disguise as we’ve been ironing out
remote mixing during that entire time.
Our internal workflow has remained the same in terms of
parsing out editorial, Foley, and design. Spotting sessions have
taken place over Skype, FaceTime, and Zoom, and we’ve found
that directors and producers alike have enjoyed the opportunity
to stay home, spot, and quickly move on to their next task.
Over the years, we’ve tailored our remote workflow to our
clients’ preferences and sensibilities. Some producers and
directors are product-driven, while others have a keen interest
in the process. By product-driven, I don’t mean to say that they
are not vested in the artistic merit of the final soundtrack, but
rather that their MO is to give instruction and trust us to do the
job right. Process-driven clients tend to want to be there for as
many steps of the project as they can—give notes and approve
sound design, review and approve ADR cues, etc., as well as
being present for all ADR sessions and the final mix.
14
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FOR YOUR EMMY ® CONSIDERATION
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FOR A
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“ S H I RLE Y ”
RE-RECORDING MIXER

CHRISTIAN P. MINKLER

USE YOUR PERSONAL FX FYC
CODE TO WATCH ALL EPISODES ON
FXVIP.DIGITALSCREENERS.COM EXPIRES 8/31/20

RE-RECORDING MIXER

ANDY KING

PRODUCTION MIXER

SYLVAIN ARSENEAULT

Recent events have forced everyone into the “product-based”
workflow, and it has been up to us to accommodate the “process”
minded clients in the best way possible. A lot of video chatting,
sending designed/premixed clips back and forth, and an overall
uptick in communication have been vital in making sure that
everyone is comfortable and involved in the audio post process.
Recently, we’re having great success with live, real-time reviews
with clients using Source Elements’ Source-Live software. We
have found our clients to be very satisfied with the workflow and
product that our (forced) remote sessions have delivered.
One final note: While studio setup (proper monitoring/
calibration) is vital to the success of any remote mixing, the
absolute most important equipment that perpetually requires
updating is your ears. Listen, listen, listen to mixes you have
done on larger stages in your home/remote studio—as well
as Blu-rays of all film genres. Pre-COVID-19, my standard
workflow involved all prep and premixing in my studio, taking
it to a large stage (Stage 1 at Juniper Post, Harbor Picture Co.,
WBNY, etc.) to audition or final. Then immediately returning
to listen in my studio while EQ, level, and other mix decisions
were fresh in my mind. Every mix is an education for the ears
and will help you build confidence in being able to produce a
final product remotely.”
Michael Keeley CAS MPSE:
Michael Keeley CAS MPSE is another mixer who invested
in a private studio and has been remotely mixing for a while.
Michael is a freelance mixer but has constructed an extremely
high-end space with Dolby Atmos capabilities. Below he
describes his remote workflow at Sound Striker Post that I find
very familiar to my own experience.
Sound Striker Post

16
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“About five years ago, I built a Dolby Atmos home studio,
where for the last couple years, I have been doing remote
projects.
I work with the editors and Foley remotely and they send me
their individual PT sessions, where I assemble and do the predubs before taking it to a larger dub stage for the final review.
For projects that needed to have reviews done remotely, I
would export a QuickTime video with the mix for the clients to
review. Lately, I have had the clients use Google Docs. That has
been very useful since everyone can edit it, and the EP or show
runner can instantly approve or deny a note from others. This
has streamlined the process and helped to avoid back-and-forth
notes.
After addressing notes, I would then QC and deliver the final
mix stems. The challenges with this workflow have been making
sure the clients are listening back on full-range speakers or a
decent pair of headphones (I love and recommend the Blue
Mo-Fi headphones) and not laptop speakers or enhanced bass
headphones, etc.
The various listening devices, room acoustics, and bandwidth
available to clients have possibly been the most significant
technical hurdles of remotely approvals. When remote approving
from more extensive facilities, I have often been able to ensure
correct acoustics for my clients because they would have a
listening space built in their production office or lot. But, with
clients wanting to approve on the go, communication about how
certain types of devices may color their listening experience has
been a massive hurdle. There is software available that can model
speakers and use IR’s of your dub stage space, which could be
useful. I have personally had great results on broadcast/streaming
projects when clients’ own Smart TV’s and are able to stream
the QuickTime audio and
video to their home system
to better approximate the
end-viewer experience.
But, the very best way to
make and give notes is
on the dub stage, where
your soundtrack will never
sound better and worse all
at the time, as this space is
designed to reproduce and
reveal everything.”
Keeley does point
out that there are some
advantages to mixing from
home, such as “having a
more flexible schedule,
not having to commute,
and spending more time
creatively on certain
projects when needed.”
I like wearing bunny
slippers.
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partner, and experiencing firsthand the visceral reactions of my
writers, editors, producers, and directors that I lack most. It
is the professional and creative hive mind that often creates the
magic of an impactful narrative. While I know our industry and
sound mixers continue to find ways to meet the demands of the
ever-changing landscape of our industry, I can’t wait to get the
band back together, all in one room to do something amazing
together again. Perhaps we can incorporate the bunny slippers. •
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But he also expresses that there are cons. “I seem to work
longer hours at times when at home, and it’s a pain to have to be
my own tech support occasionally,” he explains. It is easy to get
lost in overcoming an error that won’t go away or a scene that
derails you. Time management becomes a practice of discipline.
It is very possible to mix in quarantine and do it very well.
But, in addition to it requiring practical study in how your
room translates, how your technology works, and a significant
financial investment, there are unavoidable effects on the
creative process. Keeley expands, “I miss the energy and rapport
of being at a facility and the one on one time with the client.” I
could not agree more.
I am currently slated to begin a new project, and I am faced
with creating a mix for a new team, a new distributor, with a
new mix partner without ever spending time with them in the
same room. I won’t be able to ask them in the moment whether
we should foreshadow something or diminish its presence, or
completely misdirect. As I prep for this project, I find myself
watching hours of projects produced and written by the same
team to observe sonic patterns and preferences and taking notes
for a future video conference call I hope to have.
A client-turned-dear-friend would often say when she would
enter the dub stage, “Let’s play in the sandbox!” Besides
technological hurdles, the creative process changes with physical
distance. It is the input of my supervisors, the knowledge
and creativity of my music editors, the dance with my mixing
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n January 25, 2020, the 56th Annual CAS Awards was held at the
InterContinental Downtown Los Angeles in the Wilshire Grand
Ballroom.
It was a splendid affair, title sponsored by DTS. The cocktail hour, generously
provided by Westlake Pro and Avid, was buzzing with energy as new friends and old
told tales from the past year’s adventures.
As the ceremonies began, our host, comedian and actress Kirsten Vangsness,
crooned bespoke melodies to the audience and brightened the room with her unique
brand of techie comedy. The audience joined in on the final chorus of her song, “Room
Tone,” that ended in chuckles and smiles.
Following the greeting of attendees and installing the newly elected Board
members, CAS President Karol Urban presented a surprise special recognition
honor to Peter Damski CAS. This custom-created award was brought forth by the
Board of Directors, where Peter served for more than a decade, helping to create
the organization we all know today.
Throughout the night, celebrities and masters of sound mixing presented awards
for outstanding products, sound excellence, Career Achievement, and our Filmmaker.
There was a heartfelt custom message that was played for Tom Fleischman CAS

THE 56TH CAS AWARDS



OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
IN SOUND MIXING FOR 2019

FLEABAG “Episode #2.6”

MOTION PICTURES – LIVE ACTION
FORD v FERRARI

Production Mixer – Christian Bourne
Re-recording Mixer – David Drake
ADR Mixer – James Gregory

Production Mixer – Steven A. Morrow CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Paul Massey CAS
Re-recording Mixer – David Giammarco CAS
Scoring Mixer – Tyson Lozensky
ADR Mixer – David Betancourt
Foley Mixer – Richard Duarte

MOTION PICTURES – ANIMATED
TOY STORY 4
Original Dialogue Mixer – Doc Kane CAS
Original Dialogue Mixer – Vince Caro CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Michael Semanick CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Nathan Nance
Scoring Mixer – David Boucher
Foley Mixer – Scott Curtis

MOTION PICTURES – DOCUMENTARY
MAKING WAVES:
THE ART OF CINEMATIC SOUND
Production Mixer – David J. Turner CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Tom Myers CAS
Scoring Mixer – Dan Blanck CAS
ADR Mixer – Frank Rinella

TELEVISION SERIES – ONE HOUR
GAME OF THRONES
“The Bells”
Production Mixer – Ronan Hill CAS
Production Mixer –Simon Kerr
Production Mixer – Daniel Crowley
Re-recording Mixer – Onnalee Blank CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Mathew Waters CAS
Foley Mixer – Brett Voss CAS

— AND —

TELEVISION MOVIES OR LIMITED SERIES
CHERNOBYL “1:23:45”
Production Mixer – Vincent Piponnier
Re-recording Mixer – Stuart Hilliker
ADR Mixer – Gibran Farrah
Foley Mixer – Philip Clements

TELEVISION NON-FICTION, VARIETY,
MUSIC SERIES OR SPECIALS
DAVID BOWIE: FINDING FAME
Production Mixer – Sean O’Neil
Re-recording Mixer – Greg Gettens

•••

OUTSTANDING PRODUCT AWARDS
2019
PRODUCTION
SCORPIO
Manufacturer: SOUND DEVICES, LLC
POST PRODUCTION
DIALOGUE MATCH
Manufacturer: iZOTOPE, INC.
•••

CAS STUDENT RECOGNITION AWARD
BO PANG
Chapman University, Orange, California
•••

CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
TOM FLEISCHMAN CAS

TELEVISION SERIES – HALF-HOUR

•••

BARRY “ronny/lily”

FILMMAKER AWARD
JAMES MANGOLD

— TIE —

Production Mixer – Benjamin A. Patrick CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Elmo Ponsdomenech CAS
Re-recording Mixer – Jason “Frenchie” Gaya
ADR Mixer – Aaron Hasson
Foley Mixer – John Sanacore CAS

•••

SERVICE RECOGNITION AWARD
PETER DAMSKI CAS

Photos by Alex J. Berliner/ABImages

from longtime collaborator Martin
Scorsese upon receiving his Career
Achievement Award. Later, Harrison
Ford took to the stage to present the
Filmmaker Award to James Mangold.
Bo Pang from Chapman University
received our Student Recognition
Award and a check for $5,000. The
other four finalists received $1,000
each. These gifts were made possible
by the support of IMAX and iZotope.
The students also received gift bags
with a variety of production and
post-production tools in great thanks
to the support of these generous
companies: Audionamix, Denecke,
Deity, Halter Technical, iZotope,
K-Tek, Lectrosonics, McDSP, Sound
Devices, Sound Particles, Sound
Dogs, Todd-AO, and Zaxcom.
The CAS Awards continue to bring
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the sound mixing community together. As the night concluded
with an after party, generously sponsored by Smart Post Sound,
the room was filled with an incredible feeling of joy and support
for one another. As Career Achievement honoree Tom Fleischman
CAS articulated perfectly, the CAS Awards are special because they
are given “by people who really understand what it means to be
a mixer.” •

MEET THE WINNERS

Morrow knew he’d be able to figure out solutions as he knew
what had worked for him in the past. However, even with some
prior experience, every film is unique and Morrow knows this
CAS Award Winner – Live Action
well. “It all changes when you see how they’re gonna film it,
what they’re gonna film. Sometimes you’re on a process trailer,
sometimes you’re on a biscuit rig where it’s just the stunt
driver and the actor and some cameras, so you try to figure out
by Amanda Beggs CAS
how that’s gonna go. And so you just have multiple plans in
place, and then whatever works in that moment, works.” And
An epic, heart-pounding, pulse-racing story of American
Morrow certainly made it work.
ingenuity and determination, friendship, and risk taking—oh,
Due to many of the cars being freely driven, there often
and it’s all true. With James Mangold at the helm of Ford v
wasn’t an opportunity for Morrow to be in close proximity to
Ferrari, there was no doubt this film would turn out exceptional.
the action, as the tracks the cars would race along could be
And he brought together a team of incredibly skilled sound
several miles long. Therefore, he had to place a bag rig, record,
professionals to help him tell the amazing story of how the
and walk away—the “set it and forget it” approach. But he still
Ford Motor Company went head-to-head with Ferrari to assert
needed to monitor the sound, as did Mangold and other crew
dominance at the historic 1966 Le Mans endurance race.
members. The solution was to embed the audio into the movie
Mangold’s frequent collaborators, re-recording mixer David
cameras, and then embed the audio from the cameras to the
Giammarco CAS and Academy Award-winning re-recording
wireless microwave video system and it would broadcast back
mixer Paul Massey CAS, were on board from the very
to video village. Morrow would pull the signal out and feed it
beginning, along with Foley mixer Richard Duarte, ADR
to the Comteks. “Everyone could hear what was happening. As
mixer David Betancourt, and scoring mixer Tyson Lozensky.
long as there was image, there was sound. And if the image cut
New to the Mangold fold was Academy Award-nominated
out, the sound cut out, and everyone understood.” After the car
production sound mixer Steven Morrow CAS.
came back, Morrow would confirm the tracks had been
While any biopic or film based on real-world events can be a
recorded, play them back, and make any necessary adjustments.
daunting task, as everything has to look, sound, and feel
Morrow’s longtime boom op, Craig Dollinger, joined him on
authentic, the entire sound team on this film jumped in
the film, and Bryan Mendoza rounded out the team
enthusiastically and relished the opportunity to
as utility. Dollinger handled wiring the actors, while
take on the challenge. According to the sound
Mendoza helped place the bag rigs for the driving
team, Mangold is one of those directors anyone
work and confirm that sound was being sent to the
would be happy to work with. He created a fully
cameras. Morrow knew he’d be dealing with
collaborative and enjoyable working environment
incredibly loud car engines—as he puts it, “car
that allowed new ideas to flow and come to
guys don’t make race cars quiet.” He researched
fruition. It’s no wonder the CAS chose to honor
options for lavaliere microphones to use on
him with their Filmmaker Award this year.
Christian Bale, as he needed good signal in loud
Like any film, this one was full of moving parts
environments, and the DPA 4062 ended up being
and many, many people working behind the scenes
to create a soundtrack that would honor the true Steven Morrow CAS the winner. Able to handle massive dynamic range,
the mic turned out to be the perfect fit for both
story of Carroll Shelby and Ken Miles. Production
Bale’s dialogue inside the race cars, as well as for scenes like
sound mixer Steven Morrow is no stranger to films dealing
Henry Ford II’s booming speech to his employees at the Ford
with dialogue inside cars or other fast-moving, freely-driven
Motor Company production line. After all of the hard work,
vehicles. He brought with him a wealth of experience from his
and dealing with technical challenges, loud cars, dusty and
previous work on films like CHiPs and Little Miss Sunshine.

Ford v Ferrari
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windy sets, Morrow is still excited to go to
composers as well. “We did not mix any
work every day. The chance to be a part of
surround sound tracks for the film.
the creative process of storytelling, and to
Since they had so many sound effects to
work with good people, that’s the payoff
battle—Paul Massey and his team had
that Morrow finds incredibly satisfying.
their work cut out for them—we
No strangers to a Mangold film,
provided them with a full stereo score
re-recording mixers Paul Massey and
with only stereo stems. They moved it
David Giammarco were more than excited
around the room and around the cars as
to jump onto this project. As Massey puts
they saw fit. They did an incredible job
it, “Kudos to Jim, he’s been loyal to this
in the final film and I was blown away
Paul Massey CAS
[sound] team for quite some time, and he
when I saw it in the theaters.” According
has trust in everyone in their various
to Massey, “Jim doesn’t like music to be
departments. He knows what to expect
locked in too early without the flexibility
and he does give us the time and the
of being able to experiment later on the
respect to prep early on. So that if we
final stage. It’s a wonderful way of
do get into a whole new concept in the
working.” Lozensky adds that the
final mix—let’s try this, let’s try
existing relationship that the composers had
that—we’re ready for it and we know
with Mangold also added to the overall gratifying
where all the pieces are and we know
experience of working on the film and he notices
how to construct it. He likes things to
that Mangold’s films “all have a very strong
be fast and experimental, and it’s
identity as well, which is a lot of fun to express
wonderful because it’s an instinctive
in the music.” The time period of the film lent
gut reaction that he’s wanting to
itself to a nontraditional orchestra choice and
explore, and it’s truly exciting to work
Lozensky remarks that this film was unlike any
that way.”
project he’d worked on before. “Typically, an
David Giammarco CAS
Massey and Giammarco have worked
orchestra is used with strings, brass, woodwinds,
together for quite some time—they
etc. But this was more rock band-based with
both guess around 13 years. They’ve
some muted brass, distorted fuzz guitars, a
developed a shorthand with each other,
drum kit, piano, B3 organ, etc. We recorded
as well as a trust and understanding
everything at Capitol Records.”
that allows them to work seamlessly together. Massey describes
Meanwhile, Giammarco was working on effects, backgrounds,
that partnership as “truly magical and priceless” and Giammarco
Foley assemblies, and premixing on his own until he and
attributes his ability to think ahead to where Massey will be
Massey eventually got together on the same stage for the final
“working-wise” to their long-standing relationship.
mix. Both appreciated how “incredibly inventive [Mangold] is
Both will start working as soon as possible on a project. In
in the final mix” and expressed how enjoyable it is to work with
this case, Massey, who mixed the dialogue and music, jumped
him. Massey describes, “We always end up getting to a place
in as soon as the editors had a cut to send his way. Giammarco
where I feel none of us individually, him included, would have
was on board with editorial from very early on as well, cutting
gotten to. But collaborating like that, together, we are elevating
sound effects throughout the editorial process, and always
what we expect out of the reel. And, ultimately, the film.”
talking to Massey to keep him informed of the upcoming
Giammarco agrees, saying the whole process of getting to work
workload, etc. While Mangold truly trusts the two mixers and
with Massey is “fluid and fun. And when Jim gets involved, it
allows them freedom in making choices before sitting down
takes us to that next level. It’s very rewarding.” To add to what
with them, Giammarco was very grateful for the first initial
already sounds like a real career highlight of a show, the
temp pass with Mangold, the editors, and
schedule was laid out in a way that
sound supervisor Don Sylvester, as he feels
allowed both mixers to take the time
“it really helped set the form and shape of
they wanted and needed, without too
where the film would ultimately go for the
many long hours or stressful days.
final mix.”
While the partnership with the director
Massey started with a basic assembly of
was clearly noticeable, this film’s
the dialogue. Due to his previous work on
soundtrack came together due to the
Mangold films, he already knew the
hard work and collaboration of the entire
composers and they gave him great
sound team. This film involved many
flexibility when it came to doing the music
scenes with very specific cars, and while
pre-dubs. This allowed him to create a
the cars themselves were as authentic as
music pass that sat well with the dialogue
they could be, the engines were modern
he was assembling.
to be able to withstand the rigors of all
Scoring mixer Tyson Lozensky knew
the driving that the film entailed. This
exactly what Massey would want, having
meant every engine and car noise had to
Tyson Lozensky
worked with the Mangold’s longtime
be replaced. Giammarco mentions how

such a concern.” Betancourt,
also a seasoned vet of Mangold
films, who first worked with
the director on 2007’s Walk the
Line, sings the director’s
praises. “Jim pushes everyone
in his crew to be at their best.
And he encourages you to
think outside the box. It’s also
refreshing to work with a
director that has a clear vision
of what he wants. I think as
awesome as our technology is,
it’s very easy to second-guess
yourself because of all the
choices you have. Jim is very
decisive through the entire process.” Clearly, Mangold has
serious it was that they get the cars right. “This is a historical
created an amazing environment that truly allows for everyone
piece. There are tons of racing fans out there and we wanted to
to work at the highest level. Betancourt even got to play around
be true to the story and help and support the story. So, we did
and try some new, unorthodox methods for recording ADR
find those cars and utilize an actual GT40 with the 427
with the lav mics. “I noticed by feeding the lav back to itself
[engine]. Also, Foley is very important to [Mangold].”
slightly made it sound a little dirtier
Foley mixer Richard Duarte couldn’t agree
and more piercing and a lot less like
more, “He has a strong sense of what he would
ADR.” Having the opportunity and
like to hear in specific scenes and why. For
time to try new things is what
example, in the pit stop scenes, there was strong
Betancourt says “makes this job so
communication about what [Mangold] wanted
enjoyable. The fact that we’re always
the break assembly and the tires to sound like.
learning and trying to make things
That kind of direction before we record the
better.”
material helps us focus on what the director
One of the most novel things about
needs and wants to hear.” Duarte also mentions
this industry is the fact that every
the unique aspect of working on a historical
project and, usually, every day is unique
film. “One of the challenges was getting the
and brings with it new challenges and
hands on the GT40 race car to sound
problems that need new solutions.
appropriate. Since the body panels of the car
Massey believes that “you always learn
were a form of fiberglass on a metal frame, the
Richard Duarte
something on every single project, and
hands on the hood, doors, and car body could
you definitely do when you’re working
not just sound like any old metal car.” But like
with Jim.” Ford v Ferrari was a one-of-aeveryone else on this film, Duarte couldn’t be
kind movie that created many people’s
prouder of his work and the finished film, and
favorite working experience. The attention to detail and the
lists it as one of his proudest career achievements. Duarte
commitment to making a historically accurate, yet exciting
echoes what Massey and Giammarco have said, that “it is
movie that audiences would get immersed in is apparent in
slightly easier working with a team who has experience working
every scene. The performances aren’t
together, simply because a level of trust has
hidden, it’s a perfect blend of dialogue,
already been established.”
music, and effects. Mangold truly
Massey relied heavily on the various members
brought together a top-notch team and
of the team who helped lay down all the
trusted them to help achieve his vision
possible ADR. He prepped the final mix with
for the film. Not only did the sound
both options—production audio and ADR—
team win the 56th Annual CAS Award
to give Mangold the choice to hear either
for Best Sound Mixing for Motion
option. Due to the locations and proximity to
Pictures – Live Action, but the film was
loud engines, a lot of ADR was recorded for
nominated for the Oscar for Best
the film. ADR mixer David Betancourt
Sound Mixing as well. A huge
explains that “even if our supervising sound
David Betancourt
congratulations to every member of the
editor felt some lines would be clean, we still
sound team on this incredible film!
did them to be safe.” In the end, Massey says,
“We used a surprisingly large amount of
production [audio] because once the scenes
were properly balanced, the car engines weren’t
28
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Tom Hanks during his final Toy Story 4 recording session.

MEET THE WINNERS
CAS Award Winner – Animated

Toy Story 4
by David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE
Pixar’s Toy Story 4, the fourth installment of the wildly
successful franchise, premiered last June to the delight of fans
(and box offices) around the globe. Complementing Pixar’s
unique animation style is a sound mix that helps bring life to
the appealing storyline. That sound mix resonated with
members of our craft as the team was recognized with this
year’s CAS Award for Motion Pictures – Animated. I spoke
with the team, including original dialogue mixers Doc Kane
CAS and Vince Caro CAS; re-recording mixers Michael
Semanick CAS and Nathan Nance; and scoring mixer David
Boucher about themselves and the project. Unfortunately,
Foley mixer Scott Curtis was not available during our
scheduling window.
DOC KANE CAS: Original Dialogue Mixer
Doc Kane has a storied career as the “go-to” mixer for ADR
and animation recording sessions in Hollywood. With more
than 400 credits to his name, he has been involved in all four
Toy Story movies. “I have been so fortunate to be involved in the
Toy Story animated features. I was there with Tom Hanks on his
very first recording session of Toy Story in 1994 and his very
last session of Toy Story 4 on January 30, 2019.”
Doc has an outstanding career as an original dialogue mixer,
including Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, Pocahontas, and The Lion
King for Disney Feature Animation. “We had developed and
fine-tuned a nice documented workflow of microphones and
recording media specifications. When Pixar Animation Studios
came to Disney Studios’ Stage B to record the dialogue for
their first animated feature Toy Story, we were prepared to apply
this same workflow to the Pixar production team.”
Having A-list actors in your cast can often lead to scheduling
problems. Doc added, “The actors who provide voice talent for
these productions work all over the world. When the studio
30
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needs to book them for additional dialogue recordings,
production might have to find a recording studio in another
city or even another country to record the actor. Having this
documented workflow as a guide for the remote studio helped
in providing audio consistency throughout the long process of
production dialogue recordings no matter where the actor was
located for the recording sessions.”
The main microphones for the Toy Story dialogue recordings
were a Neumann U87A on one channel and a Brauner VM1
Tube microphone on a second channel (for loud material).
Both microphones were routed through John Hardy M-1
microphone preamplifiers and dbx 160SL compressor/limiters.
The recordings were captured in Pro Tools using a D-Command
control surface. The Massenburg MDW EQ5 was the only
plugin inserted across both microphones for any necessary
equalization adjustments.
Doc was very gracious to the entire crew. “Many thanks to
Vince Caro (who also recorded original dialogue), re-recording
mixers Michael Semanick and Nathan Nance, scoring mixer
David Boucher, and Foley mixer Scott Curtis for helping make
Toy Story 4 such a beautiful sounding movie. And a huge
THANK YOU to the Cinema Audio Society for our award for
Outstanding Achievement in Sound Mixing for 2019! It was
such a beautiful ending to 25 years of Toy Story recording
sessions!”
VINCE CARO CAS: Original Dialogue Mixer
Doc worked in conjunction with original dialogue mixer Vince
Caro, who originally came from New York. “I remember being
3 or 4 years old sitting in front of my dad’s stereo. The smell
of the tubes glowing orange. The sound of the Count Basie
Band, Frank Sinatra, Quincy Jones or Duke Ellington, or some
Italian opera. That feel of the thick cardboard sleeve and 180
mil vinyl RCA Living Stereo or Blue Note LP’s. Then I
remember hearing Chuck Berry, Buddy Holly, and the Beatles,
and everything that followed.
“In grammar school, I played various instruments in fits and
starts and at age 12, I built my first guitar amp. I was always
the guy fiddling with the PA; mixing the levels, EQ, adding
reverb. I would collect broken headphones, detach the working
side, and duct-tape them to the kick and snare drum.”

Vince went to the Berklee College of Music in Boston to
and feed off each other’s energy. Director Josh Cooley was off
study music production & engineering. “While at Berklee, I
to one side and everyone else was on the couch. I was set up in
continued to play my instruments, study composition and
a far corner with my equipment on a TV tray (the same one
arranging, and as many musical disciplines as possible. I knew
you see them eating their pastrami sandwiches on during
that would be of the utmost importance in whatever I did in
Jerry’s show!). Each actor had a U87 and a CMIT 5. I had two
my career, and it proved to be solid thinking.”
Sound Devices 744’s as a main recorder and backup recorder. I
Vince has also had a storied career. “I’m proud to say that I
also threw up a Sony D-50 recorder to capture the room for
am one of the privileged few to have worked on every single
posterity.”
Pixar feature film. Because I am on staff at Pixar running the
Like Doc, Vince is very thankful. “I’ve had many great
recording studio, I am part of these films from the early
mentors … too many to name, but I can’t thank Doc Kane
development stages right up until they’re released. Often
enough for giving me my first chance to be in the engineer’s
afterward, working on the post-release content for the digital
chair on a Disney animated feature way back when (on) Beauty
releases and bonus materials.”
and the Beast (the original). After that, I was privileged to work
In addition to the mics that Doc uses, some directors and
on many of the Walt Disney feature animation films and,
editors ask for a boom mic. “I’ll often use a Schoeps CMIT 5,
eventually, that was my introduction to working for Pixar. So,
a Neumann KM81, or a Sennheiser MKH 8060. The main mic
thanks Doc, you changed my life!”
(U87) is also sent to a video recorder for
Animation Video Reference. There are
DAVID BOUCHER: Scoring Mixer
usually table microphones set up for the
director and whoever else (co-director,
Scoring mixer David Boucher grew up in
writer, editor) is in the studio with the
the suburbs of Atlanta playing bass in a
talent (Those are usually Neumann TLM
band, “Just like every other mixer,” as he
170’s or KM 105’s). Often those are
put it. “When it came time to record an
recorded to document comments and
album, the job fell to me to figure it out
direction. Sometimes there are EPK crews
in my basement studio that I built with
present and some combination of the
my dad. I had a great music teacher in
main mic and director’s mic are routed to
high school, Chris Moore, who
the remote sound person’s rig. The layout
encouraged me to keep music as my
is most often the talent in front of the
focus and especially my love of recording.
mics facing the director’s table. The
I studied music at the University of
director or someone else present
Miami where Ken Pohlmann, John
(co-director, writer, editor) will read
Monforte, Clyde Hagler, and Will Pirkle
opposite the actor. Sometimes we’ll have
kept me busy in the studio and Matt
two or more talent in the room together
Bonelli kept me playing electric bass.
(or in a separate ISO booth), so this
“From there, I went to New York to
setup is multiplied by the number of
make fruit baskets for the big studios
Scoring mixer David Boucher
actors.”
while recording bands at smaller ones. In
Vince was happy to talk gear. “For the
1998, I went to work for Bob
actors’ mics, I generally run Focusrite Red 7 preamps directly
Clearmountain and that’s where I met (record producer)
into a Lynx Aurora AD converter, then digitally into an Avid
Mitchell Froom. Mitchell and I have been recording together
HD IO. All the utility mics follow similar routes except the
ever since and he brought me on to his productions of songs
preamps, which are most often Focusrite ISA 110’s as part of
for Randy Newman’s albums. It was through Mitchell that I
a Focusrite 428 rack unit. When I have to travel to remote
got my start with Randy and eventually started mixing his
studios, besides microphones, I always bring my Red 7’s, a
movie scores.”
Dorrough Meter Bridge, and a Brainstorm Timecode
David’s first film for Disney was The Princess and the Frog, for
Destripalyzer.” (The Destripalyzer analyzes and corrects
which Randy Newman wrote the songs and score. Since then,
timecode signals.)
he has worked with them on subsequent movies with Randy as
Vince was blessed to record Mel Brooks and Carl Reiner in
the composer and beyond.
Carl’s den, where he and Mel had lunch and watched movies
Talking tech, David says, “For the orchestral recordings and
every day. “Before heading down there, I did a little recon
mixes, I used a Neve 88RS console with the SP2 fitted. For the
watching Jerry Seinfeld’s show Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee,
band recording (songs), we used a Neve BCM10 console (with
where Jerry had lunch with Mel and Carl in that same room.
1073’s) and a variety of other outboard mic preamps for
That was quite the fun adventure. The room was quite
recording. I mixed in the box, with Pro Tools 2019 as the
manageable with wall-to-wall carpeting, comfy armchairs, and
DAW on all of the material.”
couches. There was the occasional truck or siren in the
David continues, “I delivered most of the orchestral pieces as
distance, but after shutting off the fluorescent lights, the ice
5.1 plus a 5.1 of the orchestra percussion close mics. The
machine, and the mini fridge, it was more than adequate. I set
songs were delivered in fairly discrete stems—drums, perc,
Carl up in his favorite armchair with Mel directly opposite in
bass, guitars, keys, horns, lead vocals, backing vocals.”
a matching armchair. They faced each other so they could riff
For processing, David uses Massenburg DesignWorks EQ

and the Apogee DualPath plugins.
For reverbs, the Seventh Heaven
Bricasti models, Waves IR-1, and
outboard verbs are his favorites.
Asked if there were any
challenges in the recording, David
replied, “There’s always a scene
where Randy writes something
that’ll stop anyone in their tracks.
I wouldn’t say that makes it
challenging in technical terms,
but it does make it hard to keep
objectivity when there ain’t a dry
eye in the room.
“There’s a group of people that
make me look good, almost too
many to name. Randy Newman
and Mitchell Froom (my
co-conspirators), Tom and
Andrew on the studio side, Kevin
Harp and Joey Raia and Greg Hayes as my fellow mixers,
Tommy’s crew at WB and Damon’s crew at Fox. I’d like to
thank Joe E. Rand, our beloved music editor. And, of course,
our filmmakers at Pixar who trusted us without
micromanagement.”
NATHAN NANCE: Re-recording Mixer
(Dialogue and Foley)
Re-recording mixer Nathan Nance is from Alaska originally.
He went to Full Sail, hoping to work in a music studio. He
explains, “I literally finished working on a crab boat in Dutch
Harbor, packed my stuff in Seattle, and drove to Florida. After
I graduated, I got in touch with alumni from Full Sail working
at Skywalker and started working there in 2006. Since I started
at Skywalker, I have had the opportunity to work with so many
talented and interesting people. I have learned much working
there over the last 14 years.”
Michael Semanick CAS brought on Nathan to mix Finding
Dory with him and, since then, they have mixed several Pixar
films together. Toy Story 4 was mixed on a Neve DFC console
with Pro Tools.
Nathan likes to use classic hardware. “The DFC has really
great EQ. I really like to use Lexicon reverbs. I used the 480 on
all the Dx. In Pro Tools, I use the 480 plugin from Relab. I like
the FabFilter plugins, too. I used the de-esser from them and
EQ as well.”
Asked if he had any challenges on the film, he replied, “I
think the scene where Gabby finds the lost girl is one of the
more challenging. I think the mix helps the audience home in
on Gabby’s empathy and the lost girl’s fear. As a father myself,
I got choked up at that scene more than once.
“I’d like to thank the director Josh Cooley—he was really
fantastic throughout the mix. Also, Cheryl Nardi, who was the
dialogue editor on the project. Cheryl is so talented and
knowledgeable, always a joy to work with.”
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Setup diagram for the scoring session at Fox.

MICHAEL SEMANICK CAS: Re-recording Mixer
(Music and Sound Effects)
It’s always a pleasure to speak with Michael Semanick. Michael
graduated from the Berklee College of Music in Boston the
same year I did, although we did not know each other at the
time. At various points, Michael played guitar, French horn,
and trumpet. He was majoring in music production and
engineering. “When I started, Don Puluse and Wayne Wadhams
had just taken over the studios and were pushing them forward.
I was learning about mics, but also how to capture the right
sound, and how to use the right processing.”
Michael worked at Fantasy Studios where he focused on
records, and later moved to Skywalker, where he mixed Toy Story
3. He had previously mixed Ratatouille, which introduced him to
director Brad Bird and composer Michael Giacchino.
Asked about his favorite scenes, he named one I would not
have thought of: the scene in the antiques store with the
ventriloquist dummies. He thought that supervising sound
editors Ren Klyce and Coya Elliott created a great atmospheric
sound design in the store, using subtlety. He is also a big fan
of Randy Newman’s score to the film.
Michael feels that the Foley for Sporky, the new character,
was one of the bigger challenges, down to when Sporky’s
googly eyes should make a sound when moving.
Like Nathan, Michael is also a fan of the DFC EQ and
compression, as well as Lafont EQ. He also prefers that
recordings be worldized (played back through speakers and
re-recorded) rather than relying on filters.
He wants to thank Randy Newman, Ren Klyce, Nathan
Nance, dialogue editor Kimberly Patrick, and mix tech Liz
Marston.
Michael has also been a mentor to many people coming up
through the ranks in audio. He is a good mentor because he
teaches not just the technology, but the art of finding the right
aesthetic balance between the elements, stage demeanor, and
how to run a stage with clients.
Congratulations to these fine mixers on a job well done!
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DAVID J. TURNER CAS: Production Sound Mixer

CAS Award Winner – Documentary

Production sound mixer David J. Turner—who also was the
project’s picture editor and, as a result, was nominated for an
Eddie Award—was bitten by the film bug in high school. “We
had a unit of video poetry in my senior English class where we
took a poem and made a movie of it. It was the first time I had
ever used nonlinear editing software. I was able to mix the
production sound with the music—which was a process I
wasn’t really aware of. It totally clicked with me though, and I
decided, ‘I guess I’ll go into film!’”
David, also being a musician, went onto study music
composition, film, and philosophy in college before moving to
Minneapolis to work as a videographer for a nonprofit. Being
sent to Southeast Asia to work on a piece about the 2004
tsunami relief work being done there, he would shoot, record
sound, and edit the piece—which he later submitted to the
Telly Awards. “I wound up receiving their top award for sound
design, which I was pretty surprised by at the time. I had been
conscious to record the sound well because I knew it would
impact the quality, and I was very particular with the mix—but
I just thought that was what everyone did.”
Deciding to pursue his MFA, David studied at the USC
School of Cinematic Arts. “I went in wanting to be a director
but, within the first year, I was really taken by post-production
sound and picture editing. Looking back, that first professional
accolade I received in Minneapolis had been for sound, but I
hadn’t really made the connection to pursue it further until
grad school.” While at USC, David was the teaching assistant
to the director of Making Waves, Midge Costin, who is a
professor there. During the end of his studies in the fall of
2011, Midge and producers Bobette Buster and Karen Johnson
put together some proof-of-concept trailers for a documentary

Making Waves: The
Art of Cinematic
Sound
by Matt Foglia CAS
At the beginning of Making Waves, Walter Murch walks us
through our first exposure to sound—in the womb—as he
states that we first make “sense of the world—only using
sound.” We then travel through a montage of clips demonstrating
the influence of sound on stories before hearing (and seeing)
an Imperial Star Destroyer firing and flying overhead. Then,
silence. Finally, we hear George Lucas speak the sound person
battle cry, “Sound is half the experience.”
This year’s Documentary award winner is about sound for
film—the history, the major developments, the heavy-hitters,
the process. It’s about what we do, how it’s done, and the
impact it makes. The film provides a really enjoyable and
informative look at our craft. If your friends and family know
what you do but don’t really know what you do—have them
watch Making Waves and I bet they’ll have a much better
understanding.
I spent time via Zoom with some of the folks who helped
bring the sound to this film about sound: production sound
mixer David J. Turner CAS, scoring mixer Dan Blanck CAS,
and re-recording mixer Tom Myers CAS.
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on sound (which would lead to Making Waves), and had David
cut them.
After graduating, David taught re-recording mixing at USC
for a couple years, and did some post sound work on projects,
including Chernobyl Diaries and writer/director Ryan Coogler’s
Fruitvale Station. Once funding came in for Making Waves, David
was back on board as the production sound mixer. “I was
excited to be brought on in any capacity. But to be able to meet
the people interviewed in the movie was so incredible—like
getting a PhD in sound just listening to these icons.”
When I asked about the recording process for these renowned
practitioners, David shared, “When I received the CAS Award,
I thanked everyone we interviewed because they were the easiest
people to record. If there was a plane overhead, they’d stop. If
a crew member dropped something, they’d pause. When we
were recording Gary Rydstrom, I think a truck went by and he
stops and goes, ‘Do we need to do that again?’ Everyone was so
aware of the sound, it was great.”
The interviews were recorded over a number of years, yet the
sound in the film is very
consistent. Asking about
consistency, David recalls, “Ben
Burtt’s interview was one of the
earlier ones we recorded, and we
did that on one of the mixing
stages at Skywalker. With his
voice being so pure—especially
in a room that was so
meticulously treated for
sound—that became the
benchmark I tried to achieve
regardless of location.” In order
to accomplish this in other
environments, he is happy to
report, “Midge cared so much
about the sound that she gave
me time to acoustically treat the
various spaces. And our DP
Sandra Chandler was open to
the grips helping me set up some
of the baffling, too.”
While David had started (and
continued) on the production
sound side, he eventually jumped
on as picture editor as well,
along with supervising editor
Thomas G. Miller. He shares,
“The reason Midge hired me as
the editor was because she
needed someone who understood
both sound and picture. We not only had to describe sound
concepts and aesthetics in the film, but also a big part of the
editing of the film would actually involve sound editing, too—
highlighting sounds from films, and really having the sound
editing holding equal weight in the edit as the images did. It
really was a case of images serving the sounds as opposed to
sound reinforcing the images. The sound editing and mixing
of the film was so central to everything we were doing the

entire way through, and so it was really important to bring that
to bear in the cut from the very beginning—and it was such a
joy to bring all these crafts together in helping shape the film.”
David states that his rig consisted of a Schoeps CMIT 5U,
Lectrosonics wireless, DPA lavs, and the Sound Devices 788T
with the CL-8 mixing surface. Outside of interviews, he used
a bi-directional Schoeps fitted on top of the CMIT to allow
for some M/S-style processing for some of the vérité footage.
Asked about this setup, he shares, “Trew Audio helped me put
my bag and rig together—they’re very insightful. I wanted to
be 100 percent portable but still be able to send to video
village. Trew also custom-fit my boom pole with internal stereo
cabling so that I could easily record the M/S-style stuff. I also
used plant mics. If someone was mixing at the console in a
shot, I’d place mics on the left and right to get some imaging
in case post wanted to hear from the room perspective.”
Finally, David was able to attend the re-recording sessions.
“Midge had wanted me to be there, which was great. It was so
amazing to hear how Tom took all of the feelings and
intentions we had been exploring
in the edit, and added this depth,
nuance, and wonderfully fresh
storytelling perspective to the
material to create this expansive
theatrical mix. I loved seeing that,
and learned so much from watching
him work.”
DAN BLANCK CAS: Scoring
Mixer
Dan Blanck, an Upstate New York
native, has a background in classical
and jazz performance, as well as
recording. His early mentoring
included studying engineering
under Jim Abbott at Syracuse
University, starting at age 13, and
working his way up to working on
recordings for the Metropolitan
Opera Orchestra and many jazz
legends from DownBeat to Jazz at
Lincoln Center, among others.
Dan’s ability to read a score for a
50-part orchestra and know how
to capture it sonically led him to
receiving a scholarship to attend
USC’s Thornton School of Music,
where he focused on music
recording engineering and
production. There, in addition to studying guitar with the
legendary Telecaster player Steve Trovato, he took coursework
on the design side (A/D converters, microphones, speakers), as
well as the creative (producing and audio engineering). Of one
of his most memorable classes, Dan recalls, “Midge (Costin—
professor at USC and director of this documentary) gave me
departmental permission to take score mixing from Bruce
Botnick and Kenny Hall.” Now that sounds like a masterclass!
CAS QUARTERLY
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Relative to Dan’s involvement in the project, he shares, “I
have worked with (composer) Allyson Newman for a dozen
years on a bunch of films. We met at USC working on student
films and have a really effective working process. And, of
course, Midge knew of me and my work from USC.” Dan adds,
“I want to give the biggest shout out to Midge as she is an
amazing advocate for all people in the field of sound, especially
for women and minorities. For years, she has been the driving
force behind the USC Film Sound program.”
Dan’s favorite places to record are the John Williams and
Steven Spielberg Scoring Stage at USC, as well as EastWest
Studios. His new personal studio, Blanck Records (www
.blanckrecords.com), is located in the Hollywood Hills next
to the Hollywood Bowl. Dan designed, calculated, and built
acoustical treatment needs for the studio, which has an ISO/
conductor’s booth with the main live room being “very sweet
for chamber ensembles. Jazz ensembles also sound great as do
12-piece string ensembles. It’s set up very well for the hybrid
deliveries we see common with pre-lay (sample/synthesisbased sounds) and live orchestra. I incorporated everything I
learned in studio, concert halls, and acoustics when building
and tuning the room specifically for a lush sound for live
ensembles. I also record VO and ADR here.” The control
room features surround sound and a custom mixing console
Dan built with a vintage analog front and a modern digital
back end.
In addition to being a scoring mixer, Dan often wears many
hats; music producer (including hiring musicians, scheduling,
finances), sound editor, and even composer. As technology
evolves, Dan has seen the blurring of job definitions and finds
it best to be versed in the technical, creative, and business side
of the industry. He made a parallel to the more common reality
that a sound designer or supervising sound editor, for instance,
is also frequently the re-recording mixer. This merging of
positions became more common as technology (e.g., mixing in
the same box you’re designing in) allowed it to be. Dan
emphasizes that a strong background in music theory and
performance, combined with engineering and technology, will
be a strong skillset to have in navigating the ever-changing
future of the music and film industries.
In the wake of COVID-19, Dan had to be really creative with
a recent project completion. “As you can imagine, many
projects in the post phase are trying to stick with their
deadlines. I’ve held full orchestral remote sessions with
musicians from Budapest because (at the time of this
interview) full orchestral scoring sessions are still being held
there. I’ve also had to get creative with recording various string
and woodwind ensembles by breaking them down into smaller
sections, spacing musicians further apart, and layering. This
challenges the traditional orchestral recording setup that I’ve
spent my career developing, but I continue to see this hybrid
production style increasing in demand.”
Coming full circle, I asked about his ties to his alma mater.
“I still get to interact with some of the people from Making
Waves there. I lecture there sometimes. I’m doing dozens of
sessions for undergraduates, graduates, and master’s thesis
projects each year. Working on these student projects has really
fostered my ability to experiment with mics and positioning in
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real time in a studio situation—which isn’t a usual luxury on a
regimented, high-budget project.”
Asking if there was anyone he would like to thank, Dan
replied, “I want to thank my family, Peter, Wendy, Jason, Albert,
Caroline, Elise, Bella, and Harry, for all their support and
putting up with years of me banging around in my basement
‘studio’ to since building a studio in Hollywood. And the love
and support of my muse Ana. I would also like to thank the
CAS for this opportunity and recognition—and for all the
good they do for the audio world!”
TOM MYERS CAS: Re-recording Mixer
After studying film at Northwestern University, Tom Myers
attended the graduate film program at San Francisco State and
worked at Monaco Film Labs. There, he started as a film
inspector—looking for base scratches, checking color timing,
etc., moving up to film printing and threading machines. Then,
“George Lucas was opening The Ranch. They were looking for
people in the area who had film experience and knew how to
handle film and sound. So, I got an entry-level job there as a
projectionist and transfer operator.” Tom’s initial path was
toward film editing, but he noticed that with sound “the crews
were always bigger [and] it seemed that there were more
opportunities and work [because of the crew sizes].”
That observation has paid dividends throughout Tom’s
envious career, though he states, “I fell into this. I lucked into
working at this place where there are some of the Mount
Rushmore worthy people of sound; Walter Murch, Gary
Rydstrom, Randy Thom.” With the creativity, he noticed that
“There were more ways to influence [projects with sound]. All
of the people I was around were so generous and I just sponged
up all of the things I could.”
Tom also learned about other aspects of the craft from these
generous mixers. “Randy Thom allowed me to sit in the back
and watch the freewheeling process of the mix as he and David
Parker worked on David Lynch’s Wild at Heart. Everything was
just ‘put up’—no pre-dubs. Gary Rydstrom, Gary Summers,
and Tom Johnson let me watch as they mixed Terminator 2.
During those sessions, I learned a lot about dynamics and how
sound can affect storytelling. James Cameron was very keen on
not having two loud scenes next to each other so that the
audience could [give their ears] a rest.”
Tom’s path took him from the transfer department, to
assisting Gary Rydstrom, recording Foley, to doing sound
design on small commercials and projects. “Then I got the
chance to work on a Japanese anime project called Jojo’s Bizarre
Adventure. I got to edit, design, and mix the project. This was
the model that people like Ben Burtt and Gary—and Skywalker
as a whole—followed. There wasn’t much delineation between
sound designers and mixers there.” While this is more
commonplace today, it was a very forward-thinking approach at
the time—especially for the West Coast in the 1990’s. When
handling all of those parts, “You learn what to focus on as
opposed to trying to make the sound you added be put in the
forefront.”
Tom sees mixing as a very collaborative effort, noting,
“Everyone is pulling their oars in the same direction.” This

interactive philosophy has led to him working on a broad
collection of projects. He is, however, probably best known for
his work on animated projects, having Academy Award
nominations for sound editing on Up and Toy Story 3 and for
mixing on WALL-E. With animation, Tom enjoys being able to
get involved early on—noting that test screenings often play a
year or so before release, so there’s time to live with and further
work on the projects.
Asking how he became involved with Making Waves, Tom states,
“The two sound designers, Kimberly Patrick and Qianbaihui
Yang, brought me into the project and introduced me to Midge.”
Midge Costin spent a number of years developing and working
on the project and, being a professor, there are lessons in this
film. “I spent 20 years trying to explain to my dad the difference
between editorial and design and mixing. He’s a smart guy, but
this movie illustrates that in a clear way. We see what each
discipline is and what each brings to the final product.” Tom
continues, “It’s informative but it’s also exciting and entertaining.
It takes this thing we do and makes it look cool. [Most] people
who don’t do it think of it as a technical skill rather than a
creative skill. This movie shows how creative sound work can be.
It gives sound its creative due.”
I really enjoyed how the story was told in this movie and
found the portion discussing the transition from mono
through surround very effective. Tom recalls, “You forget how

groundbreaking surround was at the time. I remember being in
college when Apocalypse Now came out and you could hear the
helicopter fly behind you. It was so mind-blowing. You have to
give credit to Francis [Ford Coppola] and Walter [Murch] for
doing that. It was so groundbreaking.”
Tom was also happy to see that Midge and (writer/producer)
Bobette Buster presented a diversity of sound practitioners in
the film. “When I started, it was mostly nerdy, white guys like
me. Now, over time, we’re seeing more diversity. A lot more
women and people of color are working in the area. That’s
something the documentary underlines as well, that anyone
with a desire and a creative outlook can do this work.”
Given the film excerpts included in the documentary, Tom
humbly jokes, “I figured I could only screw it up!” On mixing
some of his mentors and colleagues in the project, Tom shares,
“I ran into Gary [Rydstrom] in the hall and joked, ‘I pitched
your voice up four semi-tones.’” Tom concludes, “As a sound
person, I’m proud to have been involved with [the project] and
excited that people can see the process of this thing that we do
and are able to understand it a little better.”
Congratulations to David, Tom, and Dan, along with the
other members of the sound team who helped present the craft
we do so well: Kimberly Patrick, Qianbaihui Yang, Frank
Rinella, Sung Rok Choi, Anthony De Francesco, Marilyn
Morris, David Peifer, and Paul Stula.
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Dragon Sound Team Season 8: Standing in the rubble of Kings Landing.
Andrew McNeill, Jonathan Riddell, Ronan Hill CAS, Guillaume Beauron,
and Simon Kerr. Photo courtesy of HBO/Helen Sloan SMPSP
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CAS Award Winner –
Television One-Hour

Game of Thrones
“The Bells”
by Matt Foglia CAS

Game of Thrones has been lauded by the creative crafts since it
first aired back in 2011. In addition to multiple Emmys, the
show’s mixers have brought home the CAS Award each season
from the third to this final season, the eighth. As such, the CAS
Quarterly has had the privilege of speaking with production
sound mixer Ronan Hill CAS, Foley mixer Brett Voss CAS,
and re-recording mixers Onnalee Blank CAS and Mathew
Waters CAS in prior “Meet the Winners” issues. This year,
added to the award recipients are production sound mixers
Danny Crowley and Simon Kerr. I caught up with some of
them to discuss the acclaimed series and see what they’re up to.
Unfortunately, due to scheduling deadlines, I was not able to
interview Simon.
RONAN HILL CAS: Production Sound Mixer
There was a gap year between the airing of Season 7
and Season 8 of GOT. Did that throw off your schedule?
We only started Season 8 a few months later than normal due
to the necessity to shoot more winter. This had a knock-on

effect with eligibility for awards—which meant we missed a
year at CAS. We had a good workflow, the equipment was
serviced and performing well, so there were few changes. We
did test Audio Ltd’s A10 radio mics while shooting episode
five “The Bells.” It had just been introduced and Kish at Audio
Ltd. sent over a couple of demo models. We tried them as radio
booms and were highly impressed with the range, quality of the
audio, built-in phantom power, and onboard recording. We
used one on the one shot scene were Arya is running through
the narrow streets in Kings Landing. We jammed timecode to
the transmitter and put it into record in case we lost signal.
The signal held up and we didn’t need the backup.
Your longtime boom op, Simon Kerr, took on the position
of production sound mixer for a couple of the episodes
during this final season. How did that come about?
When I read the scripts, I discovered Season 8 was to be the
most epic and ambitious season with the longest shooting
schedule—starting October and finishing mid-July. It
contained two major battles and several very large dialogue
scenes. We shot most of the large dialogue scenes before
Christmas and got into the action in the new year. We were
only a week or so into episode three “The Long Night” when
I discovered I was going to have to face a battle of my own.
This would require me to take some time off work for medical
treatment.
Simon Kerr worked with me as boom operator for many
years, including Seasons 1-6 of Game of Thrones, and had since
started his mixing career. He rose to the challenge and took the
reins in my absence. This worked well for both of us as the
production retained continuity with my team remaining on the

job, allowing me to keep an income by continuing to supply the
sound equipment, and gave Simon the opportunity to prove
himself on the biggest show.
You have worked on more than six dozen episodes of
GOT. Looking back, are there some scenes that stand
out a little more than others relative to, say, a creative
approach you had to take, a challenge capturing
something unique for a scene, etc.?
Thoughts from every season come to mind. We encountered
extremes in locations and weather with temperatures down to
-17 C during Season 1 and a hurricane during filming in
Season 2. Every season had its big episodes on Dragon Unit
[the unit Ronan oversees—with the other unit being called
Wolf]. For me, it started with “Blackwater,” Season 2, which
was our first major battle. “The Rains of Castamere” (The Red
Wedding) in Season 3 had pure human drama and thrilling
shock factor. Season 4 saw “The Watchers on the Wall” and
“The Children,” which took us to Iceland in the summer.
“Hardhome” was the big episode of Season 5, with a view of
what was to come with the Night King. Season 6 gave us great
opportunities in sound with probably my favorite episode,
“Battle of the Bastards.” This had the least intrusive special
effects and an abundance of amazing sound to capture.
“Beyond the Wall” from Season 7 was filmed in a disused
quarry on the top of a mountain near Belfast, and also took us
back to Iceland—this time in mid-winter with four hours of
daylight and three hours travel in and out to remote locations.
We finished Season 8 on Dragon Unit with “The Bells,” the
sacking of Kings Landing. It was somewhat symbolic to be still
standing at the end of the battle.
What are you in the process of working on now?
I started working on a BBC TV drama Line of Duty, Season 6,
in February, which was scheduled for a 16-week shoot.
Unfortunately, due to the coronavirus, we had to suspend
production after four weeks. We can only hope that this
pandemic passes with the minimum loss of life and we are able,
in time, to get back to work.
Anything else you’d like to add?
It was a professional privilege to work on Game of Thrones. I was
fortunate to start on the first day of the pilot and work on
every episode until the last day of principal photography. It was
also a huge honor to receive a CAS Award nomination for each
of the eight seasons. I traveled from Ireland to attend the
awards this January as I wanted to mark the end of the show,
meet my peers, see all the friends I had met throughout the
seasons, and make some new ones.
I would like to pay tribute to the people who worked on my
team through the seasons. Season 8 boom operator Guillaume
Beauron, sound assistants Jonathan Riddell and Andrew
McNeill, fellow production sound mixers Danny Crowley and
Simon Kerr, and the very talented mixing and editing team in
sound post.
We wouldn’t have got anywhere without the brilliance of

David Benioff and Dan Weiss, who were aided amongst others
by producers Bernie Caulfield and Greg Spence. I worked with
the best directors like David Nutter and Miguel Sapochnik.
The entire production team and crew were dedicated and
returned year after year.
You rely on your equipment to work in all conditions and
environments. Sound Devices 788T recorder, Audio Ltd’s
2040 radio mics, Sennheiser’s MKH microphones, Cooper
Sound’s 208 mixer, and DPA’s 4071 lavs were the core kit
elements and dependable from Seasons 1-8.
DANNY CROWLEY: Production Sound Mixer
You’ve worked on-and-off as a production sound mixer
for GOT for a number of years. How did you become
involved with the series?
I was originally contacted during Season 1 to boom operate. I
had previously boomed for Ronan Hill and Mervyn Moore and
they had recommended me when a position opened up. But I
had already been working as a sound mixer for a number of
years and, having made that transition, I didn’t want to
reestablish my name as a boom op. Luckily, I stood strong as
they called me during Season 2 to do some second unit
pickups; non-dialogue initially and then bigger and bigger
scenes. They liked what I delivered and the calls kept coming.
Was there something in particular that sparked your
interest in production sound? How did you get into this
field?
I grew up with a lot of music in our home, playing traditional
Irish instruments and piano were a staple. We didn’t have a TV
when I was kid, so film was a wondrous world I only got to
experience at the cinema or at a friend’s house who had a VCR.
But I was addicted from the get-go—I loved watching films. As
a teenager, I was lucky enough to have an amazing small music
venue near me. I spent most of my teens in there listening to
bands from all over the world play. That grew into helping out
with setting up the FOH, which evolved into FOH mixing. By
the time I was 17, a film called War of the Buttons was being shot
in my area. It was a Warner Bros. movie produced by the
famous David Puttnam and I begged for some work experience
in the sound department, which I got. After a week, they
offered me the position of sound trainee for the shoot. I loved
Ronan Hill CAS mixing in the cave
beneath Dragonstone Castle. Photo
courtesy HBO/Helen Sloan SMPSP

can get very interesting very
fast.
That’s a ton of variation!
Any particular challenges
that come to mind?

(L-R) Boom operator James Atkinson,
driver/helper Davíð Logi Gunnarsson,
assistant Jonathan Riddell, and production
mixer Ronan Hill CAS in Iceland

it! There was no turning back and I have been working in
production sound ever since.
Any memories of those very first days as an employed
boom op?
I loved boom operating as a job: the physicality, the dexterity,
and nimbleness needed to be accurate. Deeply understand
lighting, lenses, editing, so as to achieve the best results from
what most of the time were one mic shoots. Radio mics were
only ever used if they really had to be. It is such a misunderstood
and underappreciated job. It is akin to mastering a martial art.
There is deep job satisfaction for those who understand. My
ears are tuned for that and, as a mixer, I still will always lead
with the boom in my mixes unless impossible.
I am pretty tough on boom ops in what I expect, but I have
an amazing team and we laugh a lot. It still makes me laugh
looking back at all the technology transitions the mixers I
boomed for had to go through such as Nagra to timecode
Nagra, DAT to HD. Running off floor between takes to make
sure the TC Nagra was printing TC for a 70-year-old Oscarwinning mixer who doesn’t give a damn was character building
to say the least. That scenario seemed to be repeated with every
transition.
Looking back, are there some scenes from GOT that
stand out more than others?

Game of Thrones was extremely demanding on both the team and
equipment. There were a lot of 4 a.m. calls in the depths of
winter in sleet and snow and mud. Microphones had to
withstand all sorts of extremities from deserts to glaciers and
sometimes only a few days apart. Battles, fires, blood, bear
skins, armor, leather, silks, swimming, nudes—we had it all and
it could be all in one day! The equipment these days is
astounding. The range and quality in wireless, the workflow
from mic to recorder to IFB and how they all talk to each other
is what makes a job like GOT deliverable. In saying that,
because it is all software, when there is a glitch in the matrix it
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In the final season, we had a
big ensemble scene in Seville;
16 main cast, 20 pages of
dialogue, four cameras, three
wireless booms, 16 radio mics
with backups, and a wireless
stereo running all the time in
100-degree heat. The track
count was high. I usually ran
two 12-track machines, but
decided to use a new 24-track
machine to deliver the ISO’s

and mono mix.
It worked seamlessly—until it didn’t. After day one, I
noticed an error in the file writing, but the recordings were
fine. It wasn’t until we had to deliver rushes that the machine
was telling us there were no files recorded. Panic! When on a
remote location that’s spending so much money each day, you
need to have a good relationship with your producers, who
happen to also be directing, [to be able to let them know] that
the day’s work is there and we just can’t get at it. The
manufacturer and I worked around the clock to figure out what
was going on whilst I remixed the day’s work via the analog
outputs so it was ready to be shipped the next day. It all worked
out fine, but in true filmmaking style, when you start to believe
you have seen it all, it will bite you in the ass. I love this
business—it ages you and keeps you young at the same time!
What do you have coming up this summer?
I have recently decided to take some time out. This seems
timely now that we have a pandemic to deal with. During GOT,
my daughter was born. I literally left the hospital after she was
born and made the six-hour drive to Belfast to start Season 3.
She has known her dad to be away from home for eight months
a year, so I’m taking some downtime to be at home and develop
some other interests. I will be back—I miss the film business.
I am thinking about ways to educate producers, directors, and
young sound mixers on the importance of quality recordings
[and] the emotional impact of a performance. I feel it’s
missing a lot these days and overlooked as a key reason an
audience engages positively or negatively with content. The
better the recording, the better the human connection to the
prosody of the performance, the more engaging the content
will be.
BRETT VOSS CAS: Foley Mixer
How do you and the Foley artists attack a show?
We typically approach all linear shows the same way. As a team,

we will watch through the episode/reel, discuss the show as a
whole, notate producer/supervisor notes, and then break down
specific problematic or overly busy sequences to create a plan
of attack. After that, it’s just moving forward and completing.
Once we get going, the artists will get back into character for
each character they are walking. That sometimes takes a little
time, but we’re usually back up to speed rather quickly.
You have worked on more than five dozen episodes of
GOT. Can you share some of the challenges?
We worked on Thrones at three completely different stages. We
started at The Lot for Season 2, then moved to Dubbing
Brothers in Burbank for Seasons 3 and 4, and then our own
stage we built out in Westlake for 5, 6, 7, and 8. Because of
this, we had to very purposefully make sure we were able to
match the sonic quality we were achieving early on. Our stage
and miking had to be transparent. It took a little bit of work,
but we found it.
The process can be challenging on the best of days. Imagine
having to make 300-plus decisions a day, but having to agree
with two other people on each one of them before moving onto
the next. We find that constantly working on our communication
helps this go just a bit easier, often avoiding arguments or
unnecessary malarkey.
As for specific sounds and scenes, finding an appropriate
sound for the wolf feet took a while. We ended up strapping a
PZM mic onto Jeff (Wilhoit—Foley artist) for some extra
movement. I recorded that material to a separate track than the
feet so as not to tie Matt’s [Waters] hands in the mix.
Together, the tracks worked quite well.
The Battle at Blackwater (from the “Blackwater” episode)
stands out in terms of general busy-ness. It was unlike anything
I had done up to that point. We had to be extremely judicious
in our time management, keeping decisions to a minimum,
focusing on finding the best sound for the moment.
The series had so many detailed scenes that required a
lot of work on the Foley side. Even so, is there one that
stands out in terms of challenge and creative satisfaction?
In terms of overall satisfaction, the sequence with Kit slamming
his sword through the back of the guy’s head in, I think,
Season 4, probably wins for me. All the elements for perfection
were there—the character performance, the cartilage and bone,
sword shunk, a bit of gore ... just perfect. We toyed with several
different bone breaks until we found just the right one.
What other projects have you been working on lately?
We just had a show called #BlackAF drop on Netflix. That kept
us busy and laughing for a few months. Presently, we’re
working on a new HBO show called Lovecraft Country. It’s pretty
great with tons of wonderful Foley moments for us to sink our
teeth into! Aside from that, we have a video game project off
and on, which is nice for a little change of pace.
Anything else you’d like to add?

Game of Thrones was such a wonderful, life-changing show to be
a part of with an amazing family of sound people.
ONNALEE BLANK CAS and MATHEW WATERS CAS:
Re-recording Mixers
Given the break between Season 7 and Season 8, did
you have to reacquaint yourself with your approaches
toward the mix or was it like riding a bike where you felt
you could pick right back up from where you left off?
OB: Maybe like riding a new bike! I came into Season 8 with a
ton of energy and some new plugins to try. It was exciting to
know that it was the end, but also sad at the same time.
MW: For me, mixing GOT is never like riding a bike. It is more
like driving a very complex, powerful rocketship. One thing
Onnalee and I always try and do is keep getting better at our
craft. Whether that be using experiences from other film or TV
projects that we have mixed or using new and different tools
and plugins. As we grow, we would like to think that GOT’s
mixes grow as well and that the episodes each have their own
voice. Our CAS episode had a different voice then the other
episodes for sure.
You have mixed more than five dozen episodes of GOT.
While one would assume that once you “got in the
groove” of the series, the mixing aspect flowed. Is there
a scene or character sound that stands out a little more
than some of the others relative to creative approach or
challenge translating the emotion sonically?
OB: Wow, yes, there are so many memories that have
accumulated over the eight years on the show. A few of the
episodes that stand out are Season 3, episode nine, “Rains of
Castamere”—the one the bloggers know as “The Red Wedding.”
Season 4, episode 10, “The Children.” Season 6, episode nine,
“Battle of the Bastards.” These are some of the memories of
sonic storytelling. In “Battle of the Bastards,” that battle is
close to 42 minutes long. How sonically can we make that great
without making it too loud and [too similar] sounding? Let’s
put the horse breaths all in sync off the beat of the music. Let’s
take out all the high end between these two shots, then the next
cut—raise the high end a lot. These are just some of the things
we would do together. If every cut is thought out for sound,
then I am doing my job and feel satisfied when I leave for the
day.
MW: Hmmm... Well, one thing I always remember about GOT
is that we try and keep the sound as true and as real as possible.
I use the example of the first time we meet the giant. He just
walks by camp and does some work. We never see him again
until the next season, but we had to set up the sound of the
giant. So, we discussed how big the giant was and how he
needed to sound bigger—but not [like] King Kong. So, I
worked on that giant for quite some time until we got it just
right. That was the fun of mixing GOT; the storytelling with
sound was always purposeful.

“IF EVERY CUT IS THOUGHT OUT FOR SOUND, THEN I AM DOING MY
JOB AND FEEL SATISFIED WHEN I LEAVE FOR THE DAY.”
–Re-recording mixer Onnalee Blank CAS

One of the perks of the profession is knowing what’s
going on in a series before the public. For such a loved
and popular series, was it difficult to know what
happened at the end of the show and keep that to
yourself? I’m sure you had a lot of people trying to get
you to talk!
OB: I loved keeping the secret of the ending safe. People asked
me almost every day questions about the show! I would always
say the complete opposite of what actually happens. It was so
fun to see people’s faces and minds trying to put the pieces
together.
MW: The toughest and most fun part of that was not being
able to tell my wife—who is a super fan. She would get so mad
at me! She would want to know who would die and what
happens with the dragons and I couldn’t tell her. It almost
caused a divorce—twice! And then it would also be fun being
out to lunch with all of us and hearing people around us
discuss GOT without knowing that we worked on the show. We
would just giggle at some of their thoughts because they were
usually so off-base.
You two have worked on a number of series and projects
together. From the action/adventure of GOT, to romcoms like I Feel Pretty, to dramas like If Beale Street
Could Talk. How does that translate on the dub stage?
MW: I think we always listen to one another as we are mixing
and play off of each other nicely. I will listen to where Onnalee
is struggling or creating to tell the story and try and help and
she will listen to me where I am struggling and creating and try
and help me out. I would also say we had some great talks while
mixing. You know, when you are two feet from one person all
day, every day, you get to know them pretty well and work
becomes therapy sometimes.
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OB: Mathew and I have been working a long time together. We
have a flow and rhythm together that has been developed over
the years. We take the same approach to every film and TV
show that we mix. How can we take each scene and lift it up,
make it pop off the screen in a new way? Even the film Just
Mercy we did last summer ended up becoming the quietest film
both of us have ever done, which was a whole different
challenge. One great thing about working with a friend is we
can really lift each other up and challenge one another. There
are no feelings that will get bruised if we throw out new ideas
that maybe the other person didn’t think about.
You both have been active in the CAS for years and are
current Board of Directors members. Why did you
volunteer to be involved at the BOD level?
MW: You know, I just got to a place in my life where I realized
how much this industry and this group of peers have helped me
and have meant to me. I just wanted to start giving back to this
wonderful group.
OB: I like being on the BOD since we converse and vote on
topics that can help our sound community. Even if my part of
being on the Board is small, it has created a nice place to share
ideas of new ways to help our fellow “soundies.”
What do you have coming up this summer?
OB: Since COVID-19, there has been a lot of changes in our
industry with pushing schedules, etc. This summer, I will be
working on a new Barry Jenkins project, which is very exciting.
MW: Coming up this summer, I am enjoying a wonderful
Jacuzzi!
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(L-R) Award winners Jason “Frenchie” Gaya, Aaron Hassan, John Sanacore CAS, Elmo Ponsdomenech CAS, Benjamin Patrick CAS.
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MEET THE WINNERS
CAS Award Winner –
Television Half-Hour

Barry
“ronny/lily”
by David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE
The HBO Bill Hader dramedy Barry, about a hit man who
decides to take acting classes in Los Angeles, has stacked up
awards in its first two seasons. This year, the show won three
Emmys; one for Bill Hader’s performance, and the other two
for Sound Editing and Sound Mixing. It was the second Emmy
for the sound mixing crew’s work. The episode “ronny/lily”
also won the sound mixing team this year’s Cinema Audio
Society Award for Outstanding Achievement in Sound Mixing
for Television Series – Half-Hour. I checked in with the team
to learn more about them. (Unfortunately, due to scheduling
deadlines, I was unable to interview ADR mixer Aaron Hasson.)
BENJAMIN A. PATRICK CAS: Production Mixer
Production sound mixer Benjamin A. Patrick CAS works with
a full setup for the show, using a Zaxcom Deva 16 controlled
by a Mix 12, giving him 16 available tracks. He uses an average
of 6-8 channels at a time, and up to 15 in scenes with a large
cast. He often uses two booms with everyone wired, and
occasionally uses plant mics. Lectrosonics wireless with Sanken
COS-11 and Countryman B6 lavs took care of character ISO’s
with a Schoeps CMIT and Sennheiser MKH 50 as shotguns.
Benjamin came from a musical background, studying classical
piano through high school. He came to the show from another
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HBO favorite, Silicon Valley. He adds, “I’d like to thank my crew,
boom operator Jacques Pienaar and sound utility Corey
Woods.”
JOHN SANACORE CAS: Foley Mixer
I asked John about his background. “I grew up in the South Bay
area of Los Angeles. After about 10 years of being a buyer for
record stores, I decided to take my passion for music and
technology to the next level. The recording program that I
went through was a combination of bookwork combined with
a hands-on studio internship.
“My early mentor was Michael McDonald (not the singer).
His facility exposed me to the art of studio recording. I was
second engineer on many recording sessions from full-blown
orchestras to intimate ADR and voiceover sessions and, of
course, Foley. During that time, I was also cutting sound
effects, backgrounds, and Foley on independent features. After
many years of working in various aspects of post, I realized that
Foley recording was my true passion.”
At the time he was hired on Barry, John was working at
Warner Bros., where the audio post was being done. “The
sound supervisors and I had worked together on a number of
series prior to Barry, so I knew the kind of sound they were
after.”
The Foley is recorded at Warner Bros., where he used a Pro
Tools system with a D-Command. “We typically deliver around
20 tracks. It’s broken down to footsteps, props, and movement.
The main plugin I use is the FabFilter Pro-Q 3 equalizer. I use
one instance for notching out any room issues and another for
more specific broad strokes. It’s a great sounding EQ that
doesn’t introduce any phase weirdness.”
Asked if any scenes in particular were challenging, John
replied, “The whole episode was fun, but a challenge to record.
The footsteps were unusually physical due to all the martial

arts that Ronny and Lily performed during the fights. We used
lots of surface changes and textures to give it extra life. The
props really tried to sell the violence and desperation that each
character was feeling. We had lots of fun smashing and bashing
stuff to ramp up the intensity in the fight scenes.”
John was quick to thank sound supervisors Matthew E.
Taylor and Sean Heissinger, as well as the great work from
Foley artists Alyson Dee Moore and Christopher Moriana.
ELMO PONSDOMENECH CAS: Re-recording Mixer
(Dialogue and Music)
Elmo attended the Berklee College of Music in Boston, where
he studied instrumental performance and composition,
balanced with audio, acoustics, and studio techniques. “I spent
several years after college working for professional audio
companies, eventually landing at Solid State Logic as a sales
and systems consultant. In that capacity, I met and trained
many audio professionals in the use of console and automation
systems, which led to my first professional mixing jobs at CBS
Television City and then Todd-AO, where I began as a feature
film FX mixer.”
Having mixed several series for HBO, he was fortunate to be
working with Alec Berg on Silicon Valley (for which he won a
CAS Award in 2018) when he began work on Barry. “We mix
on an Avid S6 running Pro Tools on multiple Mac Pro’s as
satellites.”
Elmo mixes dialogue and music. “Depending on the show, I
usually receive 8-12 production dialogue tracks, 16-24 group
ADR tracks, 8-16 principal ADR tracks, 8-32 tracks of score
music (sometimes more) split in stereo and 5.1 stems, and
2-12 source music tracks.”
Elmo uses a laundry list of plugins. For reverbs, he uses
Exponential Audio Stratus 3D, PhoenixVerb Surround,
Altiverb, and Lexicon PCM. For dynamics, he uses Avid Pro
Compressor/Limiter, Focusrite Compressor, and FabFilter Pro
C2. For de-essers, he uses Harrison AVA De-Esser, Massey
De-Esser, and FabFilter Pro-DS.
For EQ, he uses FabFilter Pro-Q3, Avid Channel Strip, API,
SSL, Neve, and Focusrite. In addition, he says, “I can’t
emphasize enough how important the iZotope plugins have
become in my workflow for dialogue repair and noise control.”
He also uses two Cargo Cult plugins; the Slapper delay and
Spanner surround mixer. “I love Slapper!”
Asked if there were any particular challenges in this episode,
Elmo added, “Exteriors (particularly noisy ones) are always a
challenge. Lavalieres, by nature, are not as warm-sounding as
boom mics and are prone to cloth noise. Boom mics are warmer
but also collect more ambient noise. Noise control is always a
challenge. Barry uses a considerable amount of ADR, which is
challenging to match and keep natural sounding, as well as a lot
of group ADR. This episode’s fight scenes were a lot of fun to
mix with a lot of panning and perspectives that had to be
coordinated with sound effects and Foley action.”
I asked him if he had any mentors. “So many! Ray Lignowsi,
Ray Vaca, David Vaughn, Michael Abbott, and others at CBS.
Chris Jenkins, Gary Bourgeois, Scott Milan, Gary Alexander,
and almost all of the mixers I worked with at Todd-AO. There
was an incredible talent pool at that studio in the ’90s and, in

spite of a lot of competition, everyone was very generous,
encouraging, and supportive. Mike Post and John Bidasio at
Westwind Media, David Weathers at Technicolor, and so many
others that gave me opportunities along the way.”
He was also very thankful to the crew on the show; including
show runners Alec Berg and Bill Hader. “You couldn’t ask for
better creative bosses: fun and collaborative and always open to
trying things out. And I thank everyone at HBO for continuing
to have me back!”
Just prior to mixing this episode, mix tech Iden Kamishin
passed away. “He was the backbone of our mix stage at Sony
and was with me for 6½ years. Thank you, Iden!
“Also, a huge thank-you to Martin Schloemer, who helped
out as mix tech through a tough time and kept us on track with
his professionalism and good humor. Thank you to everyone at
Sony Pictures Studios, and to supervising sound editors Sean
Heissinger and Matt Taylor, sound editor Rickley W. Dumm
and their editorial team at Warner Bros.”
JASON “FRENCHIE” GAYA: Re-recording Mixer (SFX)
Re-recording mixer Jason “Frenchie” Gaya tells me, “I’m a bit
of a military brat, but spent more time in Virginia than
anywhere else (before coming to LA). I got into sound doing
live venues and realized I kind of really liked it, especially once
I realized that my electrical engineering classes kind of helped
tell the story about what was going on with sound on a
technical level. I did, however, spend a little time exploring if I
wanted to be a pastry chef before diving into sound as a career.
(I do make some mean desserts!)”
Once in LA, he cut his teeth at small independent sound
houses before teaming up with Elmo at Sony, mostly finding
his own way up. He started working with Elmo before the show
came in, “(He) thought we would be a great team fit for it.”
Asked about the tools he uses, Frenchie replied, “At this
point, it is an all Avid Pro Tools environment with an S6 as the
mixing surface. For this show, I mixed the effects with a
24-fader 5-knob setup.
“Effects were typically 10 pre-dubs (just an organized set of
subgroup tracks) that each contained six mono and four stereo
tracks, but that would change show-to-show, pre-dub to predub. Backgrounds were six pre-dubs of similar width and then
about 22 Foley tracks. But that also doesn’t count numerous
masters and reverb tracks, around 250. The internal voice
count in Pro Tools was a total around 700. I handled sound
effects, backgrounds, and Foley. Each of us were mixing our
tracks over two Pro Tools systems feeding our recorder. My
split tends to be one machine for FX and Foley and another
machine to handle BG’s.”
His favorite plugins? “I’m not one to have a splash cool
plugin to pitch. I have always loved Channel Strip from my
System 5 mixing time; it just works and I’m super familiar with
it. So, no fancy answers here from me!”
Asked about the challenges in the episode, Frenchie told me,
“There were a lot of challenging moments throughout this
show, but (show runners) Alec and Bill have such a fantastic
creative mind when it comes to storytelling through sound,
that the challenges were actually really fun. The entire “ronny/
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lily” episode was a challenge of balancing all that action
without making it too over the top, but also allowing it to be
funny. I think we hit that balance pretty well, but that show
also has a fantastic editorial team behind it, which helps a lot!”
Asked if he had any mentors, Frenchie says. “I would be
disingenuous to say I didn’t have a lot of people that helped me
grow as I grinded my way to where I am.”
On Barry, he wishes to thank Iden Kamishin. “I miss that guy
a bunch and the stage definitely missed his presence after he
passed.” Frenchie continues, “I want to thank Alec and Bill, we
could not ask for a more fun and creative team to work with
from the EP chairs. Also, Sean Heissinger, Matt Taylor, and
Rickley Dumm and their teams. The show’s editorial work was
phenomenal and a pleasure to work with. Also, thanks to HBO
for supporting art like this. And a final shout out to Sony
Sound and its support—and my super supportive wife and
daughter.”
“YOU COULDN’T ASK FOR BETTER CREATIVE BOSSES (THAN SHOW
RUNNERS ALEC BERG AND BILL HADER): FUN AND COLLABORATIVE
AND ALWAYS OPEN TO TRYING THINGS OUT.”
–Re-recording mixer Elmo Ponsdomenech CAS

Elmo Ponsdomenech CAS and Jason
“Frenchie” Gaya in the midst of a mix.

Re-recording mixer David Drake working on Fleabag.
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Fleabag
“Episode #2.6”
by Patrick Spain CAS
The second season of Fleabag transports us into the absurdly,
awkward, funny, and ultimately, touching world of its namesake
in present-day London. Fleabag, played by show creator Phoebe
Waller-Bridge, frequently breaks the fourth wall—drawing in
the audience with knowing glances and witty asides.
The latest season begins with Fleabag attempting to get over
the transgressions of Season 1. Now, a year later and out at a
family dinner, she meets a new obsession to distract her from
her regrets, an attractive priest who likes to bum a smoke and
swear like a sailor. As the evening out progresses, to one’s
delight, it devolves into yelling matches, clumsy fisticuffs, and
bloody noses. With this night informing the entire season, and
Fleabag’s father’s impending wedding in the finale, the show
eases to a surprisingly stable halt. This “wedding” episode is
this year’s CAS Award winner for
Television Series Half-Hour.
Dealing with this audio fracas is
the Fleabag sound team of
production sound mixer Christian
Bourne, ADR mixer James
Gregory, and re-recoding mixer
David Drake.

Christian
Bourne

The show and the crew are
London-based; are you guys
from there as well?

Christian Bourne: I grew up in a small Cotswold village—an
idyllic place 15 miles northwest of Oxford in England.
Summer’s spent climbing trees and having apple-bobbing
competitions were commonplace! And we can’t forget the
Morris dancers (a ritualistic dance performance dating back to
1400’s)! Thankfully, we had TV, too!
James Gregory: I grew up in a
seaside town called Worthing on the
south coast of the UK.
David Drake: And, I grew up in a
small town called Harpenden.
What brought you all to London?
CB: The draw of London seemed
right for me. It was where the
industry thrived and at the time was
‘bigger’ than other events in my
life—which is what I wanted, if that
makes sense. I came to LA for the
ceremony and as London was to me
back then, LA is like the next level
for me. So I hope to be back a little
more; keep exploring.

James Gregory

JG: It was something to do with
music. When I went to my first
recording studio, I knew I wanted to
know how it all worked. I always
loved recorded sound and picture,
the possibilities of creativity.
[London] was a far more stable
David Drake
industry than the music industry [at
large]; it had so many disciplines you
could specialize in, it had possibilities and a future.
DD: While at university, I was specializing in psychoacoustics
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and loudspeaker design. But I really enjoyed sound design and
mixing. After I graduated, I decided to try and get into sound
for TV and film. Moving to London seemed like the obvious
place to start.

five years, I’ve been working closely with two excellent mixers,
Richard Davey and Glenn Calder at Jumbuck Film and TV.

How did you get started in the industry?

CB: Thank you! I’m absolutely thrilled.

CB: I met a top mixer called Tony Dawe who took me on as
trainee and, thankfully, onto some fantastic major motion
pictures over the years as his boom operator. He really is
responsible for some of the big ones for me, films including
About a Boy, Troy, and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.

JG: That’s very kind. I am very lucky to have worked on both
seasons. Sometimes a show just hits. When I worked on the
first season, I knew it was such a special show. Full credit to the
amazing performances, writing, and directing that make Fleabag
so good.

JG: I had been in little punk bands since the age of 13. When
I was 18, our band (The Ordinary Boys) were signed to a sub
(B-Unique) of Warner’s UK. We toured the UK and Japan and
had good chart success in both. We did four albums. I was
lucky to have recorded in Olympic Studios, Townhouse
Studios, Jacobs, and Metropolis, working with producers and
engineers like Steven Street, Cenzo Townsend, and Tom
Stanley. Working with those people really inspired me to want
to follow a career that put me in a recording studio or a dub
suite.

DD: Thank you!

DD: I started as a runner in a post-production house making
tea and coffee and running tapes around Soho. I would sit in
the studios on my lunch break or after my shift had finished
and watch the mixer at work to try and pick up what I could.
What was your first big break in the industry?

Well, congratulations on your CAS win for Fleabag! #2.6.

Was there a guiding concept for the approach of the
show’s sound?
CB: We wanted to capture the realism of the situations. For
comedy like this to really be captured in its full glory … we
work hard. This includes just simply being as efficient and
cohesive of a team as possible. I firmly believe we are there to
service the possibility for our artists to explore and play within
each moment of the cameras rolling with as much freedom as
possible. Nurturing that is up to each department in their own
way.
JG: In a BBC comedy show like Fleabag, ADR is kept to a
minimum to save performances. Christian did a great job on
set so ADR becomes a luxury rather than a necessity.

CB: Well, I would say it’s all such valuable experience and all
roads led me to where I am. That said, working on a movie like
Troy really did a lot for me—especially as I was still relatively
young.
But as a mixer, the breaks have been incremental. Fleabag is
one of those game changers and certainly to be honored with
the CAS Award feels like a leap to me. But, everything at its
own speed.

DD: Fleabag has such fantastically written dialogue. I think it
was always important that what we were doing was in some way
improving or helping the humor or the emotion and not
distracting from it. I think as a mixer when you watch a show,
you get a feeling for stylistically how it should sound and feel.

JG: I got my break from a mixer called Scott Jones (re-recording
mixer on Moon). He needed an assistant after his current one
had left to pursue a music composition career. The facility was
transitioning from an AudioFile DAW system to Pro Tools and
I was fresh out of a college where I did my Pro Tools courses.
I could build templates and interpret his requests to find
solutions to help him get up to speed with Pro Tools. I owe
Scott a lot. I’m very grateful he trusted me.

JG: Not really. I just knew that we had to get the most
naturalistic performances possible. So perhaps instead of
focusing on whether the actor is standing in front of the mic
and hitting sync, I would concentrate on letting the recording
[go] longer and [start] before the cue. [That way] practices,
repeats, and rehearsals of the lines had a good chance of being
captured and used. Just trying to create a relaxed environment
where the actor feels safe to try and fail and try again. It’s all
about the performance.

DD: I’m not sure I had one big break or defining moment that
changed everything. [Instead] lots of good moments along the
way, which have led onto better things. Though I guess a
notable moment would be when I was premixing a show called
Tooned for another mixer and I didn’t have many of my own
credits. I got to know the clients and when the next series came
around and the original mixer wasn’t available, I was asked to
mix the series. [And], I’ve been lucky enough to work with a
number of talented mixers across a range of genres. For the last
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Was there anything unusual about this show in
comparison to the norm?

DD: I would say how collaborative it was. There was a
willingness to try out different ideas. We had a microphone set
up in the dub and Phoebe would record impromptu new ADR
lines, or myself and other members of the team would perform
crowd shout outs or reactions where and when it was needed.
We would often share a video call with the composer (Isobel
Waller-Bridge, Phoebe’s sister) from the dub to discuss
musical ideas or arrangements.

It appears the show was shot right in the heart of
London, an extraordinarily busy area. What were the
particular challenges shooting there?
CB: It was. As you can imagine, there were some fraught
moments where we were sending personnel over to building
sites to plead with builders and crane and digger operators to
hold the work. It was not an easy job at all for locations and
everyone drawn into it—AD’s runners, producers. With the
best will in the world and planning, you can’t get London to
stop (well, perhaps right now you can!). However, we just had
to make the calls as we went along. Some battles you win. But
I think this is where you are drawing on all of your experience
in sound to make those kinds of difficult calls. Knowing what
you can get away with and what you really can’t will help you
temper just what efforts you need to employ in trying to get
noise dealt with. There were several takes where I would be
marking my script in different-colored pens as we roll with
which lines or even words we got and which we didn’t in
between a jack hammer, siren, or even seagull. Yes, in London
we have seagulls now.
DD: Certainly, some of the locations were hard to control the
sound for. It’s no secret that iZotope’s RX bundle of software
is fantastic at cleaning up sounds. I also really like FabFilters’
range of plugins. We tried to clean up the production sound as
much as possible rather than relying on ADR, to preserve the
performances.
Christian, was there any gear you focused on to get
recordings you were happy with?
Not really. We pretty much got radio mics on as much as we
could and equally two booms. Covering the fast-moving
dialogue with Fleabag’s trademark head turns to camera meant
that if we wanted it all on booms as much as possible (which
we did), then we had to have a 2nd AS available to do that—
and keep ourselves working as cohesively with camera and
lighting, too. All of this, along with often very last-minute
script finessing. At one point, Brett Gelman was literally being
fed his lines off camera by Phoebe as the camera was rolling on
his close-up. It was a delicious moment and Phoebe herself said
she thought that we had reached maximum Fleabag madness or
words to that effect. But really the sense of fun was never far
away and that really was helpful. Harry Bradbeer was a
wonderful director, too, and really calcified that essential
foundation of a thriving creative energy on set.
James, was there a great deal of ADR recorded for this
episode?
[The] only scene that had a lot [of ADR] was the last scene in
the show at the bus stop. It is a very emotional scene and the end
of the whole series. I’m never at the mix so I never really know
how much ADR makes it into the show, but both Phoebe and
Andrew had nearly the whole scene to ADR. It’s hard to recreate
those performances, but I think they did such a good job!

Christian Bourne keeping dry on set.

David, how much time do you get to mix?
There wasn’t loads of time to mix the show, but it was a very
enjoyable process. So when it was needed, I would mix late into
the night to make sure we [achieved] everything we wanted.
David, seeing as this is mostly a “walk and talk” show,
what are the particular challenges that brings? I would
assume in some regards, it makes some aspects more
difficult because there is nothing to hide behind sonically.
It certainly doesn’t have wall-to-wall music, which can help you
hide behind sometimes. And, of course, humor and drama can
come from subtle reactions such as small mouth sounds or
breaths, so it’s important to preserve these when cleaning up
the production sync. Sometimes the dialogue is fast and there
are multiple characters talking over each other. [That] can be
difficult to balance, as you want to keep the energy but don’t
want it to feel confusing or messy for the viewer. Jack Gillies,
the SFX editor, laid up some really lovely characterful
background atmospheres throughout the series, which were
great to bed the dialogue into.
Is there anything you’d like to add? Is there an important
aspect of the show’s sound we haven’t talked about?
CB: Well, I think Isobel Waller-Bridge’s musical contribution
to this is huge for one. I also do think having the right attitude
is so important and it’s often something that can slide when
people are asked to shoot on projects that are overly stressful.
There was something homegrown, fragile, and humbling about
this project (as well as mischievous and awesome). But I think
that it really did help to cultivate extra good will—which is so
golden.
JG: I think we all put in the same level of work and pride into
every show we do. Sometimes a show just hits and you get
picked up with it. I’m very happy to be involved.
CAS QUARTERLY
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(L-R) Boom ops Nicolas Fejoz and Margaux
Peyre with production sound mixer Vincent
Piponnier.

MEET THE WINNERS

VINCENT PIPONNIER: Production Sound Mixer

CAS Award Winner – Limited Series

How did you first get into production sound mixing?

Chernobyl
“1:23:45”

I started to play with sounds when I was a teenager—with
microphones and tapes. And as I am a guitar player, I started to
play with pedals, etc. And then I started to study law—but
after a lot of self-questioning, I decided to go into sound. I
first wanted to work in music, but after my first film shoot, I
decided to just continue in film. It was very interesting and a
big discovery for me to be working on films.

by Devendra Cleary CAS
After watching every episode of Chernobyl last year at somewhat
of a “binge-worthy” pace, I grouped it all together as a
captivating movie. These four sound mixers are being honored
for episode one of this series, but I really feel it was a fine,
single piece of moviemaking and it deserves to be thought of
as such. From start to finish, this show displayed top-notch
quality. It was a tremendous honor to meet some of the people
who represent our craft that were responsible for this work.
Mid-February was a different world and scheduling interview
time with these colleagues across the pond was challenging
with busy schedules in mind. By the time we all connected, the
world had changed. Not a single person on Earth avoided being
touched by the COVID-19 crisis. I couldn’t help but take note
of some of the parallels of Chernobyl and our current crisis, but
that’s an article for another time. For this article, I made
contact with production mixer Vincent Piponnier, ADR mixer
Gibran Farrah, Foley mixer Philip Clements, and re-recording
mixer Stuart Hilliker.
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How did you get involved in the Chernobyl project?
Almost six years ago, we worked on a series directed by Johan
Renck. It was not so easy at first because Johan told me that he
didn’t like sound departments. It was the first day of shooting
with a hundred days left, so the first contact was not very
warm. After two or three weeks, our relationship changed a lot
because he understood that we could work very fast. So, after
the sound editing and mixing, he wrote me a very kind email
and told me how much he liked our work on this series. And
then he wanted to add the three of us for Chernobyl.
Did you shoot all the episodes in a row or did you guys
have breaks?
It was 17 weeks. And, yes, no breaks. So, it was quite long. We
filmed it Lithuania, mainly, but did two weeks in Ukraine.

Can you talk to me about your team?
My boom operator is Nicolas Fejoz, whom I met 16 years ago.
Margaux Peyre started to work with us on the series Panthers
and was our second assistant. She was my boom operator on
some projects and I really wanted to have both of them for
Chernobyl. It was not so easy because the production wanted to
hire someone in Lithuania. But I really insisted on having both
of them because I knew that on such a project, you can’t do the
same thing with people you don’t know, and it was very
important to have them with me.
Did you have any challenges that stick out in your
memory?
First, we had a lot of good times on this shoot. The crew was
amazing. I don’t know what was the most difficult part to
record, maybe the trial and the control room. The light was
difficult as well because they reproduced the exact light of the
trial with photographs. There were a lot of fans all around the
set running [that were] very noisy because they were vintage.
We had to pay attention to which one was in the frame and
shut down the ones not in the frame. We had to record a lot of
wild tracks. We recorded each fan and all the fans together with
stereos and it allowed the sound editor to play with it and to
characterize the space around the characters. Johan wanted to
play with the acoustics of this particular room and for the
control room, which was quite difficult to record. It was so
important for me to think as a sound editor.
Can you tell us more about thinking like a sound editor
while in production?
We shot in a power plant in Lithuania, which is like a twin of
Chernobyl’s. It’s not working anymore, of course. I really
wanted to bring the opportunity to post-production to recreate
the acoustics of this power plant which is very particular,
because it’s like a huge cube and like a cathedral. But I really
wanted to give as much authenticity as possible in every way.
We recorded a lot of wild tracks with the extras; just listening
to the scene, moving on the chairs, coughing, etc., which were
very useful. I’m very lucky to have had the opportunity to
record it each time I wanted to because you usually don’t have
a lot of time. But it was possible because everyone was giving a
lot of respect to each other. So, whenever I needed to record a
wild track, even if it was quite long (because I like to record
long wild tracks) whenever I asked, it was possible.
What is the inventory of equipment you use?
We like to work with simple kits. It consists of an Aaton Cantar
X3, which is, I think, the best recorder in the world. So, we just
have the X3 as the center of the kit with a Cantarem. We used
an Octopack with Wisycom radio mics. The microphones on
the boom were [Sennheiser] MKH 8050. For the cars, I used
the Schoeps BLM—you can stick it on the ceiling, and it’s
invisible, easy to place. And then for the stereos, we had the
M/S Schoeps with CCM-8 and the CCM-40. We had those

and the ORTF component with 8040’s and 8050 in the center
and that’s it. We learned to be light and quick and discreet and
invisible as much as possible.
How did you find out you won the CAS Award?
The sound editor told me. And I received an email from the
CAS. [This project] was very gratifying for us because the
director wanted us to be there. The level of everyone on set—
you want to be as good as the other. This particular series, this
particular subject, is very important to me, and I really wanted
it to be a success. And, yes, I’m very lucky. And when we had
this Emmy in September, I felt very honored and was really
happy. And the CAS Award—I don’t know which one is more
important—to be rewarded by other sound professionals. I
watched all the projects nominated. For me and my two boom
operators, it was very rewarding to be recognized by the CAS.
What do you like to do with your free time?
There is not one day in a year where I don’t play with sound in
one way or another. I play music, I play the guitar but I really
like synthesizers as well. I’m always recording and playing with
sound and using it in many ways, musical ways or just to have
fun. To manipulate sound, it’s like a game for me. When I’m
recording dialogue, I don’t [just] pay attention to what is said,
but [also] to sound; the textures, the timbre, etc. So, yes,
sound is something with which I am always playing.
It seems like your hobbies and profession go hand-inhand.
Exactly. I’m always listening to something, and it’s like a game.
Anyone you want to thank?
The first one I want to thank is the director of Chernobyl, Johan
Renck. I want to thank my two boom operators of course,
because without them, it wouldn’t have been possible. And also,
the first AD of Chernobyl, David Meanti, because it’s so, so
important to have such a good first AD on set for sound.
GIBRAN FARRAH: ADR Mixer
How did you first get into ADR mixing?
Like many people in this industry, I
started off as a runner making tea
and coffee. When I wasn’t making
tea, I sat in studios and watched great
sound editors and mixers and tried
to learn as much as I could from
them. I’d been a runner at Molinare
and an audio trainee on Mission:
Impossible 5 before starting as a runner
at the facility I work at now, Boom
Post. One day at Boom, I quite
literally was asked by my bosses if I’d
Gibran Farrah

be interested in recording ADR and I, of course, said yes! One
of the assistant mixers was leaving and so they needed someone
to help out with recording ADR, so I was lucky to be in the
right place at the right time.
How did you get involved with this project?
As an in-house ADR mixer, I get to work on all the projects
that come into our facility in some capacity, which is great. We
try to do as much ADR for our own projects in our own
studios, so I knew I’d get to work on it a fair amount. I’d heard
that Boom was going to be doing full audio post on Chernobyl,
but I knew little, aside from some basic historical facts, about
what the series would be like.
How was the schedule for your portion of work?
The schedule for the show was generous overall but particularly
so from an ADR point of view. Often, productions will be tight
with ADR schedules to cut costs, or block book to cover
multiple episodes, etc. On Chernobyl, there was none of that. We
always had time allotted and often had time to try out different
ideas so that there were options in the mix to choose from.
Can you talk to me about your team?
The person I worked most closely with on the Chernobyl team
was Harry Barnes, a brilliant freelance sound editor who was
acting as ADR supervisor on this project. A couple weeks
before we started shooting ADR, Harry came in for a brief chat
to introduce himself and to discuss some of the challenges
involved and some exciting ideas about the ADR for the show.
Harry was present at every ADR session, and was incredibly
helpful and thoughtful throughout.
What were some of the more memorable challenges you
faced working on this?
One memorable session was when we recorded the divers at the
end of episode two. In the scene, three divers descend into the
depths of the facility to attempt to drain the basement of water
to prevent a huge explosion. The divers are wearing gas masks,
breathing heavily throughout, and so we needed to try and
recreate this in the ADR. The trouble with mask ADR is that
without using the real thing, it’s difficult to get a sound that
feels right. This sound is then “baked in” to the recordings,
removing options in the mix. Boom has a Foley studio on our
premises in Soho. Hence, not only did we have lots of original
prop masks from the set (generously provided by production)
but we also had access to our own stash that our Foley artists
use. Harry and I tested out a couple and found a rubber one
which had a particularly nice sound to it because it created a
proper air seal. In addition to the normal ADR mic setup, we
experimented with taping a DPA 4061 with a wind shield to
the inside of the mask and when you heard the sound against
picture, it just worked—which is always an exciting thing to
achieve.
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What is your equipment setup?
For a DAW, we use Pro Tools Ultimate with an Avid S6 desk
to run our sessions. The S6 is great for flexibility, meaning I
can switch between different recording setups/templates
quickly and easily. As for mic preamps, we use a Neve 4081
Quad Mic Preamp in each studio, with typically a Schoeps
CMIT 5U for the boom mic and a DPA 4061 for the clip mic.
We have a Sanken COS-11D available, too, as the sound of
that clip mic is quite particular and different to the DPA clip
mics. We sometimes hire in mics too if we have to match into
a very specific mic that was used on set.
What are you working on right now?
Like most of the world, COVID-19 has put a pause on things
so, unsurprisingly, I’m not working on anything right now!
However, I’ve just finished working on White Lines for Netflix,
which was great fun, and Boom has done the audio post for every
season of The Crown so far. So, I’m looking forward to doing
some ADR for that in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Who are your mentors?
Rory de Carteret (re-recording mixer at Boom) and James
Ridgway (re-recording mixer at Technicolor London) were
instrumental in training me up. From the technical aspects
through to how to run a session and read a room. Dialogue
editors that I’ve worked alongside, people like Jeff Richardson
and Tim Hands, whose experience and expertise have really
honed my ear and skills to make me a better mixer.
Did you attend the CAS Awards in February?
I sadly couldn’t attend the awards but my colleagues Philip
Clements (Foley recordist/editor) and Anna Wright (Foley
artist/recordist) did and had a brilliant time by all accounts. I
was glad there was someone from the team to represent us on
the night.
What was your reaction to winning?
I got the word quite late at night because of the time difference,
so I didn’t really get to celebrate but I would have given the
chance. Not all awards include ADR mixers as part of the audio
team, so it’s a real privilege and honor to have been included in
this one where the mix was such an important part of the show.
What do you like to do with your free time?
Like a lot of people in sound post, I have a musical background.
I play guitar, violin, and a bit of piano. I’m involved in a few
different musical projects which are all a joy to be involved in
and I try to give my free time to them as much as I can. Living
in London and working at a company where people like to
socialize, there’s never any shortage of things to see and do (or
eat and drink!), so I enjoy socializing with colleagues and
friends.

Who would you like to thank?
I’d like to thank all the people at
Boom [Post] who I work with for
being a constant pleasure to work
alongside. And, of course, the rest
of the Chernobyl team for letting me
be a part of it all!

What’s something you carry
with you that your mentors
taught you?

I learned about layering
frequencies to create interesting
sounds and how to put detail
into my work. An example of
this in Chernobyl is with the
hospital gowns and the plastic
PHILIP CLEMENTS: Foley Mixer
shoe covers people wear in
episode two. In that episode, we
How did you get into Foley
spend a lot of time in the
mixing?
hospital with the characters who
are looking after the radiation
I started my career working on
victims. We wanted cloth layers
location as a sound assistant, but I
to complement each other and
didn’t like it. My partner, Glenn,
Foley mixer Philip Clements with Foley artist Anna
not crash into a plastic mess.
suggested I send my CV into audio
Wright at the CAS Awards. Photo by ABImages
So, we worked with several
post houses for work as a runner.
textures to get a good balance
Out of all the CV’s I sent out, I got
with the frequencies of cloths.
one interview at a place called Boom [Post]. It’s where I still
work 10 years later! I didn’t know anything about sound when
You attended the CAS Awards. What was your reaction to
I started. I thought all the sound FX was recorded on set.
winning?
Everything I’ve learned has been on the job.
How did you get involved with this project?
Through Stefan Henrix. We have worked together before on
Black Mirror for Netflix, Gunpowder for the BBC, and Origin for
YouTube.
Can you talk to me about your team?
I work with a Foley artist called Anna Wright. We have a similar
point of view in how Foley should sound. I first met her when
she asked to sit in on Foley sessions to watch me and the Foley
team work. We got on really well so I trained her up. She has a
natural ability in performing Foley and a great ear for sound.
The first professional work we did together was a drama called
Hooten & the Lady. Now she is my go-to artist for the shows I
mix Foley for. I couldn’t imagine working with anyone else.
We’ve worked together for about four years now.
What were some of the more memorable challenges you
faced working on this?
On the whole, we got to really push our creativity. In the scene
when divers go under the Chernobyl reactor, we did a few
different layers for the diving suits. Then we added the
movement for the oxygen tank on their backs and we had a
separate metal jingle for all the buckles and straps. Then
another track of the men knocking all the pipes as they push
their way along the corridor.
Who are your mentors?
Lee Walpole and Alexander Ellerington.

I was really shocked considering the competition. It was an
honor to win knowing who voted.
What do you like to do with your free time?
At the moment, I’m renovating my home I bought a year ago.
Any spare moment I have goes on that. I trained as a carpenter
when I was a Royal Engineer in the British Army, so I’m doing
all the carpentry work in the house.
Who would you like to thank?
My family, Glenn, Anna, and everyone at Boom [Post].
STUART HILLIKER: Re-recording Mixer
How did you first get into the craft of sound mixing and
specifically re-recording?
When I was 6, my older brother left our sleepy hometown and
went to the National Film &
TV School. He used to come
home with tales of rooms filled
with mixing desks, speakers, and
a big screen. It all sounded
magical to me. Thanks to this
insight, I have always wanted to
be a re-recording mixer and have
never regretted my decision!
How did you get involved
with this project?
Stuart Hilliker

I was fortunate enough to be one of the mixers on HBO’s
Generation Kill a few years ago. I have also previously worked
with two of Chernobyl’s producers, Sister Pictures’ Jane
Featherstone and Sanne Wohlenberg.
How was the schedule you were given?
The schedule was rare and generous. HBO really wanted the
show to be as accomplished as possible. We had plenty of time
to mix, review, and address notes. Throughout the entire
process, there was a commitment from all departments to strive
for the best that we could do. The priority was never to make
it quicker or cheaper, it was always to make it better. We still
managed to use every available second!
Can you talk to me about your team?
I was blessed with an excellent crew. Stefan Henrix was sound
supervisor. We’ve worked together a number of times over
many years. We have a great creative and mutually supportive
working relationship. We also manage to have some fun along
the way. Joe Beal is an excellent sound editor with a maturity
and approach way beyond his years. He and Stef made an
excellent team. Michael Maroussas and Harry Barnes looked
after originals and ADR, respectively. Vincent Piponnier did a
fantastic job of location sound recording. He made great
decisions about what to capture and how to offer the greatest
flexibility in post. I would love to be on the receiving end of
his recordings again in the future. Philip Clements and Anna
Wright provided great Foley.
What were some of the more memorable challenges you
faced working on this?
Authenticity was a big concern with everyone wanting to do the
subject and show justice. Stefan spent a great deal of time
tracking down authentic Eastern European fire engines with
horns intact to record. Dynamo torches with just the right
character were also a challenge. Old ones sounded too broken,
new ones too modern. We bought and rejected many until
finally finding the perfectly, imperfect one! We also bought a
Russian cassette recorder of the period. My intention was to
re-record Legasov’s opening through this. It actually sounded
terrible and I eventually rejected the idea and reached for
Speakerphone and a couple of other plugins.
What equipment do you use?
No great surprises … Pro Tools, Avid S6. The FabFilter Pro-Q
EQ is absolutely brilliant. iZotope RX De-noise…
I’m fascinated by this facility, Boom Post, that has been
mentioned to me by Gibran, Philip, and yourself. What I
know so far is it’s a sound post-production facility on
Berwick Street in Soho, London. Please tell me more!
I am in an extremely fortunate position to be a co-owner of
Boom [Post]. I have been there for over 20 years and watched
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Foley artists
Anna Wright and
Catherine Thomas.

the company grow from a single studio with three employees
to a facility with multiple studios and a staff of over 30. As the
company has grown, so has our team. Lee Walpole and Martin
Jensen, my fellow directors, have been with the company for
many years. Together, we have been fortunate to work on some
excellent projects. As we have total control over the company,
we are able to make decisions that are beneficial to our
creativity. Having in-house editors, Foley, and ADR really helps
to maintain standards. I also have a studio at home in Sussex.
This has been incredibly useful, particularly whilst dealing with
the current lockdown situation.
How are you dealing with the lockdown? And what are
you working on right now?
We have had to temporarily close the company and arrange for
a skeleton staff to work from home. I have been premixing
from home for a few years so little has changed—except I’m
now busier than ever! Including The Crown [Season 4] and A
Discovery of Witches. During lockdown, I am also finally finding
time to edit some of my own sound effects recorded over the
last few years and left on a drive!
Who are your mentors?
Re-recording mixer and boom originator Paul Hamblin. He
was also the mixer my brother told stories of when I was a
child. I was fortunate to assist Paul, Adrian Rhodes, and David
Old at the start of my career. They were all extremely busy
mixers and had quite different styles. To have the opportunity
to share a studio with them was a fantastic education.
What’s something you carry with you that a mentor
taught you?
Paul has extremely high standards. When I assisted him, it was
often a little nerve-wracking to present my premixes or allow
him to hear my solo projects. He could always find ways to

Absolutely thrilled. I have been nominated
previously, but really didn’t expect it. I did
hear that some of the Skywalker team had
been complimentary about the soundtrack.
This was great to hear as they are responsible
for so many formative and inspirational
soundtracks for me.
What do you like to do with your free
time?
Listen to music, play piano (badly), walk the
dogs, watch films.

I AT S E LO C A L 6 9 5

S O U N D

V I D E O

P R O J E C T I O N

Craft & Creativity.
Nothing can stop it.
Stay Safe...
We’ll see you soon.

Who would you like to thank?
Johan Renck, Craig Mazin, Holly Schiffer,
and all at HBO, Jane Featherstone, Sanne
Wohlenberg, Sky … for making such an
extraordinary show that offered so many
opportunities for sound.

What a pleasure it has been to talk to these
four talented practitioners. They represent
exactly what the Cinema Audio Society
strives for. They are driven and talented,
uphold high standards, and are particularly
kind people who I feel privileged to have met.
It’s akin to being paid with education to meet
and learn from sound mixers of this caliber.
Huge congratulations to Vincent Piponnier,
Gibran Farrah, Philip Clements, and Stuart
Hilliker for their amazing work and their big
win! I can’t wait to hear more of their work
in the future. If you haven’t heard their work
on Chernobyl, I highly recommend you
move it to the top of your list.

III

What was your reaction to winning the
CAS Award?

III

improve what I had done, no matter how hard
I tried. Twenty years later, I imagine Paul
coming to the mix review and that helps to
keep standards up! Perhaps the most important
thing I learned from him is the importance of
dialogue quality and clarity … also a love of
reverb.
I spent much of my youth listening intently
to films and trying to work out how things
were achieved. Whilst my friends were
listening to the latest music releases, I was
listening to Ben Burtt! I often imagine a
younger me listening intently to what is flying
out of the surrounds of one of my mixes and
can generally find something to make me
smile.

Representing the Finest
Audio Engineers Since 1930

MEET THE WINNERS
CAS Award Winner – Specials

David Bowie:
Finding Fame
by Peter Kelsey CAS

David Bowie: Finding Fame was the winner of the CAS Award for
Television Non-Fiction, Variety, Music Series or Specials. The
people responsible for the sound are production mixer Sean
O’Neil and re-recording mixer Greg Gettens. It is a wonderful
exploration of the career and life of David Bowie from his
beginnings up through the release of the Ziggy Stardust album.
This is a beautiful documentary with great sound by two
experienced mixers and is well worth a look. It has particular
significance for me as I was an ardent fan of Mr. Bowie during
that period.
I started my career in the entertainment industry in 1972 at
Trident Studios in London. The second day I was there, David
Bowie walked in to produce Mott the Hoople’s album All the
Young Dudes. I had been a big fan for a while and, even though
a little star struck, I was able to make tea and coffee for him
and found him to be a very friendly individual who would talk
to anyone. All of David Bowie’s early albums were recorded at
Trident Studios. including Space Oddity and the recently released
at that time Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars. I sent some
questions to the two mixers about their experiences and here
are the responses.

SEAN O’NEIL: Production Mixer
What is your background and what other projects have
you worked on?
My background is mostly in British-based documentaries.
After I left NYU Film School, I was fortunate enough to meet
Kaly Walker, who ran the BBC office here in New York City in
the early ’90s. She cultivated an amazing community of
filmmakers and artists where I was able to work and learn from
some really talented storytellers from the UK and abroad. It
was here where I worked on tons of arts- and science-based
documentaries. I’ve been fortunate enough to film with Arthur
C. Clarke in Sri Lanka, observe the process of Ayahuasca being
made in the rainforests in South America, filmed in the death
camp after Pol Pot’s demise in Cambodia, and spent a month
in Guantanamo Bay detention camp. [On the music front], I
was nominated for a BAFTA for David Bowie’s The Last Five
Years and nominated for another CAS Award for the Paul
McCartney documentary Wings Over America. These are just a
few projects I have been privileged to be a part of.
How did you get involved in being the production mixer
on this project?
I was the sound mixer on Francis Whately’s previous David
Bowie films, Five Years and The Last Five Years, so I think Francis
wanted to keep the same groove going on this film. One of the
great things about Francis as a director is that he really respects
the sound department and appreciates what good sound does
for his films.
How much time did you have to complete the interviews
and how big was your team?
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Francis usually rolls with a small, sleek unit
during the basic interview setups with a
cinematographer and sound person. Francis
is also pretty sharp and focused when he
comes to his interviews, so I would say they
generally are finished in under an hour.

than 20 years. Ironically, I am a Bromley
boy just like David Bowie was—he grew up
in Sundridge Park about half a mile from
where I was born and raised—albeit at very
different times. He then moved to
Beckenham as did I. That’s probably where
the similarity ends though!
Were there any other things recorded
I was raised in a very musical family. My
besides the interviews?
mother was a music teacher and my parents
were both members of the Salvation Army.
We filmed a musical sequence in which
To that end, I was always immersed in a
Bowie’s bandmates performed the song
musical scene. I learned to read music and
Sean O’Neil
“London Boys” that music producer Mark
play the cornet, the baritone and, finally,
Plati produced. The song was off his album
the euphonium, all thanks to my upbringing
Toy, which I believe is still unreleased. Gail
within the Salvation Army.
Ann Dorsey was on bass and the inimitable Earl Slick was on a
In 1998, I graduated from Rose Bruford College with a
Telecaster guitar. Mark was playing a Stratocaster along to
degree in music technology. At the time, it was an extremely
David’s original vocal.
rare subject and my class was the first to take part on that
course. After graduating, I started as a runner at Molinare TV
Please describe your workflow and any problems you
and Film where my job was to fetch teas and coffees and
encountered.
basically do anything and everything that anyone asked of me.
I chose the night shift so that I could use the days to sit in with
My typical documentary workflow is to make sure I bring my
the re-recording mixers and soak up as much experience as
Sound Devices recorders, two Schoeps CMC 641’s, and
possible. I was extremely fortunate to shadow some fantastic
Lectrosonics wireless rigs with Sanken or DPA heads on them.
mixers, Mike Aiton being one of them.
The most challenging aspects for me in documentary or cinema
I quickly moved on to become a sound assistant at Molinare
vérité work is almost always the same; dealing with noisy
where, again, my job was to do anything and everything asked
locations and rigging talent with well-hidden and well-placed
of me to support the re-recording mixers working on landmark
microphone rigs. Earlier in my career, I was more inclined to
series at the time such as The Planets and Horizon.
After a year, I got the opportunity to join the Maidstone
insist that a location was too noisy. But now I’m able to step back
Studios as a junior mixer and I jumped at the chance. I was
and consider a few more factors before I make that call. The
there two years and then had a brief stint at another company
other dark art in sound is rigging and hiding mics on talent that
for a year, GDO Postpoduction, before I joined Clear Cut
sound clean. For me and the bulk of the documentary and cinéma
Pictures in 2002 (again under Mike Aiton from Molinare). I
vérité mixing I do, this is consistently my biggest challenge.
stayed for 16 happy years, seven of those years as Head of
A few years ago, I was able to work with mixer Tom Varga
Audio. At Clear Cut, I worked on TV, drama, and films.
(CAS Award winner and Academy Award nominee for Birdman)
and boom operator/mixer Adam Sanchez on the first season of
Then in 2016, I was approached by George Foulgham at
Mozart in the Jungle. Tom and Adam were very generous and
Molinare to become their Head of Broadcast Factual Sound. It
taught me so much during that season in the mic rigging
was a tough decision to leave Clear Cut Pictures, but the
techniques they used. One thing that is often different in
opportunity to join (or even re-join) London’s oldest postdocumentaries is that, very often, I’m in situations where the
production house and the prestigious name of Molinare was
talent I’m rigging up is experiencing that event only once.
too strong a pull. So, I’ve come full circle—I started at
They’re not actors, they’re not acting, and they’re not ever
Molinare TV & Film and then, 18 years later, I came back and
going to go through that experience we’re filming ever again. I
that’s where I’m currently mixing.
literally only have one chance to get it right. That’s why I kinda
get nerdy and obsessive about this subject. I’ve just resolved
What are some of the projects you have worked on?
myself to the fact that I will never be finished learning about
wiring talent.
I’ve worked on many different things ranging from factual TV,
drama, and feature films. My latest project released was the
Any amusing stories about this project?
fantastic series Don’t F*** with Cats, which I mixed for Netflix.
I’m currently working on a cinema feature documentary about
DB Cooper and another series for Netflix called Welcome to Fear
Anytime you get the chance to film with Earl Slick, you are
City, which I’m also mixing in Dolby Atmos.
guaranteed to have an amusing time. One of the nicest downto-earth guitar superstars out there.
How did you get involved in being the dubbing mixer on
this project?
What is your background?
I have been in the audio post-production industry for more

When the opportunity to quote for the work on David Bowie:
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Finding Fame arose, I was desperate to work
on it—I’m a massive Bowie fan (isn’t
everyone). It was a co-production between
the BBC and Showtime so, fortunately, the
production was based in the UK and
subsequently it posted in London.
We were able to make the project budget
work and it was brought to Molinare for
full post-production—I was the chosen
mixer. I met the editor and director during
their offline so that I could be thinking
about the project way before it was due to
start.
How much time did you have for the
mix and was anyone else involved at
this stage?

Please describe your workflow and
any problems you encountered.
As workflows go, it was pretty
straightforward; track-lay, premix, and
mix to the offline whilst the grade and
online were going on in the background.
The time factor was most challenging,
but as it was such a fantastic show to
work, it really didn’t even come into it.
What was the most challenging
aspect of working on this project?
Greg Gettens

The running time of the program was just over 90 minutes. We
had four days of track-lay*, two days premix, and two days final
mix. The track-lay was split between myself and sound designer
Kim Tae Hak, who is part of the Factual team at Molinare.
I did the dialogue editorial and music editorial in two days.
Kim had two days to do the FX track-lay. These were long days
as it was a tight schedule, but doing my own dialogues enabled
me to get a headstart on the premix. I did the premix and mix
using the following 4-5 days. It was being shown as a press
preview at the Soho Hotel straight after the mix, so there really
was no time to waste.
Following the preview, there were some minor tweaks and
then separate versions with different editorials were created for
both Showtime and the BBC.

I find every project challenging. Every
project is different and I’m forever
tweaking and experimenting to get the
most out of every mix. To that end, I’m

my biggest critic.
The poor-quality archive of hidden Bowie recordings was
challenging to restore and bring to life and the weaving in and
out of interviews, sound design, and music editing was tricky
to get the best effect, but that’s really the job. And in all
honesty, to be able to work on a film about David Bowie was
like a dream come true.
Any amusing stories about this project?
I did have a laugh at the bits of the show that showed the areas
I frequented as a kid and I nearly fell off my chair during the
musical driving sequence when the camera panned down my
road and nearly showed my house—I was half expecting to see
myself putting out the bins!

Were there many sound effects and backgrounds cut for
this show or are most of the sounds from the interviews?
We always try to create a rich textured soundtrack and so the
track-lay was quite extensive with a great deal of sound design
in places. We really wanted to bring the archive and musical
sequences to life. So, a large track-lay was needed to really
bring out the detail in the predominately mute archive. Sound
design was also used a great deal in the opening montage and
throughout the film.
Of particular pleasure to me was the “Theremin” sequence,
which was also shot mute. So I recreated the Theremin sounds,
sweeping tones by automating the internal signal generator of
Pro Tools and re-recording it back in!
One thing that was amazing was that we had access to the
splits of some of the David Bowie songs—both early
recordings and his hit songs which we used throughout the
program. For example, the “Space Oddity” sequence was
remixed from the stems, bringing in different elements as Gus
Dudgeon and Tony Visconti both described how they created
the original sound right up to the culminating crescendo of the
chorus.
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*For those not familiar with the term track-lay, I will explain.
Track-lay is a term used in England for the process of editing
the dialogue or music or the sound effects. As you see in the
article, Greg had two days to do the dialogue edit and edit the
music (no dedicated music editor it seems). The offline editor,
Ged Murphy, originally edited the music, but then Greg
cleaned up his edits. The sound designer, Kim Tae Hak, also
had two days to do a sound effects edit—apparently with a
fair bit of sound design in it.

Will Files (Ghostbusters: Afterlife, The Invisible Man, Venom, War for the Planet of the Apes, Stranger Things)
Sound Designer, Supervisor, and Re-Recording Mixer
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Peter Damski CAS holding a boom
(above) and Damski holding his CAS
Service Award (right).

Peter Damski
Honored with Service Recognition Award
at the 56th CAS Awards

P

by Karol Urban CAS MPSE

eter Damski CAS is equal parts accomplished professional, dedicated Cinema Audio Society
ambassador, and mentor to the next generation of sound mixers. The Cinema Audio Society
is fortunate to call him a member and a friend.

Peter is well known for his production sound work mixing
multi-camera sitcoms such as Will & Grace, Mad About You, and
Boston Common. He is a seven-time Primetime Emmy nominee
and two-time winner for his work on Mad About You.
He is also an esteemed educator, having taught sound design
at Savannah College of Art and Design in Savannah, GA, and
mentored many post and production mixers.
He has been an active participant on the CAS Board of
Directors since 2001. He has served as an alternate, a Board
member, our secretary, editor of the CAS Quarterly, and
treasurer. His service to the CAS was crucial in the development
of the organization we enjoy today.
Peter exemplifies what it means to be a true citizen of our
sound community. Last year as he retired, the idea to honor him
in some way for his undeniably essential service to CAS was set
into motion by Board member David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE.
Immediately, the entire board was unanimously behind the idea

and started forming wording and creating a bespoke award that
would befit Peter’s unique and valuable contributions to our
world. On January 25, 2020, at the InterContinental Downtown
Hotel in Los Angeles at the 56th Annual CAS Awards, Peter
was presented with his honor.
Here, we talk a little more with Mr. Damski about his role as
a community leader, mentor, and highly accomplished
production mixer.
How did you get started in your career?
I was aware that I had some noises in my head at an early age. I
now know this is called tinnitus. In an attempt to “mask” the
sounds in my head, I would regularly listen to music on the
radio while doing my homework or anything that required
concentration. This exposed me to many genres of music as a
child. In the late ’60s, my music ear was maturing, and I had
heard this song “Whole Lotta Love” on the radio by a band
CAS QUARTERLY
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named Led Zeppelin. I blame this
song for driving me down the
path toward a career in music
recording.
In my undergrad years
at the University of
Florida, I had started as a
music major. I played
string bass from sixth
grade through college.
This path did not work
for me, and I continued
to look for direction while
taking many classes in sociology. I got to work on a student film after my sophomore
year in California. It was an AFI film, a
Western, and I was a PA. I took to it like a fish to water, and
upon return to school for my junior year, I changed my direction to a degree in broadcasting. While I had minimal exposure
to audio directly during this time, I learned about all of the
positions (crafts) required for a team to produce TV programming at a working PBS station on campus. I picked things up
very quickly and knew instantly that I was headed toward music
production. I spent a year after graduation working as a master
control operator for the station (WUFT), signing on with Mr.
Rogers, and signing off with High Flight every day.
In 1979, I was faced with a decision. Did I want to be a big
fish in a small pond or a big fish in a big pond? Since music
production was my goal, I felt I had three choices; New York,
Nashville, or Hollywood for the chance at the big pond and
chose to move to LA in 1979.
I arrived in LA and literally went to the Yellow Pages to find
a good starting point for my search. It was 1979, and there were
so many studios in Hollywood alone that I couldn’t possibly see
them all, so I started with one and kept going until I found a
studio owner who took an interest in me. Thank you, Mr. Ken
Story. My first gig was at KSR Studios, located in the Taft
Building at Hollywood and Vine. One studio on the fifth floor
and one on the seventh. We did some gospel recording and
some jingles. It was a great learning experience for me. Thank
you, Mr. Bob Rose. I started to over/under all the wire I could
find. The best thing to come out of this first job was a visit
from the one-and-only Sherry Klein CAS, who used this studio
when she could not access a larger, better-equipped studio. I
worked as an A2 for her on some sessions, and after a few days,
she offered to introduce me to the owners of Larrabee Studios,
a larger, better-equipped, and more in-demand studio. Sherry
had been working there for a while and felt I could contribute.
I got the job and some fantastic hands-on experience
installing the second SSL console to arrive in LA, as well as
being an A2 on many great records. I also got to work with
some great engineers at Larrabee. I had the honor of working
with Stephen Paul, RIP, installing the SSL. Stephen taught me
more about audio and life than most. They needed an A2 that
could teach the board to all of the engineers that would rent the
space. I knew it as well as anyone in the building, so things went
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great for the next few years. Thank you, Ms. Sherry Klein. I
ended my career in music recording while working at Record
Plant L.A. on 3rd Street. That place was a trip and the tip of
the iceberg in studios for me. My old friend, Derek Casari of
FOX fame, had shifted from music to video post and helped me
to get an interview at Vidtronics. At that time, Vidtronics was
one of the most successful video post facilities in Hollywood
and also an IATSE signatory with an in-house contract. Thank
you, Mr. Derek Casari.
After a few years at Vidtronics, I learned that I was no longer
interested in being in dark spaces anymore and wanted to be in
production from the start. Fortunately, my older brother Mel
was starting to take off as a director and invited me to join his
crew on a feature film, Mischief, which we shot in Ohio for 10
weeks. I was home. Thank you, Mr. Mel Damski. When I
returned to LA from the filming, I had no idea what was next
for me. I had stored my belongings and given away my dog to
pursue this crazy life and had no clue what was next. About a
week later, I received a call from Embassy Productions, Norman
Lear’s production company. I was a new name on the IA
Production Roster, and they were looking for a boom pusher/
utility person on their sitcom productions. Now I had found
my happy place in my home! I learned a great deal about sitcom
mixing from my old friend Ed Moskowitz CAS. He was the
first multi-camera mixer I worked with on, I believe, Different
Strokes. Thank you, Mr. Edward Moskowitz. I had a great career
in production mixing, but the Writers Strike of 2007 really
scared me. Sitcom production had already slowed down, and
now there was no work for months.
During the strike, another old friend, Steven Venezia CAS,
turned me on to a teaching job at Moorpark College in Simi
Valley, where I lived. Thank you, Mr. Steven Venezia. A year
later, I was invited to give a talk at a college, SCAD in Savannah,
GA, and decided to accept their offer to teach at their institution
full time. I have now been retired for 3½ years due to life events
and medical challenges. I have no regrets about my choices and
know that I have been blessed.
Have you always participated in community
organizations?
It all started about midway through my career. I had become
active in the ATAS Peer Group after being bestowed with their
highest honor in 1994-95. I worked with many current Board
members during that time. That was where I became interested in
giving back for my successes. I decided to run for a CAS Board
position around the year 2000 and was elected as an alternate.
You also have a career in education. What would you
say is the best part of working in education
as well as the professional world?
I think many of my former students would tell you that my
professional training and deep understanding of the production
world made me a valuable asset in their educational experience.
During my teaching tenure, the best part of the job was finding
the passion that lives in young minds. The payoff for me was
seeing the light go on over their heads when they understood
a difficult concept, and I was able to help get them there. The

CAS Board of Directors at the 55th CAS Awards ceremony. Peter Damski CAS (front row, far left).

“WE ARE AN EXTRAORDINARY GROUP OF PROFESSIONALS.
WE REPRESENT THE ONLY ART THAT IS NOT VISIBLE.
(I SUPPOSE A CHEF MIGHT ARGUE WITH THIS PREMISE.)”
payoff these few years later is seeing these “kids” grow into
great professionals. I told a lot of stories about my work and my
life. Hopefully, I helped some of them avoid some of the pitfalls
I had to endure. As I look back, I can see a thread where I was
always
teaching
throughout
my career.
The
SSL atIquas
Larrabee;
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Local asked me to train single-camera mixers to mix in a multicamera environment; teaching my producers and directors
about sound every day on set; there is definitely a pattern here.
How do you feel you have personally benefited
from your participation in the CAS and other
organizations? Did it help you professionally as a
production mixer?
We are an extraordinary group of professionals. We represent
the only art that is not visible. (I suppose a chef might argue
with this premise.) I find it amazing how quickly two sound
people who are complete strangers have so much to discuss at
first glance. I have a daily requirement to learn something new,
and the benefits of being a member and an officer of the CAS
has provided me with a vast knowledge base consisting of the
many individuals and their experiences in our invisible world. I
believe that we as sound professionals hold a place of respect
by being a member of this organization. In my teaching career,
this organization gave me credibility and respect from my

academic peers. I’m not sure if I ever received any work from my
membership in the CAS, but I bet a fellow member has given
me a recommendation without my knowledge. I think that as a
professional, the wider your network, the better. It did and still
does make me proud to be a member and see where this group
has gone in the past 20 years.
How does it feel to see so many whom you assisted
and inspired pursue their dreams in sound?
This business has been good to me. I am pleased to see future
generations of people who are driven to work in this field. I
try to be a positive example for my family, friends, coworkers,
students, and my neighbors. I hope I have brought some light
and some of my personal drive to succeed to help them in their
pursuits. I never had any children of my own, but I feel the pride
of a parent when I see their successes.
Do you have any advice for others in the field?
It is a new world with new rules. Be flexible. Be creative. I believe
that we each can be or do anything we set our minds to, given
the right drive and motivation. Our audience is very willing to
trade quality for convenience. Try to find a balance that keeps
you happy.
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Outstanding Product –
Production
Sound Devices’ Scorpio

(field programmable gate array)-based architecture, which is
programmable hardware. It gives us great flexibility (in
future development). Some of the constraints of hardware
are lifted. Not totally, but we have a lot more flexibility than
we did with the 6-Series and others.

by G. John Garrett CAS

That sounds powerful.

Paul Isaacs heads the development team for the Sound Devices

Scorpio and was happy to tell us about the development and
feature set. Paul came to Sound Devices 12 years ago as a
Londoner living in New Zealand. You may be familiar with
another groundbreaking product that he developed: the HHB
Portadat. From crossing paths at trade shows to contract
engineering from New Zealand, Matt Anderson (CEO of
Sound Devices) and the Sound Devices team lured him to
Madison, Wisconsin, when the 788 was starting to take off.
He’s been very happy working for a great company, and the
Scorpio is evidence of that. Paul took some time to chat about
the Scorpio.

We had a lot of 7-Series users that didn’t want to go down the
6-Series route because we simplified things down a little bit
with the 6-Series, which was good for usability for some users.
So, we decided to go back for more flexibility and take it
another step. For example, there are 16 mic preamps in this one
small box, all powered from battery. And they’re the best mic
preamps we have made yet, with a lower noise floor and a much
wider dynamic range. Next, we understood from 788 users that
they wanted an internal drive, and the feeling that you have a
non-removeable drive adds a level of confidence. We have a 256
GB SSD internal drive, allowing you to record simultaneously
to three drives, so all that redundancy is there.

Sound Devices’ Scorpio

Tell me about how the Scorpio came to be.

It’s not unheard of now for productions to want every person
on camera to have their own ISO track on a wireless mic. The
8-Series Scorpio is a result of this growing desire for more
and more tracks, more and more outputs, and more and more
routing capability. It’s a trend that’s been going on for a
number of years. You can easily see the legacy of it. The
interface takes a lot from the 6-Series, but it also takes a lot
from the 788. We’ve taken those two lines of product
development, merged them into the Scorpio, and multiplied
that capability by a factor of a thousand. It’s by far our most
powerful product to date.
It clearly has Sound Devices’ DNA, but this is next level.

It’s a totally new design from a hardware perspective, from
the ground up, and operating system point of view. It was a
three-year development process from scratch. We did that
because we wanted to make a product that was going to have
a lot of longevity in the market. We had to stare into our
crystal ball and decide what we are going to need to be able
to do in the next 10-20 years with this product. It’s an FPGA
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How about power?

The Scorpio runs on 10 VDC-18 VDC and we support Smart
batteries, which are becoming quite popular, so we can display
exactly what’s going on with the battery now. We have battery
charging built in. You can charge two LMounts on the back
simultaneously while you record.
Tell us about some of the other features.

We’ve done a few improvements in the timecode section, too,
[because] when you’re doing really long-take recording, you
need more than just timecode to maintain sync. Traditionally,
you had to use word clock, but with our implementation in
Scorpio, we can extract the accurate clock from the timecode
signal and you don’t need word clock any longer.
The mixing and processing and routing capability are what
really unlocks the door to its power. We have 32 ISO’s and
four mix tracks. The 32 ISO’s can be sourced from numerous
inputs, the 16 mic inputs, 32 Dante inputs. Using the Dante
controller with the Scorpio, you can route anything to
anywhere on a massive network. We have up to 12 AES
inputs available (four built-in and eight available through the
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Outstanding Product –
Post Production
iZotope’s Dialogue Match
by Stephen Fitzmaurice CAS
Sound Devices’ Scorpio side view

XL-AES accessory) that fits on top of the Scorpio via the
integrated accessory connector. This is ideal for those who
want to use more digital wireless mics. There are six more
line inputs and you can even bring in USB audio inputs from
a computer application like Skype. There are about 70
physical inputs!
Each channel can be routed to any track in any combination
and to any of the 10 internal mix busses. Each bus can be an
independent mix with its own fader levels. On a big production,
the director or script supervisor or anyone can have their own
independent mix, and each of those bus mixes can be routed to
any of the physical outputs: 12 analog outs, eight AES, 32
Dante, two USB, several headphone outs. It can take any input
or bus and send to any output.
On the first 16 channels, we have a 3-band parametric EQ, as
well as the capability to route to the integrated Dugan
Automixer and two independent Automix busses. All mic inputs
have phantom, limiter, and delay, as you would expect.
Wow!

The Scorpio is really the heart of an ecosystem. We have a
USB-A port that can be connected to USB-MIDI controllers,
and we have decided to go with an open protocol to accept a
wide range of third-party controllers. There are cheap,
motorized fader controllers that do bank switching, bus
sends, etc. You can use multiple controllers because we
support USB hubs on the Scorpio and connect as many
controllers as you want—and we have customers doing that.
We also still support the CL-12, our controller we brought
out for the 6-Series. We are working on a CL-16 that will be
out soon. You can also use the Scorpio with the SL-6
wireless interface.
You can hardwire or Bluetooth connect a tablet using the
new SD-Remote app, which is a more advanced version of
CL-WiFi. It supports iPads and Androids and USB-A
keyboard control, which can be used to enter metadata
simultaneously on multiple units (which is pretty slick). The
USB-C port can be used for direct file transfer from the
Scorpio to a computer and also [as a] USB audio interface
which can send anything from the Scorpio.
Thank you, you’ve done a really great job of telling me about
your baby.

Thanks for giving me some time to rattle on about these things!

iZotope has become a perennial fixture at the CAS Awards the

past few years by continuing to create new and innovative
products designed to serve the post community. Their RX
software has become a mainstay for dialogue mixers and editors
throughout the industry and, this year, their team won the
Outstanding Post-Production Product Award for Dialogue
Match.
I had the opportunity to speak with Mike Rozett, iZotope’s
principal product manager, who led iZotope’s team of
programmers, researchers, and quality assurance professionals
responsible for the development of this year’s winning product.
Congratulations on the win, Mike!

Thank you! We’re super excited about that. When we win
something like this, it’s nice to bring it back to the
engineering team and all the other folks that work really hard
to make the software possible. They don’t get to go out and
meet customers and go to the trade shows and stuff like I do.
So, when they get an award win like this, it’s just really
awesome to bring it back and show the people who worked on
the product. So, thanks for nominating us and thanks to the
membership for voting for us.
iZotope finds a way to innovate year after year and has built
quite a collection of CAS Awards for its RX products and now
Dialogue Match.

Thanks for saying that. I think, for me… I’ve been here about
three years now and it’s one of the only places I’ve worked
where just about everybody here is also an artist in some way.
There are a ton of top-notch musicians here. There are folks
from all kinds of different backgrounds that you wouldn’t
necessarily associate with software. The people that make the
things that we release to the world are also people who use
those products. I think that’s different than what you see in
a lot of other companies. On this last development team, one
of the key developers is also a circus performer. There are
folks that write music for video games. It’s a really cool mix
of people who have all of the industry chops that you would
imagine but they also bring sort of a customer sensibility
because they are the folks that get really excited about using
the software.
For our readers that may not be familiar with the product,
who is Dialogue Match created for and what does it do for
them?

We created Dialogue Match first and foremost for
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iZotope’s
Dialogue
Match showing
the three main
adjustment
parameters:
EQ, Reverb, and
Ambience.

Exponential Audio tech developed by
Michael Carnes with brand-new and
existing iZotope tech. We were thinking
about this as a fusion product that would
leverage Carnes’ work with our own
machine learning and DSP. It was cool to
offer the first version of its kind, released
after Exponential Audio joined us.
You mention machine learning. Do you
see machine learning as being
something that will integrate into most
of your products moving forward?

re-recording mixers but also for dialogue editors. We heard
that people in the business were having a lot of issues with
trying to cut [smoothly] between different dialogue takes.
You get a lavaliere take, you get a boom take, and maybe you
have ADR and, in some situations, you are cutting between
all three of those to come up with your ideal performance.
There’s a lot of pain generated from and time spent on trying
to get ADR or a lav to sound like a boom. So, the idea was:
How can we save time and automate the process so that you
can cut between those different mics and those different
recording situations? It came from a lot of user interviews
and people talking about how they are spending a lot of time
with EQ and reverbs and ambience and how it would be great
if [iZotope] could help with that. And that’s where it really
all came from.
You just talked about the three main parts that comprise
Dialogue Match. Do you feel that covers everything you
might need for the task?

We had a lot of discussions when we were mapping out this
product about what are the essential elements to learning
what a sound is and then being able to apply it to another
track. What we settled on was that EQ, reverb, and ambience
were three of the most essential elements that go into
learning the sound of dialogue and applying it to another
one. There are lots of other variables that you can play with
and one of the requests we’ve been getting from people is
pitch, “Could pitch be part of dialogue matching?” The short
answer is absolutely. There could be things like [pitch] that
come down the road but, for now, we feel really good about
this set as we go toward the next version of the product.
Had iZotope been working on reverb independently or did
that come along with the acquisition of Exponential Audio?

A little bit of both. iZotope had done some work on reverb and
it was in a few of our products, in fact, it’s still in one or two.
Dialogue Match was the first thing we’ve released that combines
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I would say that machine learning is
getting to be a bigger and bigger part
of what we’re doing. It’s something
that the team got into relatively early
in the audio business and it’s one of
the things we do incredibly well. I’m not sure that it’s
going to make it into every product that we have, but it’s
definitely going to grow and make it into more and more
of our products. It has allowed us to solve problems in a
way that you couldn’t do before. Artificial intelligence has
helped a lot of industries innovate, and it’s no exception in
audio. Machine learning allows you to do some incredible
things like separate a source. There were some EQ tricks
you could do to separate different bands and side
processing—and they were pretty effective at the time. But
with machine learning, you can take a file and break things
into parts and stems. That’s still really early in its
implementation and I think going down the road with it, I
think we’re going to do some things that even a few years
ago seemed impossible.
Was there anything unique about the development process
for Dialogue Match?

We had to develop the reverb matching process from
scratch because no one had done that before. Then we
brought in reverb technology from Exponential Audio and
combined it with iZotope’s EQ and Ambience Matching
tech. We had to get those four things to work together and
then add intelligence that learns the sonic profile of the
reference and target tracks. That kind of collaboration and
development was very unique and something our team did a
great job on.
That sounds pretty intense. What would you say has Dialogue
Match been used for that I might not have expected?

One of the things we thought it might be used for is with
localization. We knew people would use it entirely within one
language, matching up boom, lav, and ADR, but we had some
ideas about taking the profile of a particular language and
applying it to another. We let our beta testers inform us
without leading them and some people immediately gravitated
toward this. It was cool because we thought people would
pick up on it and they did.

When we design software we’re always thinking, here’s the
problem, we can fix that. But we’re frequently fascinated by
how people use the software in terms of off book use. People
surprise you. They say, “Hey, I’m using this processing in
five different ways.” People find all kinds of creative
approaches using the tools. And the way they use things also
informs us as to what we might make next.
What products are in development that we might look
forward to?

A big one that I’m sure people are anticipating is RX8. That’s
on the way. I can’t talk about any dates, but we are actively
working on that now with the team. We’re going to continue
on the themes that we’ve worked on previously like how can
we improve source separation for people. We’re always
thinking about where people are going in the post world, but
we’re also trying to expand our process to include more
music-centric problems. We want to try to bring music users,
editors, and producers to the software because I think that a
lot of the tools that we make will help them repair and edit
and find solutions to their problems.
Thanks again for your time, Mike, and congratulations on
your win.

Thank you. It was my pleasure!

iZotope’s Dialogue Match

A New Era in
Dialogue Editing
is Here

“

This takes all the guesswork and time
out of mixing ADR into existing
production. It’s a huge timesaver. You
can’t even tell what is ADR now, it
blends so perfectly with production.
This is a serious game changer.”
Doug Mountain
Dialogue Editor (The Walking Dead, Catch-22)

Learn more at iZotope.com
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Student Recognition Award Winner

Bo Pang
by Peter Kelsey CAS
This is the sixth year that the CAS has presented its Student
Recognition Award, with this year’s going to Bo Pang from
Chapman University. In a male-dominated profession, it is
exciting to see that four of the five finalists were women. IMAX
and iZotope co-sponsored the Student Recognition Award and
prizes were awarded in the amounts of $5,000 for the winner
and $1,000 for the other finalists. Both the winner and the
other finalists also received a valuable collection of software and
other gifts valued at $5,000. We thank Audionamix, Denecke,
Deity, Halter, iZotope, K-Tek, Lectrosonics, McDSP, Sound
Devices, Sound Particles, Sound Dogs, Todd-AO, and Zaxcom
for their generosity.
Unable to conduct a face-to-face interview owing to the
current lockdown, I sent some questions to Bo and here are her
responses.
What brought you into sound and specifically
sound for film?
I grew up playing the piano at a very young age, so music has
always been a part of my life. Pictures would always come to my
mind when playing different melodies. This not only helped me
develop my sensitivity to sound, but also encouraged me to
explore my imagination.
I became more interested in sound specifically when I was in
primary school. I enjoyed very much sitting in an old rocking
chair on my grandma’s balcony, listening to the world around
me. Sound made my childhood memories so vivid. Summer was
a dramatic season in my hometown with an unexpected
thunderstorm coming in. The low-end rumbling with the dark
sky, the rain on the roof, some drips dropping on the window,
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the old tree leaves rustling; they layered up together to make
that summer afternoon alive, and my ear told me that every
moment had a mood with a unique sound. It interested me a lot.
When I was in high school, I started watching films. One day,
my mom was going to answer a phone and muted an action film
I was watching. The experience was suddenly different. I found
that I wanted to learn more about sound. My mom suggested
that I take advantage of my sensitive ear for the piano and apply
that to film sound.
I was fortunate to be accepted into one of the best film
schools in China, studying sound arts and design at the Beijing
Film Academy. I received my foundational knowledge of sound
for film and nurtured my passion.
During the last year of school, I went to London to study
sound arts and design. The environment had a variety of art
pieces, especially sound installations, which expanded my
imagination. It also helped me overcome language barriers and
realize that filmmaking was a universal concept. I became more
confident in my skills and determined to come to the United
States to further my education and be one step closer to
Hollywood, continuing my journey at Chapman University
where I completed my MFA in sound design last year.
What’s your favorite part of the sound for film
process?
I enjoy re-recording mixing the most where all the different
parts are put together, logically and aesthetically. Different
films have different tones. The creative process of mixing to tell
a good story is exciting to me. With the mixing process, I have
the chance to balance different elements, using different tools
to drive the story together with other creative departments.
I love working with people, learning from each new experience,
fine-tuning how to communicate. Every mix is a new journey
for me to get involved in film and experience a new story and
its characters. Collaborating with the team is like having friends
with me on that magical journey. Whether outgoing or serious,
determined or struggling, their personalities and mine must
blend to make a good film. The process of meeting a person,
learning from each other, building up the trust, working toward
the same goal, and finally becoming a friend is a fantastic feeling
for me.
What does the CAS Award mean to you and what
will you do with the money?
The award is one of my biggest accomplishments so far, and
winning this award is like a dream come true. It is a huge honor
for me and a great validation of my work as a student. I am very
appreciative that the CAS included me in this award.
I learned about the CAS at the Mix “Sound for Film and TV”
event in 2016, the second month I arrived in the US. I was
lucky to be able to join the CAS as a student member. It was a
big turning point for me. I was provided more opportunities,
being able to go to amazing screenings and Q&A’s, and have the
chance to speak with very nice and talented professionals. I was
encouraged a lot by their attitude toward sound for film. I told

myself I wanted to keep being passionate and work hard so,
hopefully, I could win this award one day and complete my
master’s degree. Now, I have achieved that goal, and it is the
best gift for my graduation. I will use the money to buy my
favorite plugins.
Thank you so much to all the gift bag sponsors, which
include some plugins I have wanted for a long time. This will
allow me to save more money so I can buy one of my favorite
microphones as well. The next time I travel, I believe I can
record more interesting sounds with better quality to capture
the true beauty.
Having entered the student contest two years in
a row, and winning the second time, do you have
any advice for someone wishing to enter? And any
advice for someone starting out in the sound for film
business?
I would say to be brave to show who you really are, and always
be open to learning new things and be passionate.
I remember when I just started out in sound in college.
Everything was new to me. Always being curious about things
is good, but it is also important to spend time to learn it
thoroughly rather than just scratching the surface and moving
on. Never be afraid of making mistakes and make sure you learn
from them with a positive attitude.
I have a notebook where I write down all the mistakes I have
made, and how I finally solved the problem. It’s a great way to
see how I have progressed. Be humble and ask questions and
try to understand it [through] practice. For me, I know I love
what I am working on right now, so I always do my best at every
opportunity provided to me.
Do you have any stories or challenges from your
path that you would like to share?
Filmmaking is always about teamwork. To be a person with
good communication and skills to deal with the high pressure
is very important in my mind. I was very shy when I was a little
girl, but that changed when I studied abroad.
I spent time in London for a year. It had a significant
influence on me. While we are required to learn English as
children in China, there were not many chances to practice
speech. I remember how shy I was the time I had just arrived
in London. I usually just stood there listening and smiling but
was too afraid to interact with anyone. However, I realized I
was missing out on so many new experiences. I started asking
my classmates’ help to overcome language barriers, talking with
them, sharing our cultures, ultimately becoming very good
friends. I am glad that I made so many friends from all over the
world. They helped me grow up and become a more outgoing
and confident girl.
Later on, I came to America to pursue my dream of going
to Hollywood. I became more independent and learned how
to do a better job under pressure. Last summer, I took my
grandparents to Yellowstone. While driving through Salt Lake
City, the road was winding and very narrow. This was my first

time driving such a road and I was worried that I would scare
them and not be able to complete the trip. If this were a few
years earlier, I may have cracked under pressure, but I took it
in stride and drove without fear. They were amazed at how
effortlessly I had driven. I had changed so much from that shy
little girl playing the piano back in Qingdao.
Who have been the people that have influenced
you the most and what did you receive from them?
I think my family is a big influence on me. They have taught
me to always be gentle, humble, and patient. My dad is very
hardworking. When I was young, every night before I went
to sleep, I could see the outline of my dad silhouetted by the
lamp as he sat at his desk, writing. It inspired me to be just as
diligent as him.
My friends also play a very important role in my life. Not
only have we learned from each other’s different backgrounds
and personalities, but their trust and support push me to be a
stronger and better person.
All the people who have ever taught and helped me, from my
mentors at school to the people I just met once have all made an
impact. I appreciate their time and patience to allow me to learn
from them. Not only the knowledge I received from them, but
also their attitude toward filmmaking and sharing.
What’s your next step?
Like many filmmakers, I always had a dream of going to
Hollywood. After I received my master’s degree at Chapman
University, I felt I officially started my career journey. My goal
now is to work in sound for film in Hollywood, and to keep
learning and exploring my passion.
Is there anything else you would like to add?
Thank you so much to everyone at the CAS for honoring me
with such an amazing award. Thank you so much to my family
and all my dear friends. Thank you so much to everyone who
has helped me through all the years. It’s a dream come true, as
well as a new beginning. Thank you!
Bo Pang is a very inventive
and creative mixer. I wish
her luck and expect to see
her credited in many future
projects.
Her habit of writing
down her mistakes and
how she solved them
would seem to be a great
practice for learning from
your experience. I would
encourage everyone to try
it out.

Revolutionizing TV Sound
by W h itn e y W o rth e n

“Hey, how you doin’?”
You probably know it best with a charming smirk, spoken by Joey Tribbiani—played
by Matt LeBlanc—on the sitcom Friends. The line resounded with audiences
everywhere, becoming a household joke across America in the ’90s, but what you
may not realize is how the laugh track helped make it what it is today.
It may be one of the most underrated pieces of film history, but the laugh track
revolutionized sitcoms as they are known today.
“It’s not just to fill holes, but it would feel like they were part
of the audience laughing,” explained sound mixer Bob Douglass
about the laugh track. “Laughter is contagious, you know…
Imagine if you just told the joke and there’s nothing after. It’s
very interesting to see how it has an impact on society.”
The laugh track changed much of television during its
height. In the mid-1900s, sitcom shows consumed televisions

everywhere. From I Love Lucy to Cheers, laugh tracks infected the
average home. “Back then, there were 39 sitcoms a week on the
air, so they needed something in the pipeline to (add laughter),
to get those shows produced and get them out.”
The tracks back then looked a bit different than they do now,
however. “A lot of the ’50s and ’60s sitcoms weren’t done in
front of an audience. In I Dream of Genie and Leave It to Beaver,

cheers. If he hit multiple keys, it extended the laughter to the
there was no audience; they would just put a laugh in later,”
desired amount.
remembered Douglass.
“When he pushed a button, the playback would play a
But the process took a long time and left several bumps and
certain stripe underneath it all the way around it,” remembered
bruises along the way. True to filmmaking, the first take rarely
Douglass. “He’d have punch holes around the whole loop (and)
made the cut, and audiences would endure through multiple
made each track into a whole loop. It would stop at a certain
takes until the production got what they needed. As the
place. If he hit the button again, it would play the next laugh in
audience grew to anticipate the joke, their laughter faded with
that loop. He had four stripes on each tape—which is how he
every new take. The lack of laughter showed when it went to
could have a variety of different types of laughter.”
post, and editors scrambled to rebuild the laughter from other
But the machine met pushback early on in its career.
takes.
“Basically, because it was the real audience laughing, it was just
However, Charlie Douglass—father of Bob Douglass and
a box regurgitating the audience. It was fake and phony like
former sound mixer—figured there was a more efficient way
that,” recalled Douglass about how people viewed the Laff Box.
to clean up and rebuild the track, and thus the Laff Box came
“It got blown out of proportion saying it’s all fake laughter and
into existence.
shouldn’t be allowed. In the end, they said they were going to
“He was the technical director way back in the ’50s, and
allow it because the producers were clambering for it, (saying),
when they do live shows and do a couple of takes, he noticed
‘we need it to get the shows back
that the audience—after they
on the air.’”
heard the jokes—wouldn’t laugh
The Laff Box never struggled
at it the second time,” recounted
to win favor, however. “I
Douglass. “They already knew it
remember
once
George
was coming. They’d do a take;
Slaughter, who did Laugh-In,
‘Oh, we have to do that one again,’
the director said. They would do
came up with a show called
it again, and the people wouldn’t
The Laugh Machine,” reminisced
laugh as much because they
Douglass, “and he (said), ‘We
already heard the joke. He decided
don’t need that laugh machine
we really needed a machine to fill
because our writers and comics
in there because it is a lot of work
are so funny, we’ll just have
to do that.”
natural laughter.’ The next day,
“He taught America how to
he calls to see if we can sweeten
laugh with The Lucy Show,”
the show.”
It became such a staple of
recalled Tommy Huth, friend of
sitcom television that the
the Douglass family and fellow
Douglass family worked hard to
mixer. “He got his really big
protect its secrets. “It was a big
break with that. Ended up [with]
secret. When he’d change things
Carroll Pratt, they put a laugh
in it, everybody would have to
track to M*A*S*H and a lot of
leave the room. He didn’t want
the comedy shows and the music
to expose how it worked or what
variety shows. There was a real
it was made of,” said Huth.
need for what he had discovered
While Charlie’s invention
in those early days.”
changed the laugh track forever,
Others attempted to fix the Charlie Douglass received a Lifetime Achievement Emmy in
live audiences brought some
problem as well. England hired 1992 for the invention of the Laff Box and revolutionizing the
problems to the show. Untrained
professional audiences for live laugh track.
audiences brought a wide array of sound issues such as talking,
filmings, but it fell flat as the laughter became a show. The
coughing, or movement during a take. With microphones
audience focused so much on their job, they would come in early
hanging over their heads, extraneous noises entered the picture
or laugh too big, forcing the shows in England to abandon it.
where canned laughter came across clean every time.
But the Laff Box stood tall, overshadowing other options.
On top of the unruliness of audiences, speakers for the
Charlie became known as the “Laugh Man” in the business. If
crowd to listen over created echoes and leakage from the
a show needed laughs, producers called him to help “sweeten”
dialogue in the laugh track. A clean take of audience laughter no
the show. His invention looked like “an old Olympia typewriter”
longer existed—and sometimes—even leaked into the shotgun
with 32 keys—eight columns over four rows—and, inside the
microphones over the stage.
machine, spools of laughter. Each key triggered a different
For this reason, productions never abandoned canned laughter,
type of laughter over different lengths of time or applause and
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and the invention of the Laff Box
became monumental.
“When I controlled that, I used as
much as I could without having the
leakage because of echo and all that,”
explained Douglass. “Then, I would
just fill in where more necessary; you
know, use the real audience as much as
possible. Some people say they wiped
the audience and redid it all, but why?
That’s the real laughter for the joke.”
Huth concurred, “It’s pretty evident
where the holes and the bumps are
in the original track, and to the laff
machine guy, he’s hearing them for
the first time as you’re going along.
He’s got to blend his material, bring
his material to the sound
and quality of the show,
and make sure he doesn’t
add any foreign elements.
It
seems
seamless,
smooth, and real which
is important—the way it
was recorded with a live
audience.”
By the ’80s, the Laff Box
began its retirement, and
the sound world entered
the era of the digital age.
Douglass went on to
re-invent a digital Laff
Box, spending more than
$500,000 to accommodate
the slowly evolving
technology. Entering the
computer age, the Laff
Box became more compact,
existing on hard drives and
multitrack mixers. “Now,
with the invention of computers and how fast they are, it’s so
much easier to do,” observed Douglass.
But even now, in an age where access to material is easier
than ever, the precision of the mixer behind the board is just
as important. “It’s really a touchy thing to do. They complain
about canned laughter so much because they’re cutting only the
good jokes or only using big laughs in there,” stated Douglass.
“I always fight with the writers in the room when we’re in post
sessions. They say, ‘Oh no, more there.’ I turn, look at them
and say, ‘You got to give it time.’ Go back and look at an old I
Love Lucy. The first couple of jokes were smaller jokes; it wasn’t
big laughter all the time. It’s little tickles, little tickles, and then
the big zinger at the end and that’s where the big laugh came.”
When done right, the laugh track rounded off the final piece
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to any show. “It was the final
polish on the show. It was the
final element done to a show
before it was transferred and
aired. It’s the last element that
makes such a big difference,”
reveled Huth. “Especially with
surround sound and everything
else going on, it involves you
as a listener, as an audience
participant … it draws you into
what you’re trying to say with
music or laughs. It’s just that
polish, that finish that you’re
giving it. That extra shine.”
“How you doin’?” flirted Joey
Tribbiani. Laughter erupts. And
the girl on the show swoons. But
this time, imagine no laugh track
following his line. You listen
to the build-up to the line and
see him flash his charming smirk, but no laughter
comes. A beat occurs, and then, Matt Perry continues
on with his dialogue. Something’s lost along the
way. Douglass said it best, stating, “Laughter is
contagious. All those people were laughing with them
at home,” because it’s just a bit funnier when you’re
there. •
[Note: In 2010, there was a piece on Antiques Road Show
(PBS) where the actual Laff Box was brought in for review
and appraisal. Included were books containing Charlie’s
original drawings and notes for the machine. Search “1953
Charlie Douglass” to see and hear the box in action—it’s
pretty interesting!]

From top to bottom:
Charlie Douglass
works on the original
Laff Box in his house
in Northridge;
the Laff Box inner
workings were heavily
protected by Charlie
while he was working
in the industry; the
Laff Box with books as
displayed on a 2010
Antiques Road Show
episode.
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NASHVILLE’S FIRST DOLBY ATMOS
LISTENING ROOM IS NOW OPEN.
Atmos mixing capability is becoming an absolute must for any
music studio: the new Amazon Music HD platform streams in
Atmos, and TV and Film giants like HBO, Netflix, Hulu, and Sony
all require Immersive deliverables — including licensed music.

Westlake Pro has been the go-to source for Immersive Audio
design, integration, and retrofit for over ten years. That’s why
we’re trusted by clients like Sony, Warner Bros., Capitol
Records, and the Village Recorder.

Call to schedule a demo: 615.806.7556
Westlake Pro | 515 E. Iris Dr., Berry Hill, TN 37204

Inventure Studios

Sony’s Cary Grant Theater

ELITE SOLUTIONS PARTNER

Henszey Sound

Clockwise from top left: Adam Howell CAS with the four-track
that started it all; some of the audio team in a pool hall next
door to the restaurant we renovated for 24 Hours to Hell
(L-R) Chris Clifford (PL tech), Adam Howell (supe), Chris
Powell (A2), David Malits, Ernie Munoz, Dre Rivera, Adam
Lawrence (mixers); Adam’s Extreme Makeover sound team
(L-R) Michael Hayes, David Malits, Adam Howell, Lucrecia
Miller, and Tomasso Pompei; Adam booming on Project
Runway; Adam with the QL5 PIX console on 24 Hours to Hell
and Back.

PRODUCTION MIXING & ORGANIZING
LARGE-SCALE REALITY SHOWS
b y Ada m Ho we l l CAS

THE BEGINNING
My career in audio began when I was 13 years old and got my
first four-track tape recorder. My late father was a big fan of
music and my family encouraged me to be creative (my grandma
was a lifelong piano teacher). I remember feeling a rush of
adrenaline when I learned how to bounce three tracks down to
one, allowing me to free up more tracks. My apprenticeship had
begun. And even today, whenever problems start to multiply at
work, I think about that four-track—in some form or fashion,
I’ve pressed RECORD every day since I was a teenager.
After briefly studying psychology at the University of
Kentucky, I graduated from Full Sail University in 2002 with
a recording arts degree. I had dreams of becoming a songwriter
and music producer, so I decided to move to Los Angeles. With
four suitcases, seven guitars, one cat, and my digital audio
workstation, I loaded up my Cadillac Deville (yes, it was like
riding in a boat) and drove across country. On the way, I was
offered what I thought would be my big break—an unpaid
internship in Santa Monica for an Oscar-winning composer.
I arrived with high hopes, but within three weeks, was let go
because I transferred the right media onto the wrong hard drive,
thus sinking a late-night scoring session. Also, it was my job to
get In-N-Out for everyone at that session. Needless to say, the
burgers never made it. I was D.O.A.
Eager to prove myself, I took a job as a runner at Paramount
Recording Studios. I was a sponge, but was particularly
interested in picking the brains of sound engineers and learning
about miking techniques. One day, a music producer pushed
the faders up on an SSL and Freddie Mercury’s voice came
belting through (isolated vocals from “Bohemian Rhapsody”).
I was electrified. However, at the end of the session, the
assistant engineer candidly said, “Don’t stay in the music
business. It’s gone to hell.” This was 2003, when the industry
was busy rebranding itself after the controversy of illegal filesharing. It definitely hit close to home and I started exploring
other creative avenues.

HOW I GOT HERE
I got a shot in the arm when I became a logger on The
Osbournes at MTV. My boss heard a Pro Tools recording I’d
made and said, “So you’re a sound guy? How ’bout I introduce
you to Scott Solan, the mixer of my upcoming show?” I
thanked him even though I had no idea what a TV mixer did.
The only production audio I’d ever done was to capture nat
sound with a Nagra in college.
Because of that introduction, I got my first sound mixer gig

on the reality show Laguna Beach in 2004. This then led to my
first audio supervisor position on the pilot for its soft-scripted
spinoff, The Hills. In addition to mixing, I was now responsible for
staffing and managing the sound department, assembling the gear
list, and handling the budget. Around that time, I was given the
opportunity to partner with David Crocco, a re-recording mixer
in post-production, and together we made our first purchase, the
Aaton Cantar-X, which was used on both shows.

OK, WHAT IS A REALITY SHOW
ANYWAY?
How much content is soft-scripted and how much of it is
actually “real”? From my experience, the answer changes on
a daily basis. And to me, that’s exciting! To some though,
“reality” TV is synonymous with basic ENG-style mixing of
trash that’s caught on camera. In my opinion, the opposite
is true. Reality television is a complex genre that documents
stories that are almost too good to be true. There’s definitely a
craft to working in this challenging format. The technology has
become progressively sophisticated, and it requires the talents
of the industry’s most gifted and dedicated professionals.

EXTREME MAKEOVER: HOME
EDITION – ABC/HGTV
…MOVE THAT BUS!
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition is a long-standing reality
series about the strength and love of community. Each episode
features a team of builders, designers, and volunteers coming
together to build or renovate a home for a deserving family in
need.
I joined the show as a sound mixer during its sixth season.
Under the direction of Jen Lane and then supervisor Ben Lowry
(both of whom I loved working with), my bag consisted of two
daisy-chained Wendt X5’s (a Deva Fusion slipped in there for
one season). We sent a stereo mix to cameras—and that’s all
post had to work with. And we mapped out where ISO’s were
by assigning certain mics to various camera channels.
I became the audio supervisor on Season 9, and integrated
the Sound Devices 788T-SSD with existing Lectrosonics
SR and 411 receivers, paired with Lectro SM and SMQv
transmitters and trusty Sanken COS-11 lavs. A Sennheiser
416 boom kit was efficient in handling various locations. I also
decided to bring on Sergio Reyes-Sheehan as my A1. He was
an imaginative sounding board, and I truly couldn’t have done
CAS QUARTERLY
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my job without him excelling at his. In 2019, I returned as
supervisor for the series reboot on HGTV. I had four Sound
Devices 688’s and one SD 633. I sent the scratch track to
camera/producers as a mono signal from a Lectro UM400 in
IFB mode to minimize our loaded frequency coordination. Post
pulled ISO’s from field recorders because we had no multitrack
in village and I stayed in constant communication with post.
The show’s host/team leader was outfitted with a Phonak
Invisity in-ear (a Bogen MBS1000A push-to-talk was used
by executive producer Brady Connell). A Comtek BST216
and Sound Devices MM1 with Mini-Mite ½ wave 216
MHz antennae were hidden on top of video village. The
monitoring in village was bare bones—audio followed video
from the microwave to a small mixer labeled A, B, C, D, etc.,
for designated cameras.
Because the show was fueled by trade outs, integrations,
and donations, VIP stations were set up with audio and video
running to trailers and pop-up tents. We had seven such
stations on the finale episode. Working side-by-side with the
tech department in those situations, we checked in with AD’s
regarding upcoming creative beats to shoot and to prioritize
where and when to pop up.
We also used Zoom for mid-week live video checks between
the host and the family (who was stationed off-site during the
build). I sent the family’s audio from a computer and projected
that back to the host and volunteers. A Sanken planted on the
laptop to pick up any arbitrary talkers did the trick (I never saw
a subtitle when the episodes aired).
Even with our big box of tools for all the moving parts,
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition was the ultimate run-and-gun
show. I always had to expect the unexpected. Schedules and call
sheets were vague blueprints with loose call and wrap times.
Since we were outside most of the day, ever-changing weather
in all 50 states (ranging from freezing snow to sweltering heat)
also played a huge factor in learning how to adapt. And because
it takes a small village to build a house in one week, the number
of talent that we had to wire on the fly was staggering. It was
definitely daunting for my team having to mic upward of 30
people in one shift while wearing heavy ENG rigs with no lifesaving, single stationary multitrack Venue system to record to.
The challenge of running audio in a loud, unfamiliar
environment week after week was intimidating and thrilling
at the same time. We constantly had to navigate our way
through busy construction sites filled with excavators and
cranes, jack hammers and concrete mixers, roaring 18-wheelers
full of deliveries, a massive production crew, and hundreds of
volunteers selflessly working day and night. We also had to
dance with eight handheld cameras, over 20 Go-Pro’s/timelapses, a drone, a swinging jib, and a steady camera. And more
often than not, we had to boom an extra player while holding a
688 and mixing live mics, all while party-dialing talent as they
entered and exited scenes. Slowing things down on ‘set’ because
of noise was rarely an option, so my team quickly learned how
to thrive in chaos.
On a personal note, I met my wife, Ming Lee Howell, on the
show. We started our show-mance on the road, and 11 years
later, she’s now an executive producer in reality television and
we have an amazing 5-year-old son.
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PROJECT RUNWAY: ALL-STARS
(2012-2016) – LIFETIME
...AS SEWN ON TV
Project Runway: All-Stars was a spinoff series whereby
returning cast members competed to out-design the other.
It was a combination of stage production, field shoots, and
pre-built sets. Being the audio supervisor of PRAS wasn’t a
walk in Central Park. The EP, Rob Bagshaw, whom I’ve worked
with multiple times, entrusted me with this nerve-racking task
in 2012. Thankfully, my good buddy Sergio Reyes-Sheehan
was available to A1 for me again. Just staffing such a large
department with the right people at the height of NYC’s
peak season was difficult. Lots of shifts had to be covered.
In addition to the A1 position, I required a staff of nine
mixers and two A2’s for upward of 19 hours a day, for eight
consecutive weeks. Mixing the show was the easiest part!
I used a Yamaha QL1 for a season, but I made the seemingly
counter-intuitive decision to use the Behringer X32. The QL1
is a great desk but just wasn’t practical for the demands of all
the moving parts. The X32 was lightweight and the Midas preamps sounded great, so it served me well when budget wouldn’t
permit the luxury of having two separate systems—one for
field and one on stage. My rig needed to be quickly transported
after a taped challenge reveal from the stage into a cargo van
for field shoots at various tourist hot spots such as One World
Trade Center and Times Square (where RF coordination was
difficult to say the least). Then it was back to the stage for
design reality—all in the SAME day.
Dante helped keep the operation running smoothly. I backed
up my PIX 970 with multiple Sound Devices 688’s. I also had
two Sound Devices 633’s rolling on sit-down interviews with
MKH 50’s. I ran lines from those interview rooms back to me
for safety. We did live frequency coordination throughout the
day due to our proximity to numerous unrelated shoots. To
minimize our footprint, I had my mixers mix from “behind the
curtain” while watching multi-view monitors. But I always kept
one boom operator on the floor for when, you know, models
stripped down to their birthday suits.
I installed five listening stations with iPads for story
producers. Icom, Aviom nor an R1a could provide the desired
level of eavesdropping. So I linked my X32 to each iPad via the
X32 app. This gave producers pre-fade access to each and every
one of my 40-plus tracks. By cueing up any mic, they could
then ask cameras to focus on the most interesting story. It was
definitely a crowd pleaser!
On stage, four Invisity in-ears were deployed between
our host and judges. The Studio Technologies Model 216
Announcer’s Console was a great fit. A combination of
Sennheiser A2003-UHF wideband directional antennas and,
my favorite, Mini-Mite, gave me the range I needed. I decided
to use DPA d:screet 4060 and 4061 Miniature on our host
with a combo of Sanken COS-11 and Countryman B6 for
celebrity guests and the designer contestants. One situation
we routinely dealt with was the difficulty of simply getting a
wire on talent because of unique outfits, jangling jewelry, and
unannounced wardrobe changes. I also provided an iPad to my

A2 so she could listen as she wired and then I’d give the thumbs
up to the AD after final line check.
Working and temporarily living in Manhattan every summer
was a blast. But there were numerous times when I had to roll
with the punches and admit that perfectionism is just an excuse
to procrastinate. With no time to waste, decisions had to be
made and we, luckily, often reaped the benefits of innovation
out of necessity.

GORDON RAMSAY’S 24 HOURS TO
HELL AND BACK (2018) – FOX
…IF YOU CAN’T TAKE THE HEAT,
GET YOUR ($#%*!@) OUT OF THE
KITCHEN!
I joined Gordon Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell and Back during its
second season. In each episode, chef Gordon Ramsay travels to
restaurants in need of reinvention and renovation. The episodes
broke down like this: Day 1—travel day, Day 2—load in and
build (often without scouting), Day 3—shoot for 24 straight
hours, Day 4—wrap and load out. Prior to the full crew arrival,
a skeleton crew secretly surveyed the location, hidden-camera
style—classic Reality TV 101. Chef Ramsay would arrive to
restaurants in disguise, then he’d reveal his true identity after
sampling the food.
“Ear, ear, ear” is all I hear! The in-ear needed to go through
concrete walls and magically bypass metal kitchens into deep,
dank food lockers while my transmitter was up to a quartermile away. I was immediately taken aback when I heard Gordon
needed “the ear wig with a long, straight cone.” I didn’t own
that particular Phonak, so I regrouped and had it outsourced.
With the help of Ernie Munoz, I wrapped my head around how
to deliver the cleanest signal with minimal intermod. My team
and I set up multiple ear zones across each restaurant—typically
entrance, dining, office, and kitchen—so with the flip of a
switch, I could dial in the ideal antennae zone for Gordon.
Utilizing Dante, I mixed on the Yamaha QL5 and installed my
iPad story stations in video village (see the prior Project Runway
section for setup). In addition to my Venue rack with blocks 19
and 21, I had five roaming mixers rolling at all times on 633’s.
They’d send a scratch track to their camera so I could tap into the
wireless Teradek audio from the engineer’s rack. This allowed me
to monitor each scratch mix. But more importantly, it became my
saving grace when booming was necessary because I could then
record the hard-lined boom from a 633—sent from a wireless
microwave—straight into my PIX 970.
For the “Hell on Wheels” portion of the show, where footage
was shown to the restaurant staff and disgusted customers, an
audio file was sent by email just minutes before we showed
the video live. I had to ride the unmixed jump cut audio from
hidden cameras to a huge crowd without hearing it beforehand.
There were no second takes, ever. And the real kicker for me was
that beat generally happened blocks away from our restaurant.
Thank goodness for fiber! I set up a walkie-talkie system in a
backpack by which our EP could communicate with Gordon
so he would never have to remove his in-ear. I freq’d the ear

Adam mixing Match Made in Heaven for WE tv.

on, say, walkie Channel 16 and programmed that to the same
frequency as my Comtek base station back at the main site. My
PL engineer made the mad dash back-and-forth to turn on/off
the proper transmitter as we approached either set. Producers
relied solely on R1a for that beat and 633’s recorded all audio
as backup.
24 Hours was truly the hardest run of my career. I was elated
that our final episode was shot in LA. What a relief to return
home after so many trying situations. When the show was over,
I saw what I’d written on my kitchen chalkboard earlier that
year: Local, Supervisor, Vendor, Network, and Union. I met all
five goals on that one show.

HONORABLE MENTIONS
Being audio supervisor of The Real Housewives of Orange
County for two seasons was a trip. First of all, the sound
mixers were basically like producers. To help direct scenes in
a story-driven direction, we were required to pre-fade listen to
cast members who were not being filmed while simultaneously
mixing a scene where other cast members were being filmed.
Secondly, the majority of all-cast events were your standard
docu-soap scenario, where booming was nearly impossible
(except when someone was infamously thrown into a pool).
I used the occasional MM transmitter for planned excursions
with water activities and a Zaxcom TRXLA3 for self-recording
off-site field trips. The finale parties were a breath of fresh
air because I was able to take off the 688 bag to rock a proper
multitrack station—and the hors d’oeuvres were always on
point.
Other projects I’ve worked on have their highlights, too. Like
laughing at Tosh.0, traveling with House Hunters International,
getting inspired by Shark Tank, watching fierce women skate on
Rollergirls, flying on Air Force aircraft shooting commercials and
learning from the one and only, Oprah!

LOOKING FORWARD
Now with a good grasp of the unscripted world, I’ve added
a sixth goal to that chalkboard: Scripted. Diving deeper
into the scripted world would expand my understanding of
production sound. By incorporating my experience with mixing
CAS QUARTERLY
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and organizing large-scale reality shows, I think I’d see more
similarities than differences in the two genres. To me, we’re all
one big audio family with the same objective—NO complaints
from post about audio!
There are so many people that have helped me along the way
and some folks I’ve already mentioned. Special thanks goes to

Daniel McCoy for his vote of confidence. I’d especially like to
thank Stephen Tibbo CAS for his guidance and support with
the CAS. I’m humbled and grateful to be in the company of so
many accomplished colleagues. Unlike the old Groucho Marx
quote, “I would never belong to a club that would have me as a
member,” this is a community I’m proud to be a part of. •

BREAKDOWN OF REALITY SHOW AUDIO POSITIONS & DUTIES
We’re all aware of the “usual” positions that build a
location sound team: production sound mixer, boom
operator, utility, and playback operator (when needed).
Reality shows are a kind of hybrid between this and
broadcast audio—with a couple extra duties. Here are some
positions from the programs mentioned in the article.

Project Runway: All-Stars and 24 Hours to Hell and Back
Supervisor – Person at the large console mixing like a
live show because there’s an actual runway. Thirty mics.
Sending mix to control room and video village. Mix is
also being sent to cameras on sticks for reference (stage/
competition portion of show on Runway). Supervisor deals
with budget, line producer, creatives, gear vendor, piecing
together schedule, staffing, shifts, and RF coordination.
A1 – Right-hand person to supervisor. If supervisor isn’t
available, they’re in charge. Overlapping shifts if more
than 12-hour shoot day: supervisor in the morning, supe
and A1 overlap, then A1 finishes up the day. Oftentimes,
A1 acts as tech and is up on all technology. Helps
supervisor prep gear and is at install on locations.
A2 – There isn’t a “utility” position, but an A2 is like
that. They’ll mic talent. Keep tabs on expendables. Help
distribute info to mixers. Assist the A1 and mixers.

director makes the call on how they want zone coverage
and assigns cameras to a zone (Camera A goes here,
Camera B goes there, etc.). Supe assigns a mixer per
camera and they remain together for the day or run of
show. Based on dialogue, mixer will pod-up (everything
is pre-fade as well). Requires a certain skillset relative to
understanding story context and development.
Supervisor mix goes to control room only during reality
portion of show (no hardline camera reference mix—cams
are all wireless at that point).
PDF is generated end of day within each recorder and that
is given to post, along with all audio files. Files are labeled
relative to the camera. Every supervisor has their way of
organizing, but this is my preference (see example below).
In control room: Lead producers have pre-fade ISO’s of
whole Venue (30 virtual faders) on iPad.

Extreme Makeover: Home Edition & Real Housewives
Is totally ENG. Each mixer has eight-channel recorder and
a boom.
PDF is generated end of day within each recorder and is
given to post, along with all audio files.

Sidenote: Before I did Laguna Beach as a mixer, I briefly
Mixers for shooting the “reality” portion.
worked as a dialogue editor and learned very quickly that
Five to nine mixers daily. Have their own mobile gear
RF coordination is imperative as I would receive tracks with
(rig) like an ENG shoot. They have eight receivers and
breakup—clearly RF issues and/or range issues as a result
their boom. May have nine mics hot at any one time
of ENG mixer’s receiver being too far from talent. This
staying with different “reality” groups. Typically, the
made me extremely aware of RF coordination and usage.
Sound Reports

NAMM
TEC
Awards
Recap
by Peter Kelsey CAS

O

n Saturday, January 18, 2020, awards in
23 technical and eight creative excellence
categories were handed out at the 35th Annual
NAMM TEC Awards. This event occurs annually during the
NAMM show and is presented by the NAMM Foundation to
companies and individuals whose products and outstanding
work contribute to innovation and excellence in sound
in: recordings, live performances, movies, television, video
games, and multimedia.
This year’s show was hosted by SNL alumnus Fred Armisen,
who started the show with some “prop comedy.” He showed the
first in-ear monitors—a pair of headphones with old-fashioned
ear trumpets attached—he showed curved drumsticks and then
put on a pair of gloves with drumsticks attached and proceeded
to sit at and play the drums surprisingly well.
The evening had been kicked off by a performance of a
medley of songs by The Ventures with guitarists Jeff ‘Skunk’
Baxter, Steve Lukather, and Elliot Easton performing. Skunk
then presented Don Wilson with a Music for Life Award.
The most anticipated award was the Les Paul Innovation
Award, which was given to Joni Mitchell for her outstanding
body of work. The award was announced by the Foundation’s
Executive Director, Michael Braunstein, who called Mitchell “a
true renaissance woman.”
Herbie Hancock presented the award after a highlight reel
displaying many of Joni’s accomplishments over the years. He
said that Joni had the four elements that characterize a true
creator and innovator:
1. An unquenchable curiosity into the world and what makes
it tick,
2. An obsessive nature that allows you to look at the world
in fresh ways,
3. An exceptional correlative intelligence which he defined as
the ability to draw parallels between different mediums,
and
4. A courageous and brave nature.
He summed it up by saying, “Joni Mitchell is a badass,” and
the audience erupted in cheers. Joni was there and remained at
her table while Herbie brought the award to her. She gracefully
accepted it and said she was “truly honored.”
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Les Paul Innovation Award recipient Joni Mitchell with
presenter Herbie Hancock

There followed a tribute to her with four artists singing some
of her iconic songs. Suzanne Santo performed “River,” Kevin
Ross did “A Case of You,” Weyes Blood sang “Woodstock,”
and Venice performed “Free Man in Paris.”
Earlier in the evening, Dave Pensado and Herb Trawick, the
duo behind the web series Pensado’s Place, were named recipients
of the 2020 TEC Hall of Fame Award. The award was
presented by Maureen Droney, the senior managing director of
the Recording Academy Producers & Engineers wing. Pensado
said that “I’ve always felt like the next best thing to music is
to talk about it.” Trawick paid tribute to Maurice White who
had been one of his mentors by saying that Maurice gave him
a compliment by saying, “You listen like me, you listen like a
musician.”
The awards were announced by several pairs of celebrities
throughout the evening. The first pair were Andrew Huang and
Leland Sklar. Lee Sklar is a world-renowned bass player who
has been around for some time. He made the joke, “This is my
first time presenting and someone asked me what I was going
to wear. Depends!”
The other pairs of presenters were Dawn Birr and Brian
Hardgrove, Tony Baraz and Bishop Lamont, and Lisa Loeb
and Elliot Easton.
Three companies won two awards in Outstanding Technical
Achievement, a first for this awards show. They were Genelec,
Universal Audio, and API.
The big surprise for me was that FabFilter for its Pro-Q
3 beat out iZotope’s RX7 in the Signal Processing Software
(Dynamics/EQ/Utilities) category.
The Outstanding Creative Achievement Awards for Record
Production - Single or Track went to Billie Eilish’s “Bad
Guy,” for Record Production—album to Lady Gaga and
Bradley Cooper’s A Star Is Born, and those for Television Sound
Production to Game of Thrones, and Film Sound Production to
Bohemian Rhapsody.
All in all, a very entertaining evening.
Congratulations to all of the winners. •

Elliot Easton, Steve Lukather, and
Jeff ‘Skunk’ Baxter.

THE 35TH ANNUAL NAMM TEC AWARD WINNERS
CREATIVE ACHIEVEMENT
Film Sound Production

Bohemian Rhapsody
(20th Century Fox, Regency Enterprises, GK Films)
Interactive Entertainment Sound Production

Marvel’s Spider-Man
(Insomniac Games | Sony Interactive Entertainment)
Record Production – Album

Large Format Console Technology

API – 2448 Console

Microphone Preamplifiers

Rupert Neve Designs – 5211 Dual Mic Pre
Microphones – Recording

Townsend Labs – Sphere L22 v1.3
Microphones – Sound Reinforcement

Aston Microphones – Stealth

A Star Is Born (Soundtrack),
Lady Gaga & Bradley Cooper (Interscope Records)

Musical Instrument Amplification & Effects

Record Production – Single or Track

Musical Instrument Hardware

Remote Production – Recording or Broadcasting

Musical Instrument Software

Studio Design Project

Production Essentials

Television Sound Production

Signal Processing Hardware

Tour Event Sound Production

Signal Processing Hardware (500 Series Modules)

“Bad Guy,” Billie Eilish (Darkroom/Interscope Records)

61st Annual Grammy Awards (CBS)

Old Mill Road Recording (Francis Manzella Design Ltd.)

Game of Thrones (HBO/Warner Bros. Television)
Freshen Up, Paul McCartney

Line 6 – HX Stomp

Moog Music – Moog One

Spectrasonics – Omnisphere 2.5
Cable Wrangler

Solid State Logic – Fusion

API – 550A 50th Anniversary Edition

Signal Processing Software (Dynamics/EQ/Utilities)

Amplification Hardware/Studio & Sound Reinforcement

FabFilter – Pro-Q 3

Signal Processing Software (Effects)

Universal Audio – Capitol Chambers

Auratone – A2-30

Small Format Console Technology

Audio Apps & Hardware/Peripherals for
Smartphones & Tablets

Allen & Heath – SQ Digital Mixer Series V1.3
Sound Reinforcement Loudspeakers

Audio Education Technology

Studio Monitors

DJ Production Technology (Hardware/Software)

Wireless Technology

Headphone/Earpiece Technology

Workstation Technology/Recording Devices

Genelec – Aural ID

iZotope – Pro Audio Essentials
KORG – minilogue xd
Neumann – NDH 20

JBL Professional – VTX A8 Line Array
Genelec – S360A SAM
Shure – Axient Digital ADX Transmitter
Avid – Pro Tools 2019

Photos: Getty Images for NAMM

TECHNICAL

IN REMEMBRANC E

W

e cross paths with many people over the course of a career. Some are quick acquaintances,
some become regular colleagues while still others we are fortunate to call friends.
The CAS wishes to honor members who have recently passed on, leaving a great legacy
behind them to our membership.

Jay Rose CAS

Steven D. Grothe CAS

Re-recording Mixer/Sound
Designer/Author

Production Sound Mixer

In March we saw the passing
of production sound mixer
Steven D. Grothe CAS.
Steven, who attended UC Berkeley, had a long
list of television credits including work on
Brooklyn Nine-Nine, Up All Night, Justified, and
Bones, but also worked in film on projects such
as San Andreas and Annabelle.

Jay Rose CAS was a
re-recording mixer, sound
designer, author of audio textbooks, a CAS
Quarterly contributor, an award-winning radio
worker, and an educator. He described his
whole life as lucky to have been about sound.

O

Source-Elements,

ur condolences extend as well to our friends and
colleagues in the sound community who are integral to
the continued growth and success of our craft and passion.

makers of

Source-Connect

have been enabling
remote record and
mix sessions over the
Internet since 2005,

Else Blangsted – Music Editor
Johnny Camilo – Production Sound Mixer

creating the industry standard
for audio and film production
and post-production.

Martin “Marty” Cohen – Post-production Executive
Allen Daviau – Cinematographer
Larry Edgeworth – Audio Engineer

Source-Connect

is the industry-leading software for
remote audio recording and mixing,
production and post-production
supporting up to 7.1 surround enabling
ADR, dubbing and overdubbing, remote
mixing and QA all online in real-time.

Source-Live

is the price and performance leader
for accurately synced audio-video
streaming, making not just remote
audio mix approvals easy with any
decision-maker who is not in a studio but
also for remote picture editorial work.

Jim Houston – Engineer
Tom Kobayashi – Engineer/GM
Ken Nightingall – Boom Operator

SPECIAL 20%

DISCOUNT

ON SOURCE-LIVE PRO or
SOURCE-CONNECT PRO
FOR CAS MEMBERS

Source-Elements offers industry-leading solutions and support and
a connected network of global music, film and television professionals.
http://source-elements.com/cas/welcome/
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Keith Olsen – Music Producer/Engineer
Adam Schlesinger – Songwriter/Music Producer
Debby VanPoucke – Sound Supervisor/Editor
For detailed biographies, please visit the CAS website
at CinemaAudioSociety.org

MOTION PICTURE EDITORS GUILD

IN TRIBUTE
WE PAY SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO OUR
SOUND COMMUNITY DURING THESE TIMES.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO THE RESUMPTION OF
PRODUCTION AND POST PRODUCTION SO YOU MAY
ALL CONTINUE TO DO THE WORK YOU LOVE.

IATSE LOCAL 700

•

editorsguild.com

•

323.876.4770

IMAX’s Next Generation
Precision Sound
Immersing Audiences
Around the World
We can’t wait to welcome you
back to our theatres soon.

IMAX® is a registered trademark of IMAX Corporation. ©2020 IMAX Corporation.
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BEEN THERE D O N E T HA T

I hope everyone is staying safe and healthy out there! Devendra
Cleary CAS here! Like every other production, Schooled (ABC)
shut down abruptly due to COVID-19 concerns. We had one
episode left to make for Season 2, but Sony decided to do the
right thing and play it safe. I’d like to thank my crew, Chris
“Catfish” Walmer and Rachel Schroeder, for a job well done this
season. Twenty-one episodes in the can! Also, thank you to the
second unit crew who came in; Chantilly Hensley, Anna Mayer,
and Spencer Flynn. After we abruptly wrapped, I put my gear
in my office and walked away. I didn’t leave the house for three
weeks! Then, after mastering the great war of grocery shopping
and honing our cooking skills, I decided to add to my routine
a couple of visits to my solitary office per week to finish-out
the fresh build of my Cantar X3 cart. It has been a joy to see
it come together at a nice, slow pace. It’s been heartbreaking to
feel the world’s suffering. I pray for those fighting this virus
and have nothing but admiration for first responders, medical
professionals, and essential workers. I hope we can all come out
of this stronger and better. Please stay safe everyone! And let’s
safely get back to work when we can!
From James Ridgley CAS: Hello everyone. Seems I had a little
luck in finishing a four-week feature film, The Inheritance, before
this whole thing came to our shores. Had fantastic boom ops
in Mick Davies and Cyrus Wymer. Now, laying low until the
Hollywood production machine starts up again. Hope all is
reasonably well.

Amanda Beggs CAS made it back relatively unscathed from
mixing a Netflix feature called Finding Ohana, which shot in
Hawaii, Thailand, and New York City at the end of 2019. Huge
thanks to the many sound people across the world who made
up the crew: Mitchell Gebhard, Nohealani NihipaliDay, Frank
Barlow, Katika Tubtim, Thranravipa Pararoch, Michael Barosky,
Frank Graziadei, and Jerry Yuen. From beaches to caves to jungles
to more caves to waterfalls to the Brooklyn Bridge … this was
an undertaking of epic proportions! Amanda then jumped onto a
pilot for Showtime called Rita with CAS Associate Ben Greaves,
Yohannes Skoda, and Jamie Gambell CAS and wrapped that up
right before the whole world shut down. She’s itching to get back
to work just like the rest of us!
Philip Perkins CAS mixed the indie feature film Like Reply Share
and the doc The Rogers. He is currently working from home,
mixing the feature doc Irmi. Be safe!
From Andy Wiskes CAS… Been there, almost done that! OK,
so since I can’t be racing, and the 240Z is good, it’s time to look
at the studio “to do” list! Perfect time to address the following
engineering tasks: (1) Rebuild power supply in Ampex 440B; (2)
Bring the new Studer A80 online; (3) Replace caps in original
KFOG Langevin mixer console power supply—so the pirate FM
station can do what it does; (4) Clean and refurb the four U87’s
sitting on bench—don’t ask; (5) Transfer from PCM-F1 format
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all original recordings to hard disk. Anyone know the phase and
channel offset timing? These are original Pavarotti recordings,
enough said; (6) Transfer all the DA88 24-track masters to
hard disk. Oh yeah, fun, fun, fun! (7) Transfer all the Hi8 video
documentation recordings from all over the world to video. This
is harder than you think! (8) Cross one off the list—At least, all
the quarter-inch has already been baked! So, this is not a “Been
There Done That,”—it’s a “Been There, Now I Gotta Do That”
post! (See photo in “The Lighter Side” section.)
From CAS Associate Kurtis Ewing: I just want to take a minute
to update and praise our sound community. I have been watching
and reading posts. It has been great to see the amount of Zoom
meet-ups and FaceTime calls keeping people connected. I have
participated in some and can say it makes a huge difference. We
need each other and should stay connected! Looking forward to
getting back at it as soon as it is healthy to do so. Appreciate
everyone! We will get through this!

Stephen Tibbo CAS mixed the series finale of Modern Family,
along with Srdjan Popovic, CAS Associate William Munroe, and
Dan Lipe. Stephen also recently completed the final mix on The
Hyperions, along with Bob Edmondson CAS.
David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE recently completed mixing
the documentary Fresh Tracks, about the man who developed
specialty skis for paraplegics coming back from WWII. It is
currently doing the festival circuit. Stay healthy!
Steve Weiss CAS was mixing All Rise on CBS Mondays until the
pandemic shut it down with one-and-a-half episodes remaining in
the order. Fingers crossed for another season with Stacey Washer
on boom and Dennis Carlin utility.
From Erik Magnus CAS: The last 18 months have been funny.
A Tiffany Haddish feature film, Like a Boss for Paramount
Pictures, started this comedy run with boom operator Patrick
M. Wylie and utility sound Arielle Engle. After the holidays,
Season 2 of Netflix’s dark comedy satire episodic series Insatiable
took us into the summer. Next up was the long-in-development
Eddie Murphy sequel to Coming to America, also for Paramount
Pictures. Switching genres in the new year, we started work on a
superhero-themed action film from MGM Studios.

Gavin Fernandes CAS mixed dia/music for Coffee & Kareem,
released on Netflix to a captive audience. It was a privilege to mix
with Wayne Lemmer, sound designer/FX mixer extraordinaire.
On the docket, but paused, Bold Type (NBC) and Blood &
Treasure (CBS). Stay safe! Hug your loved ones.
Devin Golub CAS had a great year mixing Season 4 of American
Housewife for ABC. Twenty half-hour episodes! (We still have a
few days on the finale to shoot.) The whole cast and crew became
like one big family over the course of the season. Can’t say there

was much of a pilot season. So, fingers crossed for American
Housewife Season 5! Looking forward to getting back to work.
Many thanks to my sound team: boom op David Hadder, utility
Steve Blazewick, and all our great day players. Good work lads!

Lee Orloff CAS, along with my crew of boom operator Jeffrey
Humphries and utility tech/playback Jason Lewis, recently
wrapped the Georgia and Panama shoot of The Suicide Squad.
Immediately after wrap, one of our cast members, Idris Elba,
revealed he was COVID-19 positive. Elba and his wife, since
recovered, have become goodwill ambassadors for the UN
IFAD fund, raising $40M to help stop a global food crisis from
occurring as a result of the economic fallout.
Matt Foglia CAS wrapped up his spring semester at MTSU
by teaching remotely. Thanks to Avid, iZotope, and Sonarworks
for providing students with free licences to finish out the
semester—and thanks to the students for adjusting in the
face of this crazy challenge. On the mix front, Matt completed
Season 2 of Travel’s Paranormal: Caught on Camera with Season
3 on the way, began mixing Season 1 of Travel’s Magic: Caught
on Camera, and is on Season 2 of CourtCam for A&E. Hoping
you and yours are staying safe.

In television…
Re-recording mixers Keith Rogers CAS and Ben Cook in Mix 2,
finished up the third season of Westworld for HBO.
Mark Fleming CAS and Myron Nettinga CAS working on a
Marvel project in Mix 1.

John Cook CAS and Bill Freesh CAS wrapped Briarpatch for the
USA Network and Space Force for Netflix in Mix A.
Peter Nusbaum CAS and Whitney Purple CAS also working in
“client remote only” Mix 5 wrapping up Will & Grace S3, Last Man
Standing S8, grown-ish S3, black-ish S6, mixed-ish S1, and finishing up
Season 3 of A.P. Bio.
Robert Edmondson CAS and Reuben Ripley wrapping up FBI S2
and FBI: Most Wanted S1 in Mix B.
Todd Morrissey CAS and Eddie Bydalek in Mix C just wrapped
Chicago Fire S8 and Chicago P.D. S7 with successful remote
playbacks for their last few episodes.

Derek Marcil and Gregory Watkins in Mix G just wrapped
Chicago Med S5 and SVU S21, also finishing their seasons
with remote playbacks.
Karol Urban CAS MPSE and Kurt Kassulke CAS finished
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up Season 2 of Boomerang for BET, Project
Blue Book for History Channel, Single
Parents for ABC, and Season 16 of Grey’s
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Checking in from NBCUniversal
StudioPost Sound Operations…
On the Hitchcock, Jon Taylor CAS and
Frank Montano finished up the first temp
mix and the first week of pre-dubs for F9,
prior to the Shelter-In-Place orders took
place and retreating from the studio lot.
This ninth chapter in the Fast & Furious
franchise comes under the helm of director
Justin Lin.
Mixers Scott Millan CAS and Paul Hackner
were in Mix 6 finishing up the final mix and
print master of the Universal DreamWorks
Animation feature Trolls World Tour, which
is breaking records as the most pre-ordered
title in streaming service history.
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Production sound mixer James
Ridgley CAS on the set of

The Inheritance in Downtown
Los Angeles.

From Hawaii to Thailand, Amanda Beg
gs CAS
and her mini-cart had quite a journey!
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Sabi Tulok has organized
multiple “Production
Chats” encouraging mixers
to connect and share
professional advise during
the stay-at-home orders.
The response has been not
hing short beautiful! Thank
you to so many CAS memb
ers and Board members for
participating!

Karol Urban
CAS MPSE is

having troubles
keeping her new
recordist focused
on the task at
hand. #soosleepy

Bob Bronow CAS and Mark Hensley
CAS
wrapped Barkskins on Stage A at Sma
rtpost Sound
the week before everything shut down.
Since the shutdown, Bob Bronow CAS
has
been keeping himself busy with a bunc
h of unique
activities.

Randy Johnson, the late king, Peter
Kur
CAS, and Kelly Doran on The Tragedy ofland

Macbeth.
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CAS Associate Kurtis Ewing
(right) on the last day of a recent
project with Jake White.
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